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FOREWORD
During the past twelve months, intensive efforts in the areas of
design, development, analysis and testing have been conducted to
assure the timely redesign of the Apollo cryogenic oxygen storage and
supply system. As a result of these activities, much useful infor-
mation has been developed in the cryogenics area, and the purpose of
the MSC Cryogenics Symposium is to share this information with others
who have a need for it, whether they be designers of future space-
craft or of cryogenic systems for terrestrial applications.
The papers contained herein will hopefully assist symposium attendees
in getting as much information as possible from the oral presenta-
tions. The papers are grouped into five major categories to assist
the reader in readily identifying any topic of interest.
Grateful acknowledgement is extended to each of the authors, all of
whom have contributed much of their own time in writing the papers;
to Charles W. Glassburn, whose assistance and helpful suggestions have
been invaluable in implementing preparatory plans; and to Stanley E.
Jacobsen and Helen N. Foley for their perseverance and helpful assist-
ance in preparation for the symposium.
William E. Simon
Chairman
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REDESIGN OF THE APOLLO CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM
Author - C. P. Bouman
North American Rockwell, Inc.
Space Division
An assessment of the Apollo 13 mission resulted in establishing
new and revised requirements for the design of the oxygen tanks and
the associated spacecraft system.
Areas to be discussed include new system requirements, system
changes to Apollo 14, revised operational requirements, instrumenta-
tion, operational redlines, component isolation modes, and return
enhancement capabilities. In order to show the relationship of the
cryogenic system to the spacecraft, a short description of the
system may be useful.
General System Description and Requirements (Basic Apollo)
The basic Apollo cryogenic system consisted of two each oxygen
tanks and hydrogen tanks. The system includes related controls,
check valves, filters and shutoff valves as shown in Figure 1.
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Oxygen is provided for pressurization of the command module and 
for crew metabolic consumption. Oxygen and hydrogen in an 8:1 ratio 
is also provided as reactants to the fuel cells for the generation 
of spacecraft electrical power. Useful stored consumables are 320 
pounds of oxygen per tank, and 28 pounds of hydrogen per tank. The 
basic design concept for the cryogenic system allows for an emergency 
return with the loss of either one hydrogen tank, or one oxygen tank, 
or both. The hydrogen and oxygen systems for the basic Apollo are 
stored in Sector IV of the service module as shown on Figure 2. 
Figure 2 
Detailed System Description 
Following an oxygen fluid flow path from Tank Number 1, fluid 
from the tank passes through the system valve module which contains 
a pressure relief valve, a pressure transducer, a pressure control 
switch, and a check valve. The pressure control switch operates 
between a range of 865 to 935 psig. As the pressure in the tank 
decays due to fluid expulsion, the pressure control switch activates 
at the low setting, energizing the motor driven electrical transfer 
switch, which in turn provides electrical energy to the heaters 
located inside the oxygen tank. The process reverses as the pressure 
control switch reaches the upper limit setting. The pressure trans-
ducer provides pressure readout to the crew and to flight control. 
The pressure transducer readout is accurate within plus or minus 2.5 
percent of full scale within a range of 50 to 1,050 psig. The system 
relief valve operates within a pressure band of 973 psig cracking 
pressure with full flow in excess of 100 lbs/hr at 1,010 psig. 
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Oxygen passing through the system valve module is transported to the
fuel cells through check valves, solenoid shutoff valves, and the
fuel cell flow meters. Fluid is also transported to the Environmental
Control System (ECS) through flow restrictors, check valves and
isolation valves. Components within the system are protected from
contamination by the use of inline filters ranging from 12 M absolute
to 175A absolute.
Pressure and quantity readouts for each tank are displayed on
the control and display panels in the command module, and are also
provided through telemetry to flight operations. The cryogenic bulk
fluid temperatures are also provided to flight operations. The two
oxygen systems are completely independent in operation, the systems
being interconnected downstream of the fuel cell system check valves
and the ECS check valves. The primary purpose of the check valves
is to prevent reverse flow from Tank Number 1 to Tank Number 2 and
the reverse.
Controls are provided which allow the crew to select ON-OFF or
AUTO selection for the 02 and H2 tank heaters and fans. Circuit
breakers and/or fuses are provided for circuit protection for all
electrical components and systems. Installation of the cryogenic
system is of a modular concept; all components, including the tanks,
are mounted on the equipment shelves which in turn are installed in
the service module. Interconnecting lines are brazed, except for
the connections to the fuel cells which are mechanical Joints.
Apollo 13 Mission Assessment
As a result of the Apollo 13 incident, NR Joined with NASA and
other contractors in an immediate investigation, including a
reassessment of the Command and Service Module (CSM) subsystems,
and support equipment. Results of the Joint reassessment suggested
significant changes in the following two basic areas.
First, the knowledge that emerged from the investigation
indicated that new requirements needed to be established for the
spacecraft cryogenic system, as well as for the oxygen tank. These
requirements resulted in a series of design changes known as the
cryogenic system modification.
Second, the experience gained from the safe return of Apollo 13
indicated that, during certain abort-mission conditions, additional
power, oxygen, and potable water would enhance the probability of a
successful return to earth. This series of changes has come to be
known as the return enhancement modification.
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The new requirements established revised ground rules for the
design of the cryogenic oxygen system as follows:
a) Eliminate or minimize the use of organic materials within
tanks and components.
b) Eliminate or reduce blind installations.
c) Eliminate dynamic components exposed to oxygen.
d) Revise instrumentation and caution and warning system to
provide for positive indication of system operational
parameters.
Changes to the Apollo cryogenic system considered previous
flight operational data, which resulted in maintaining changes to
a minimum to avoid losing valuable mission experience. The above
requirements resulted in the following changes to the spacecraft
and components.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
Redesign the oxygen tank.
Add oxygen tank heater instrumentation.
Provide for one, two or three oxygen tank heater operation.
Install oxygen tank feed line filters.
Replace fuel cell reactant shutoff valve.
Revise talk-back logic in F/C reactant shutoff valves.
Add reactant valve position to caution and warning system.
Revise hydrogen tank pressure caution and warning limits.
Install third oxygen tank in Apollo 14.
Add third oxygen tank isolation valve.
Add third oxygen tank check valve.
Add oxygen tank 2 and 3 manifold pressure transducer.
Install auxiliary battery.
Oxygen Tank Redesign and Related CSM Changes
The redesign of the oxygen tank resulted in some additional
changes to the spacecraft associated with the electrical system,
controls and displays, and instrumentation. The design of the
modified tank incorporates three heater elements, versus two on the
basic Apollo tank, plus the addition of a heater temperature sensor.
The addition of the third heater element provides for additional
redundancy, plus the capability of selecting either one, two or
three heater element operation. The selection of single or multiple
energy input sources becomes important for future missions where
higher flow rates, at various fluid density levels are required.
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Heater Temperature Sensor 
Extensive testing and analysis showed that the bulk fluid 
temperature sensor installed in the basic Apollo oxygen tank did 
not reflect the highest temperatures of the fluid or materials within 
the tank. This was amplified by the removal of the destratification 
fans, which resulted in a higher degree of stratification of the 
fluid. 
To provide more realistic temperature data, with reference to 
the highest temperatures within the tank, a heater temperature 
sensor was added. Comprehensive analysis and test programs have 
established that the location of the heater temperature sensor is 
within 30 F relative to the hottest spot on the heater assembly. 
The addition of the heater temperature sensor required the addition 
of temperature signal conditioners located on the oxygen shelf 
assembly as shown on Figure 3« 
Figure 3 
The temperature sensor output range is from -320 F to +600 F. 
Heater temperature data is available to flight operations for 
monitoring during the mission. Spacecraft wiring and switch panel 
modifications have been made to allow for crew selection of varied 
heater configuration. The establishment of a 350 F heater temperature 
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redline was the result of extensive testing and analysis. The analysis
indicated that the heater temperature should not approach the 350 F
redline based on currently planned oxygen flow rates for the "H",
"J", and Skylab missions. The material test programs have shown
that there is no degradation or hazardous operating condition with
heater temperatures up to 550 F. The 350 F redline considers the
300 temperature delta between location of the sensor and the hottest
spot on the heater, instrumentation error, material limits plus a
safety factor.
System Filters
Redesign of the oxygen tank also necessitated the installation
of inline filters in the oxygen feed lines. The addition of a
heater temperature sensor in the oxygen tank, coupled with relocation
of the bulk fluid temperature sensor, resulted in a space limitation
within the oxygen tank neck adapter area. This necessitated removing
the filters from within the tanks and installing them in the tank
feed line.
Replacement of Fuel Cell Reactant Shutoff Valves
The reactant shutoff valve assembly is composed of three
solenoid valves and two check valves'as shown on Figure 4.
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The oxygen enters from each oxygen tank through the check
valves into a plenum. The plenum allows for oxygen to flow from
either tank to the fuel cells. Three latching solenoid shutoff
valves are used to close off reactant flow to the fuel cells. A
talk-back is displayed to the crew to indicate the open or closed
valve position.
The replacement of the oxygen reactant shutoff valve was the
result of the flammability analysis conducted on all components in
the oxygen loop. The 02 reactant shutoff valve was identified as
having teflon coated electrical wiring, teflon material, and open
terminals exposed to high pressure oxygen. Rework of the valve to
provide an oxygen barrier was considered too extensive, requiring a
complete redesign of the valve; therefore, the valve was modified by
removing the solenoid shutoff valves from the housing. This main-
tained the manifold for fluid distribution to the fuel cells and
the check valves. The replacement valve as shown on figure 5 was
installed between the manifold and the fuel cell flow meters.
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This valve was developed and is currently used on the Apollo
reaction control system. All electrical components are shielded
from high pressure oxygen. The only change to the valve was to
replace a body seal to eliminate leakage at cryogenic temperatures.
The valve was successfully subjected to an extensive test program,
which included cryogenic operation, life cycling, thermal shock and
magnetic latch holding capability. This valve was flown on Apollo 14.
The installation of the valve is shown in figure 3.
Reactant Valve Talk-Back Logic
The talk-back logic on basic Apollo was such that both the H2
and 02 reactant shut-off valves were required to be closed to provide
talk-back display. This was to ensure that for ground operation and
checkout both valves were either closed or open. With the 02 and H2
system pressurized, closure of either the 02 or H2 valve places a
high, damaging, pressure differential across the fuel cell. The
Apollo 13 assessment indicated the requirement to provide inflight
information of any reactant valve closure. This change was accom-
plished by wiring the H2 and 02 reactant switches in parallel. The
talk-back logic was also added to the caution and warning system for
early indication of valve closures. (Figure 6)
APOLLO 13 APOLLO 14 & SUBS
CLOSE BEFORE FLAG WILL ACTUATE
CLOSURE OF EITHER 02 OR H2
VALVE WILL ACTUATE FLAG AND
CAUTION & WARNING
Figure 6
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Hydrogen Tank Pressure Caution and Warning Limits
The low pressure caution and warning signal for the hydrogen
tanks on basic Apollo was set at approximately 1.0 psi below the
lower trip point pressure on the hydrogen tank pressure control
switch. Due to a pressure imbalance between tanks, or a shift in
pressure control switch setting, the alarm can be triggered when,
in fact, system operation is normal. To delete the possibility of
nuisance alarms, and the potential screening effect of the C&W
system as related to the H2 system pressure switch setting, the
system was revised to lower the C&W low pressure actuation point
to effectively reduce the chance of pressure switch and C&W inter-
ference.
Installation of Third Oxygen Tank in Apollo 14
The decision to install the oxygen tank in Apollo 14 was based
on three factors.
First, to provide added confidence in mission success with
redesigned tanks.
Second, to provide a return enhancement capability in the
event anomalies would prevent making oxygen available from tanks
1 and 2.
Third, system performance in the low density regime, without
destratification fans to provide forced convection, was not understood.
The "S' configuration Apollo vehicles are designed to provide
for more extensive lunar exploration, which includes the Scientific
Instrumentation Module. The extended operation required additional
reactants for the fuel cells, plus oxygen for the command module.
As a result, the "J" mission vehicles have been modified to accept
one each additional hydrogen and oxygen tank and related controls
as shown on figure 7.
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Because of additional crew activities, including external vehicle
activity (EVA), operation of oxygen tanks in lower fluid density
ranges is anticipated. In order to provide advance information on
system response at low fluid density operation; and to provide
added confidence in mission success, a decision was made in July
1970, to install a third oxygen tank on the Apollo 14 spacecraft.
The third oxygen tank was installed as shown on figure 8 and is
plumbed in parallel with oxygen tank number 2. A pressure switch,
relief valve, and pressure transducer package is provided which is
identical to the basic system components.
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Isolation Valve
As part of the return enhancement capability, an isolation valve
was installed which provides a means to isolate tank number 3 from
the rest of the system, providing oxygen only to the command module.
The isolation valve is identical to the new fuel cell reactant shut-
off valves and carries the same part number. The isolation valve is
wired to the battery bus to assure operation in the event of the loss
of primary spacecraft electrical power.
Tank Number 3 Check Valve
The installation of the tank number 3 check valves is identical
to tanks number 1 and 2 and serves the same purpose, i.e., preventing
reverse flow between tanks during normal system operation and in the
event of the loss of a system.
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Return Enhancement Provisions
In addition to the third oxygen tank installed in Apollo 14,
provisions were made to install a battery in the service module to
provide emergency return electrical power in the event of total loss
of the spacecraft primary electrical power system. The battery is
rated at 400 amp hours and is identical to the LEM descent battery.
The emergency return power profile, assuming total loss of the
Apollo primary electrical power system, is such, that the spacecraft
capability of a safe return from worst case condition is enhanced.
Testing
The redesigned components and the system were subjected to an
extensive test program which considered all phases of environmental
and operation conditions, including off-limits testing. The three
tank system was subjected to two mission life cycle tests at the
Beech Aircraft test facility in Boulder, Colorado. The system was
also operated in parallel with the Apollo 14 mission, simulating
actual mission oxygen flows, at established density ranges. The
successful completion of the test program provided added confidence
in the redesign of the components and the system.
The installation of the third oxygen tank in Apollo 14 allowed
for performing a specific series of tests at fluid densities below
20% during the mission. Data from the test showed good temperature
correlation with the zero "G" heat transfer models. The test
demonstrated that with two heater element operation, flows up to
7.0 lb/hr can be provided while maintaining heater temperatures
below 350 F.
The Apollo 14 flight test program also demonstrated that within
the proposed flow regime for the Apollo 15 mission, pressurization of
the system can be maintained without the use of destratification
fans or external pumping loops to increase convective heat transfer.
The test, and total system operation, verified that pressure drops
associated with sudden mixing of stratified fluids is negligible.
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Conclusion
The new requirements, test programs and attendent changes as
implemented on the follow-on spacecraft have:
1) Extended the capability of the cryogenic system by providing
a high degree of confidence and great flexibility in system
operation.
2) Provided an extremely high confidence in a successful return
to earth from worst case abort conditions.
3) Supplied data from the Apollo 14 mission which is directly
applicable to future, more advanced Apollo missions;
established analyses/flight correlation techniques appli-
cable to future programs and systems.
4) Provided increased knowledge regarding ignition characteris-
tics and burn rates of materials exposed to high pressure
oxygen.
5) Established new design requirements for cryogenic systems
relative to future programs and systems.
13
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MODIFIED APOLLO CRYOGENIC OXYGEN TANK DESIGN
Kermit Van Leuven
Project Engineer
Beech Aircraft Corporation
Boulder, Colorado
ABSTRACT
Assessment of the Apollo 13 mission indicated that some design changes
be incorporated into Apollo cryogenic oxygen storage tanks. These
changes broadly fit into three categories. They were: deletion of the
fluid equilibration motors and redesign of heater assembly, material
changes for internal tank wiring and density sensor, and the addition
of a heater assembly temperature sensor. Development of a cryogenic
oxygen tank incorporating these changes is presented.
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
Analysis of required design changes (reference Figure 1 which illus-
trates the original tank design), indicated that the heater assembly
would be the key element and that the primary development problem was
to incorporate metal sheathed wiring. A solution to this problem
dictated the following general criteria for sheathed wiring:
1. Small diameter to:
(a) mimimize conducted heat leak,
(b) keep the containing conduit diameter small to allow
installation in the existing pressure vessel neck
opening and provide low conducted heat leak in short
conduit lengths, and
(c) provide maximum flexibility since the sheathed wires
would have to be pulled through the containing conduit
at installation.
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2. Good handling resistance.
3. Completely compatible with silver solder brazing temperatures
(13250F).
4. LOX-GOX compatibility for all materials.
5. Appropriate electrical characteristics such as current carrying
capacity with acceptable self-heating, insulation properties
and capacitance.
These criteria were then used to screen available metal sheathed wiring
and resulted in the selection of a sheathed wire produced by the
Rosemount Engineering Company of Minneapolis. The wire produced by
Rosemount had shown superior characteristics in the areas of flexi
bility, handling tolerance, and internal materials. An additional
bonus was realized with this wire selection in that heater elements
could be fabricated with integral cold leads inside a continuous
metallic sheath. This capability eliminated the need for heater
lead terminations on the heater assembly.
Construction details of the selected metal sheathed wiring are
illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows a cross section of
the sheathed wire. The outer sheath material is 321 stainless
steel. Nominal finished outside diameter is 0.059 inch with 0.010
inch wall thickness. The insulation material is crushed and com-
pacted Refrasil which is fused silicon dioxide or quartz. The
Refrasil is applied as a woven braid of fused quartz fibers and is
crushed and compacted when the metallic sheath is drawn. The con-
ductor materials are 0.0158 inch O.D. Nichrome V for heater elements
and 0.020 inch O.D. nickel-clad copper for cold leads. Figure 2
illustrates the manufacturing process used to fabricate the sheathed
wire and shows how cold leads and heater elements are joined so that
they can be enclosed in a single continuous sheath. Figure 2 also
illustrates how a completed heater element is terminated with
hermetically sealed headers.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND SELECTION
The selection of a specific metal sheathed wire and preliminary
compilations of its design application parameters allowed detailed
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engineering development of the required design changes. This in turn
led to the comprehensive hardware development and design verification
testing program presented in Table I. The resulting new design is
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
In addition to the items shown in Table I, a development program to
eliminate teflon materials from the tank density sensing probe was
pursued. Two development density sensors were fabricated using
insulating materials other than teflon. The materials were fused
quartz and Alsimag ceramic. Subsequent testing of these two probes
indicated that both materials were feasible; however, considerable
further work would be required to perfect them to production design
status. The main problem areas were: moisture sensitivity and
particle generation.
DESIGN AND PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT
BAC encountered four significant manufacturing process development
problems during the fabrication of these initial tanks. They were:
1. Perfection of tooling and braz-ing techniques for installation
of Rosemount heater elements on the heater assembly support
tube. These spirally wrapped elements were difficult to keep
in place and simultaneously allow a smooth continuous braze
with uniform temperature distribution. The problem was resolved
by more sophisticated retaining tools and the incorporation of a
preheater into the brazing tool.
2. Maintenance of dry sheathed leads throughout the manufacturing
cycle. The sheathed wiring readily wicked air moisture in any
process which heated and cooled the leads in an unsealed condi-
tion. Moisture in the leads would result in their insulation
resistance and dielectric strength being less than specification
requirements. This problem was resolved by minimizing the
occurrence and duration of leads being in an unsealed condition
and when leads were required to be unsealed all work was done
in dry boxes or under hot dry blanket purge conditions.
3. Brazing problems associated with installation of transition
spline pins between sheathed wire hermetic headers and the
original design Apollo main electrical connector. The problems
were primarily associated with small clearances between pins in
the main electrical connector which made torch brazing very
difficult and resulted in multiple reheat of some connector pins.
This problem was eventually resolved by a new electrical connector
design. The original and new design connectors are contrasted in
Figure 5.
4. A problem occurred with the heater element platinum braze joint
during component acceptance testing of heater assemblies. The
problem was continuity failures in the platinum braze joints
or close to the joint in the nickel-clad copper lead. Investi-
gation of the problem traced the cause to inadequate wetting of
the Nichrome V heater element wire during the joint braze opera-
tion, manual control of centering during the joint braze operation,
and an extremely severe annealing operation following drawing of
the wire sheath. All of these problems were resolved by changing
the joint braze and annealing processes. The investigation also
showed that the existing component acceptance tests would have
screened out any heater assemblies with potentially defective
heater elements. However, both BAC and Rosemount inspection and
component acceptance tests were made more stringent as a result
of this problem.
DESIGN QUALIFICATION
Qualification of the new design oxygen tank commenced in mid-October.
Table II indicates the items qualified, the tests conducted and a
brief synopsis of the test results. One failure was encountered during
vibration qualification testing. The bulk fluid temperature sensor MI
cable separated where it entered to the sensor housing. The failure
resulted in severe degradation of the first qualification tank
(XTA0033) vacuum when sorbed gases in the magnesium oxide insulation
were released into the tank vacuum annulus. This failure occurred
prior to running the last axis of random design proof vibration.
Investigation of this failure included re-evaluation of the vibration
test levels and exposure times. Results of this re-evaluation
indicated that the test requirements were unnecessarily severe
especially in the area of exposure time. The test levels were
redefined and a second qualification tank, XTA0037, was subsequently
exposed to the new test requirements without incident.
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Successful qualification of the new design oxygen tank was completed
just a matter of days before launch of Apollo 14. In fact, the mission
simulation test setup being used for the last qualification test of the
tanks was recycled and used to "fly" a parallel mission with the tank
system in Apollo 14.
Performance of the new design oxygen tanks was completely satisfactory.
The performance ratings of the original design oxygen tank and the new
design oxygen tank are compared in Table III.
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ORIGINAL BLOCK II OXYGEN TANK
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Figure 3
OXYGEN TANK ASSEMBLY
New Apollo Oxygen Tank Design
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE RATINGS
30
I T E M BLOCK II DESIGN NEW DESIGN
Tank Weight (pounds) 80.85 79.7
Heater Watt Density 2.8 2.1
(watts/sq. in.)
Maximum Heater Temperature
(12.5% density & after 1 hr.) 580.0 490.0
(Degree F)
Maximum Flow (lb/hr) 0.790 0.825
(measured LO-19)
Electrical Conduit Heat Leak 1.93 2.29
(BTU/hr)
Fluid Temperature Sensor Heat Leak 0.0 1.53
(BTU/hr)
Total Tank Heat Leak 28.05 29.26
(BTU/hr)
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA
AND SAFETY INFORMATION
R. H. Kropschot
Cryogenics Division
NBS-Institute for Basic Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302
The accuracy of any calculation is usually dependent
upon the quality of the input data. The National Bureau
of Standards is the largest source of reliable data on
the properties of materials and on bibliographic infor-
mation at cryotemperatures. Precision measurements
of the properties of oxygen over a wide range of tem-
perature and pressure are complete. The primary
remaining effort, which is in progress, is the repre-
sentation of these data in the most usable format such
as tables, equations, diagrams, and computer programs.
In addition, safety data are essential to proper design,
operation, and failure analysis. All of the available
information on oxygen safety is being reviewed, evalu-
ated and indexed for quick retrieval through the NASA
Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute program.
This paper discusses the availability of data, where the
major gaps in data occur, and retrieval of bibliographic
information.
A prime function of the NBS-Cryogenic Division is to supply data for
low temperature design and analysis. Table 1 shows the Functional
Activities of the division and is intended to illustrate some of the
resources available to the cryogenic engineer. The Cryogenics
Division is the largest source of data on the properties of materials
and bibliographic information at cryotemperatures. The Division is
also the source of information on other areas of cryogenics such as
safety, metrology, and process equipment. The primary objective of
this paper, in relation to the Apollo program is to; a) summarize the
sources of available data, b) discuss deficiencies in available data,
c) review ongoing programs to alleviate these deficiencies, and d) dis-
cuss requirements for future space applications.
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TABLE 1. Functional Activities of the NBS-Cryogenics Division
Cryogenic Data Center
Documentation
Compilation and Critical Evaluation
Cryogenic Properties of Solids
Electrical Properties
Thermal Properties
Mechanical / Metallurgical Properties
Properties of Cryogenic Fluids
Pure Fluids
Mixtures
Cryogenic Systems
Systems Evaluation
Con sultation-
Slush Cryogens
Metrology
Flowmetering
Pres sure/Temperature/Density/State
Fluid Transport Processes
Heat Transfer
Infrared Properties
Cryoelectronic s
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Data for Analysis and Design
A complete review of the information service provided by the Cryogenic
Data Center for the field of cryogenics has recently been published by
Olien. 1 A thorough and continuous search of current published liter-
ature is conducted. We review over 300 journals cover-to-cover,
search other abstracting services, patents, conference proceedings,
and report literature. Dissemination is made each week through the
Current Awareness Service as illustrated in Figure 1. In addition,
two specialized bibliographies are published quarterly, The Super-
conducting Devices and Materials Quarterly and the Liquefied Natural
Gas Quarterly. Documents from these lists are then selected for
entry into the information retrieval system. Punched cards in
machine-readable form containing title, author, byline, reference,
abstract reference, and indexing terms are prepared for each of the
selected documents. Over 7500 new documents are added each year
and our total file contains over 70,000 documents.
The availability of these data on magnetic tape permits rapid access
to a vast amount of information. For example, Table 2 shows a list
of bibliographies prepared for NASA and NASA contractors immedi-
ately after the Apollo 13 incident. Selected datafrom these references
were scanned by the NBS staff and transmitted over the telephone.
The entire bibliography was then forwarded, usually within hours after
being requested. The rapid availabilityof these data saved many labo-
rious manhours in conducting literature searches for creditable data
and tended to assure the investigators that all pertinent sources of
data had been utilized.
Thermophysical Properties of Oxygen
Data on the thermodynamic and transport properties of oxygen have
been measured by NBS over a wide range of temperature and pres-
sure.2 These measurements were made at the request of NASA-
OART.3 Available tables, charts, graphs, and computer programs
were supplied in copious quantities to assist in the Apollo investigation.
The diverse nature of subsequent calculations (as illustrated by today's
program) reemphasized the fact that the data, although available, were
not always in the most usable format. In response to this need, NBS
has undertaken a program for NASA-MSC to compile the thermophysi-
cal data in a format which is more readily usable by the design engi-
neer.4 The first of these documents is in final form for editorial
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TABLE 2. Prepared Bibliographies Related
to the Apollo 13 Incident
Compatibility of Oxygen with Various Materials and Contamination,
Hazards and Safety with Liquid Oxygen
Handling and Safety with Liquid Oxygen
Liquid Oxygen Storage, Transfer, Loading, etc., Procedures and
Equipment
Flow,Temperature and Pressure Measurement of Liquid and Super-
critical Oxygen
Heat Transfer to Supercritical Oxygen at Zero Gravity
Properties of Thermal Insulation for Use at Cryogenic Temperatures
Critical Properties of Oxygen
Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat of Inconel
Thermodynamic Diagrams of Oxygen
Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of Teflon
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review and printing. R. D. McCarty and L. A. Weber 5 have com-
piled and critically evaluated the "Thermophysical Properties of
Oxygen from the Freezing Liquid Line to 600 R for Pressures to
5000 psia." The tables include, entropy, enthalphy, internal energy,
density, volume, speed of sound, specific heat, thermal conductivity,
viscosity, (bP/bV)T, (bP/bT)p, V(bH/bV)p, V(bP/bU)V , -V(bP/bV) T ,
1/V(bV/bT)p, thermal diffusivity, Prandtl number and the dielectric
constant for 79 isobars. In addition to the isobaric tables, tables for
the saturated vapor and liquid are given which include all of the above
properties, plus the surface tension. Tables for the pressure-
temperature relationship of the freezing liquid and the derived Joule-
Thomson inversion curve are also presented. The specific heat at
constant saturation and the index of refraction are given in graphical
form. Figures 2 and 3 show a representative table of data and a tem-
perature entropy chart.
Thermodynamic Property Diagrams
Thermodynamic and phase diagrams permit the properties of a fluid
to be visualized in a familiar frame of reference. They are often
used for preliminary design and occasionally for final design, even
though greater accuracy can be obtained from tables, computer rou-
tines or greatly enlarged charts. Diagrams are also useful in the
analysis of malfunctions because they provide rapid access to prop-
erty values without the difficulty of two-dimensional interpolation.
Table 3 outlines the types of charts in most common use. Each chart
has its adherents and, in general, each serves a slightly different
purpose. Preparation of all of these charts for a given fluid would be
very expensive. To be complete, all eight charts (in three, four and
five variables) in SI, British, and modified units would require at
least 30 different diagrams. In order to cover all ranges of tempera-
ture and pressure to adequate accuracy, some diagrams must be pre-
pared in sections. Selected diagrams are currently in preparation by
McCarty and Weber.
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TABLE 3. Thermodynamic Diagrams
1 3 variable chartsl 4 variable charts, 5 variable charts
Variables P, V or p. T P, V or p, T, Z P' V or p, T,
I H or U, S
Coordinate axes P vs T Z vs log P H vs S
(the other vari-
ables are shown P vs V or p T vs S
as constant prop- p vs T Porlog P vs H
erty lines)
Porlog P vs U
Computer Programs for Thermophysical Properties of Oxygen
Several approaches to the development of computer programs for
thermophysical properties of oxygen have been taken. The equation
of state approach is very useful because it allows the direct calcula-
tion of the thermodynamic properties from an easily programmable
mathematical function. The equation of state for oxygen developed by
Stewart6 has been used extensively, and although it does not give the
best representation of existing experimental data, the accuracy is
sufficient for many purposes. However, it is necessary to proceed
with caution since equations of state often give erroneous results in
the critical region and should not be used for extrapolation beyond the
limits of experimental data.
Another method of computerizing thermodynamic properties is the so-
called "Tab Code" method, which allows rapid calculations by inter-
polations of tables stored in the computer. This method was used for
hydrogen,7 but to this authors' knowledge no such program is avail-
able for oxygen. The primary problem with this method is interpola-
tion error. If accurate calculations are required, the size of the
tables to be stored in the computer becomes prohibitively large.
A third method of computerizing thermodynamic properties is by
programming a series of independently derived mathematical func-
tions (multifunction) such as isochores or isotherms or both. These
functions are then joined together in the computer program by various
means. Although this approach gives the most accurate results, it
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usually produces a program which allows very little, if any, versatil-
ity and the program is relatively slow on the computer. Because it is
the most accurate way to present data, we have prepared the oxygen
data in this manner for NASA-MSC under our present contract. 4 The
problem of determining which calculational approach is best has no
single answer but depends upon the individual user's requirements.
The following table can be used as a guide. In addition, the National
Bureau of Standards is constantly striving to fulfill the needs of the
scientific and engineering community for computerized property data.
Type ofType of Speed Versatility AccuracyProgram
Equation of State medium best medium
Tab Code best very little medium
Multifunction slow none best
Radiation Properties of Oxygen
Measurement of the spectral transmission of infrared radiation in
oxygen has been reported by several experimenters. These data are
being compiled, critically evaluated and used to calculate total hemi-
spherical radiation properties necessary for heat transfer calcula-
tions. 8
Safety of Oxygen
An extensive program is underway to provide data for the safe han-
dling of cryogenic fluid oxygen. Under the sponsorship of NASA
Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute (ASRDI) information on
oxygen is being synthesized for quick retrieval through the NASA
automated data processing system.9 The technical objectives of the
program are to:
(1) develop a thesaurus (dictionary) for information retrieval of
safety related information,
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(2) conduct an exhaustive literature search and acquire the docu-
ments,
(3) index and abstract these documents using the thesaurus,
(4) enter these documents into the NASA data bank for retrieval,
and
(5) prepare a summary report on the properties of oxygen, giving
"best values" for design.
An exhaustive search by our laboratory of both formal and informal
sources of information is about 90 percent complete and has yielded
over 3500 documents. Over half of these articles concern properties
data and at least 400 are being evaluated in detail for the preparation
of "best values. "
The indexing thesaurus has been developed by the NBS and ASRDI
staff and used to code a large number of cryogenic fluid safety papers.
Coding is performed by members of the NBS senior staff which per-
mits a critical evaluation by specialists in a particular field. The
final input contains an abstract, major subject(s), minor subject(s),
and links. The links are sequences of key words which permit re-
trieval (and sorting) of papers by a combination or words rather than
single isolated words, i. e. , a link is a set of indexing terms con-
nected together to represent a detailed subject discussed in the report
or paper.
Summa ry
Many of the thermophysical properties of oxygen below 5000 psi are
extremely well known (relative to other fluids) and the development of
"best values" along with tables, charts and computer programs should
suffice for nearly all requirements. Future demands will require
additional specialized data, data near the critical point, and most
importantly, data above 5000 psi. The most severe and immediate
problem to be solved is the criteria for compatibility as a function of
temperature, pressure, density, etc., and the development of corre-
lations between test procedures and service failure.
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The Cryogenics Division is engaged in a program for NASA-MSC to
compile the thermophysical properties of H 2 , He, and N 2 in a format
similar to the oxygen properties work of McCarty and Weber men-
tioned above. 4 Gaps in the data and uncertainties will, in many cases,
limit the accuracy of calculations which can be made using these
fluids. Details of these uncertainties will be given in the individual
reports, but two potential problems should be outlined to this group.
First, there exists a complete lack of data on helium in certain
regions of the thermodynamic diagram, and in other regions, major
discrepencies exist which can only be resolved by additional measure-
ments. Secondly, no data on hydrogen exist at low temperatures
above 5000 psi. This lack of data could be a severe problem for the
shuttle engine design and, in collaboration with NASA-OART, we are
planning on; (1) extrapolating existing data and estimating the uncer-
tainties, and (2) evaluating the need for new measurements.
The author wishes to gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Dudley
B. Chelton and Robert D. McCarty in the preparation of this manu-
script.
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PRESSURIZED EXPULSION OF NONISOTHERMAL
SINGLE-PHASE CRYOGEN
Clifford K. Forester
Research Engineer
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
The performance of single-phase storage and expulsion sys-
tems is strongly affected by temperature variations within
the stored cryogen which are generated during heat trans-
fer. Peculiar operating responses are indicated by spon-
taneous changes in fluid pressure which accompany "g" level
changes, increased heater surface temperature, and dura-
tions of pressure cycles which differ considerably from
that which is computed for an isothermal cryogen. The non-
isothermal characteristics are predicted with a numerical
model which includes the simultaneous solution of the time
dependent conservation equations of mass, energy, and mo-
mentum in two space dimensions of Cartesian coordinates for
boundary conditions which approximate those of the flight
cryogenic system. The methodology of the numerical method
and some comparisons between the predictions and the Apollo
12 flight data are included.
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Nomenclature
Pg Time derivative of the global pressure
Pg Global pressure
P Pressure
P Mass density
Pc Average mass density of the fluid in the container
Pp Mass density of fluid in the external plumbing
h Enthalpy
e Specific internal energy
T Temperature
k Thermal conductivity
1*. Kinematic viscosity
gx x- direction acceleration component
u x- direction velocity
Ax Cross sectional area of a cell face normal to the
x- direction
Ax x-direction discrete distance
X x- direction mass rate
HX Discrete stress tensor, momentum convection and
body force terms of the x-momentum equation
gy y- direction acceleration component
v y- direction velocity
4 9
Y y- direction mass rate
A y y- direction discrete distance
A Cross sectional area of a cell face normal to the
y- direction
HY Discrete stress tensor, momentum convection, and
body force terms of the y- momentum equation
8 -(- pbh/ p )Ip
(O _(1/p b p / be )p
V Cell volume
Vc Container volume
Vp Volume of the external plumbing
A t Time increment
6 A fraction of a time increment
EF Container elastic factor
HCX Thermal capacitance of a material located at a
cell face
TWX Temperature of a cell face
QX The prescribed cell face heating rate
g The magnitude of g acceleration vector
QDA The adiabatic heat deficiency of a nonisothermal
fluid system
QDT The heat deficiency of a process in which a dis-
crete amount of heat is added during the process
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A Pmax The pressure decay potential of a nonisothermal
fluid system
Z Compressibility
M Mass
m Mass rate
n The inverse of the polytropic exponent
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PRESSURIZED EXPULSION OF NONISOTHERMAL
SINGLE-PHASE CRYOGEN
Clifford K. Forester
Research Engineer
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
The single-phase storage concept has been employed in the
design of the Gemini and Apollo atmosphere and fuel cell
supply equipment. In the course of using these systems,
some peculiar performance characteristics have been ob-
served during flight operations. For example, shortly
after the launch of Gemini II and Apollo 12, abrupt de-
creases in the oxygen storage pressure in excess of 100 psi
have been noted. Additionally, the observed time required
to complete a pressurization cycle has been both substan-
tially shorter and longer than the duration predicted from
calculations which assume the stored cryogen is isothermal.
In this paper, the methodology of a numerical model is pre-
sented which, for the comparisons this far made with Apollo
12 and 14 flight data, appears to predict the observed pe-
culiarities. Several considerations comprise the numerical
model:
1) the methodology of the General Elliptic Method - GEM
2) the 1/2 box model in which the GEM is applied
3) the method of accounting for the cryogenic container
elasticity
4) the method of treating the gas trapped in the external
volume
The first two of these are discussed in order after the
introduction. The mathematical derivation of the last two
are provided in Appendix A. These considerations are fol-
lowed by a discussion of the physical characteristics of
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the Apollo oxygen system and a brief discussion of the
flight data reduction considerations. Finally, a discus-
sion is provided in which the comparison between Apollo 12
flight data and the 1/2 box model predictions for two pro-
blems is presented.
The Methodology of the General Elliptic Method (GEM)
Because of the length, no attempt is provided here to docu-
ment the literature now available on numerical algorithms
which model the conservation equations of mass, energy, and
momentum in time and space. A review of this literature
at the end of 1967 showed that the methods generally ap-
plied either to incompressible flow or high speed compres-
sible flow. These algorithms are restrictive enough so
that they eliminate from practical analysis one of the
most intriging aspects of the problems at hand which is to
compute the cryogen pressure history. As a result, a new
algorithm, the General Elliptic Method (GEM), was developed
by the author as a part-time effort and was documented in
reference (1). Reference (2) includes a literature survey
of those algorithms which depend upon an elliptical equa-
tion and some refinements of the GEM which was presented
in reference (1). However, the GEM had to be modified to
suit the special requirements which the problems at hand
establish. Since these modifications are an intricate
part of the computational method, a complete description
of the methodology is necessary and is illustrated subse-
quently.
The conservation equations of mass, energy, and momentum
for a Newtonian fluid may be written in the x- and y-
directions of Cartesian coordinates respectively as
at b x -a =°
a(pe) a(Pu.h) Pv' h b (k) b y
at ?a)Lx IA ax 6\b4 '
ab(u) b+ (P 2 ) + b(eU) _+ , +. Xa 
bDe~- + + +Ax/
° -
where
orX-U-L[/L , - 1 bJ b aL .,.
I.t ZA u A(bL+ )] + b(bL P] (1)
and where p is the mass density, u is the x-direction
velocity, v is the y- direction velocity, e is the speci-
fic internal energy, h is the enthalpy, k is the thermal
conductivity, T is the temperature, P is the pressure, gx
is the x- direction acceleration component, gy is the y-
direction acceleration component, and A is the kinematic
viscosity.
Since
e = (P,P) and h c + P/p
i= b be ((he) eA (2)
where
and
ah
_ _ap IP
and the product of 4 and 8 (( ) is the speed of sound
squared of the fluid.
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Because the Mach number is less than about 10- 3 for the
problems to be considered, only pressure waves of the
acoustic variety will dominate during the various flow pro-
cesses of interest. But since, for the purposes here,
modeling acoustic waves is unnecessary, and since each
acoustic wave only subtly modifies the density field as it
passes by any point of interest, the local time derivative
of pressure (bP/bt) may be replaced with the time deriva-
tive of the global pressure (Pg ) or ( b Pg/ b t) - Pg. (Note
however that this simplification does not eliminate spatial
gradients of pressure from the momentum equations.) Thus
equation (2) may be simplified to read
=(ee (h -) i
Now the mass rates which pass normal to and through the
center of the sides of a cell are defined as
X 
=
PuAX and y - tvAJ (4)
where Ax and Ay are the areas of the cell faces perpendi-
cular to the x and y axes respectively. Equations (1, 3
and 4) can be combined as
tP ,t a X + ~ , o (5a)
aX IjIP [Ax: a+][[A 1 a kdA +[I (a A LI (5b)
+X D at + k byou + Ae bp o A;kX P = AskX (5c)
Now a') b(Vd) are trafm int a = sp of
+ _Y__ A X + bp P = Aqar (5d)
Now (5a) - (5d) are transformed into a discrete set of
simultaneous algebraic equations with the use of a discrete
grid network.
It should be noted that two types of grid networks are in
general use:
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1) a mathematical grid in which all dependent variables
are defined at common points and
2) a physical grid in which the state and transport
properties are defined in the centers of control
volumes and the velocities are defined normal to and
in the center of the faces which bound the volumes.
The physical grid possesses three important advantages:
1) a unique definition of local mass conservation is
specified.
2) The resolution of thermal and velocity boundary
layers are improved for the same grid density since
the temperature and velocity points are Ax/2 orAy/2
from solid boundaries rather than the usual a x or
A y for the mathematical grid. This is achieved
without the usual complication that nonlinear grid
spacings involve.
3) The procedures for treating mathematical singulari-
ties (e.g., the center of a polar coordinate system)
are not ambiguous.
For these reasons the physical grid is employed in the fol-
lowing discrete formulation. Figure (1) shows a typical
computational cell which is imbedded in an array of such
cells which altogether comprise the volume of the entire
region of interest. For identification purposes, the sub-
scripts i and j are used with the cell center variables
P, p, T, h, e, k, and A to denote their relative location
in the complete cellular array. The whole integers, i and
j, are counted with the increasing x- and y- directions,
respectively. The velocities and mass rates which are de-
fined at the cell sides are denoted by half integers and
are counted similarly to the cell center values. Both the
integer and half integer nodal points are defined to be
separated by a cell width ( a x) and a cell height ( A y).
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The difference approximations of equations (5a) - (5d) for
a uniform two dimensional rectangular grid with an arbitra-
ry depth in the third dimension, are
t+1 t t+4 at
Pi! Pij + IV (6a)
t t+6  +b Dl) At (6b)%
energy equation
P+t + At (6c)
X l X. i+AC xt(Pit+) jt]t0 At (6d)
Wt iYt q +Ap AP-ij+l +Hytit A t (6e)
where
t+tl t+1
D,; -(i-aj-Xiij + Yij-jYij)
and V = AxA= A Ay(the cell volume) and the superscripts
t + 1 and t + 6 indicate an evaluation at the time t + A t
and t + 6 (At) respectively ( 6 = 1/2, 0). For 6 = 1/2,
¢ ij, ij, Pg and the terms of the convection of heat
are nearly time centered. Such an alternative has certain
advantages which are provided together with the methodology
for implementation in reference (2).
Dii is the net added mass rate to an i' cell,Eij is the net
added heat rate to an ij cell by conduction and convection.
HXi+l/2j and HYij+l/2 are the viscous, body force and the
convection terms of momentum in the x- and y- directions
respectively. The difference expressions for these terms
are given in references (1) and (2) and are omitted be-
cause they are not essential to the illustration of the
methodology of the GEM.
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(6b) may be revised as
Dtfl V gt _ (7)
t+l
Since D, summed over the total volume is equal to net mass
rate inflow at the boundaries, and since Pg is a constant
over the total volume, (7) may be integrated over the total
volume to yield
.E(E)t -(net mass rate outflow%
j at the boundaries (8)
.0 t(8)
where E is the sum over all active cells.
Now (6a) and (7) may be combined to form
Pt+1 1t Ft[ _ Et 1
1j Pij - [ (e p)ij ( G ij (9)
Equations (6c, 8, and 9) apply only to a container whose
walls are rigid. These equations may be modified in two
ways to accomodate the elasticity effect of the container
wall and the external volume. The first method involves
simply the multiplication of (8) by (EF) where
EF a I + (P 4 9)c (F)
where
L 3 =[r( -cr) VPe (10 )
which is the elastic factor derived in Appendix A. (p09 )c
is evaluated at the average stored fluid density. ( p V)p
is the product of the external plumbing volume and the
density of the fluid in the volume. n is the inverse of
the polytropic coefficient and is unity for an isothermal
process. This method of modifying P for the elastic
effect is valid provided the ratio of the volume occupied
by the thermal boundary layer to the total volume is small.
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A general method of incorporating the elastic factor in-
volves modifying (8) as
__)t (net mass rate outflow
(11)
s =72 U B ij at the boundaries
and (9) may be modified as
t t At
Pj = P - Hij (12)
where
Lj _ r + Pij(1 )q
For convenience, equation (6c) is renumbered as
Pl =TP+t At () (13)
Equations (11, 12, and 13) are the discrete conservation
equations of mass and energy which must be solved simul-
taneously with the momentum balances (6d) and (6e). To
implement this, equations (6d and 6e) are discretely dif-
ferentiated with respect to x and y respectively and com-
bine to form
t+1 t ti4l= Dt + At(PI2tI - H12 (14)
where
t.-0 Ax (tPt-W t+1L x _(Pljj-PijPl) +a (Pij-l -?-Pij+Pt-i)
and
H2ij z Hx ^i+2j HYt--t . - 4j§
t+1
The Dij term is eliminated from (14) with the aid of (6a)
and (12) to yield
= t t tt (t+0 = Dii + 1iJ + Zij -C1\ i) (15)
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Equation (15) is an elliptic difference equation which may
be solved by direct inversion, direct Fourier methods (see
reference 3), and iterative methods. For generality and
simplicity, the Liebmann iterative method is employed
which is used in the MAC method of Harlow and Welch
(reference 4). NIP is defined as the number of iterations
used to solve equation (15). The pressures which result
from the approximate solution of (15) are used in the mo-
mentum balances to obtain updated x- and y- direction mass
rates in the active cells. With the use of the thermo-
dynamic relations, the updated values of density and global
pressure from equations (12 and 13) are used to find up-
dated values of temperature, enthalpy, thermal conductivity,
viscosity, a and 4 for all active cells.
The sequence of computations for the General Elliptic
Method (GEM) is summarized as:
1) Prescribe the initial values of the mass rates
(Xi+l/2j, Yij+l/2), the global pressure (Pg), and
the density (Pij) for all active cells including
the border values. Compute the velocities (ui) and
vij) for all the field and border locations using the
mass rate definitions. Evaluate the exterior velo-
cities for the no-slip and free-slip conditions. Find
Tij, hij, kij,,ij, (8~)ij, and Oij with Pg and pij
from the thermodynamic and transport relations.
These relations may be defined in terms of equations
of state or tabular data. For the simulations re-
ported, the thermodynamic properties are tabulated
at three pressure levels; 850 psia, 900 psia, and
950 psia. Linear interpolation with density and
pressure are used to find the other desired thermo-
dynamic properties. The transport properties are
determined from a linear interpolation with tempera-
ture in single arrays of thermal conductivity and
viscosity at 900 psia.
2) Evaluate HXi+l/2 j, HYij+l/2, Eij, Dij, (EF), Pg and
HHij for all active cells from the existing field
values.
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3) Compute pt+ and P t+l from (12) and (13). With
1 3 andthese values find T131, h k ttl, /A t+i, (e )
t+l and e t+l from the lineart~ible searches.ij' ij rt+l
Compute the border values of Xi+l/ 2j and Yij+l/2
from the expulsion rate function.
4) Solve (15) approximately with NIP iterations for
pt+l for all cells inside the border and immediatelyij
outside the border. The pressure Pij in cells out-
side and adjoining the border are obtained directly
from the momentum balances (6d) and (6e) and are
recomputed each sweep of the field for new tentative
values. Note that the border values of HXi+l/2j
and HYij+l/2 used in (15), (6d), and (6e) must be
the same but may be any desired value. It is best
to set these to zero.
5) Use the values of pressure (Pij) from step 4 in
(6d) Elf (6e) to ob~tin the remaining unknown values
of Xi+l/2 j and Yij+l/2 respectively.
6) The updated values then become the current values at
time (t) and step 2 through step 5 may be repeated
until the time (t) has been advanced to some value
of interest.
Some discussion is now devoted to the various boundary con-
ditions which are required to define all derivatives and
quantities normal to the boundary. All mass rates normal
to the border must be set to zero except where expulsion
is specified. The velocities are computed from the mass
rates, the normal cross sectional area through which the
mass flows, and the average density of respective adjoining
cells. Where mass rates are nonzero at the border, the
velocity calculation requires a prescription of the density
in the external receiver cell and is set equal to that in
the supplier cell. This velocity enters into two viscous
terms. Two other viscous terms require the prescription
of velocities parallel to the boundary in all external
cells. Where no-slip boundaries are required, the external
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velocity is set equal and opposite to the values in the ac-
tive adjoining cell. Where free-slip boundary velocities
are required, the external velocity is set equal to the
values in the active adjoining cell. These velocities in
external cells are computed after all the velocities have
been computed which reside inside and on the border. The
HXi+l/2j and HYij+l/2 terms required by the momentum
balances on the border may be set to any value but for con-
venience are set to zero. This follows from the fact that
since the mass rates at t+l and t are prescribed on the
border, the momentum balances are not required to generate
these values at the border . For these to balance then it
is only necessary that the values of HXi+l/2j and HYij+l/2
defined on the border which are used in the elliptic
equation (15) be the same as those used in the border mom-
entum balances to find the unknown external cell pressure
which is required by equation (15) during the iterative
solution.
The heat conduction terms involve gradients of temperature
normal to the sides of a cell. Cell sides at which the
heat rate is prescribed may be used to calculate these
gradients. For generality, it is assumed that any cell
face at which the heating rate is prescribed has an arbi-
trary thermal capacitance. The cell face temperature is
determined with an implicit energy balance on a cell face
of interest and for a left cell face is
t4' r~t
* (TWA j- t)(k- Xi +tIk)t Ax (16)
where OXi+l/2j is the prescribed cell face heat rate,
HCXi=1/2j is the cell face thermal capacitance, TWXi_-l/2j
is the face temperature, ki-1_l/2j is the thermal conduc-
tivity at temperature TWXi1l/2j and Ti. is the cell tem-
perature. Equation (6) may be solved for the unknown
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t+l
TWXi_-/2j by algebraic manipulation and yields
Tiwx Z ta2  (17)
1JCXXi- +(ki- Ij * (P)
-Er 2. 2
Similar expressions to equation (17) may be written for any
other of the remaining cell faces. It should be noted that
if (16) were not implicit in the heat conduction term, the
time step would be restricted to
at HC j (18)
Ax(ki +ij)
which could be substantially more restrictive than that
required by GEM. (A discussion of GEM stability conditions
is given below). Since the computational efficiency of
the algorithm is directly related to A t, equation (18)
could impose severe increases in computing time. This is
especially important since practical problems frequently
require hours of computer time. For this reason, equation
(17) is a preferred form over the explicit alternatives.
This situation offers a fine example of the reason why
implicit schemes are preferred or essential compared to
explicit schemes whether the model of the boundary condi-
tions or the field conservation equations are concerned.
Reference (2) has some additional details with regard to
explicit modeling of the conservation equations.
Note that for HCXi-1 /2 j ang+ Xi-1/2j equal to zero, equa-
tion (17) reduces to TWXi-1/2j = Tij which is the
boundary condition for an ideally insulated cell face.
Where the biased differences for the convective terms,
reference (2), are employed, the fundamental stability
conditions for GEM are:
I_ bi( C r-2 g (19)
where
A = (k/ pCP)max
B = 0, 1, 2 for the x- direction, and
C = 0, 1, 2 for the y-direction
and
A )[P(-s)_ M (go+ v ) 1 (2, )AX] (20)
B and C depend upon the number of cell faces which have
prescribed heat rates in equation (19). For "g" spikes,
At 3 4 ( )4)mIN (21)
is used to insure that equations (19) and (20) are nearly
satisfied during a "g" spike. For time integration accur-
acy, equation (21) is modified to read
At4 o.o i (22)
In the calculations, equations (19) and (20) multiplied by
about a factor of 1.5 in order to ensure small truncation
errors in time while the "g" level is constant. Equations
(19) and (20) are additionally superceded by the conditions
If Pg > 0
then
At = Min. ( Atl, At 2 , 30) (23a)
If At > 1.3 At t-l1/2
then
A t = 1.3 Att-1/2 (23b)
where
Attl/2 is the previous time step in seconds.
Equation (23a) has a thirty second value shown. It is used
to minimize the truncation errors in time for pressuriza-
tion strokes which are about four minutes long and which
are simulated with coarse meshes.
Equation (23b) is used to limit the rate change of time
step increases in order to promote time integration accur-
acy especially after "gO spikes or abrupt changes in the
heating rate.
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If there is a "g" spike, then
A t = Min ( At, At4) (23c)
is imposed for ten time steps.
There are a number of integral relations which provide
checks on the accuracy or correctness of the various
local calculations and these are now discussed. The sum
over the volume of the local heat conduction terms should
equal the prescribed boundary heating rate. The sum over
the volume of the local convection of energy or momentum
terms should equal the boundary values. The sum of the
cell densities divided by the total number of cells should
equal the average density computed from the initial den-
sity and the time integral of the mass density loss due to
fluid expulsion. The change in global fluid pressure
should equal the potential pressure decay when the non-
isothermal cryogen is adiabatically restored to an iso-
thermal state. The adiabatic potential pressure decay is
defined algebraically as
APIMA, , QD , (EF) (24)
QDP, - ,v [( c),p, - (pe),j]
where p is 4 at the average density and initial pressure,
V is the cell volume, Vc is the container volume, (EF) is
the elastic factor of the system, QDA is the adiabatic heat
deficiency, (pe)p , is the product of the average
density and the specihic internal energy which is evaluated
at the average density and initial global pressure, and
( p e)ij is the product of the cell density and specific
internal energy. The validity of equation (24) is pre-
dicated upon the invariance of P over the pressure change
( A Pimax ) '
Single-phase helium, parahydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen in
the density region from about the solid density through the
low gas density exhibit a very weak or no dependency of Q
upon Pg at any given density. Thus, equation (24) is a
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simple means of computing the adiabatic potential pressure
decay. Where tank wall or heater tube, thermal capacitance
is involved, and/or where boundary heating is prescribed, a
pressure decay however abrupt may not be adiabatic. If the
end state temperatures of the metal are known, the energy
added to the system can be computed and for such a condi-
tion equation (24) may be modified as
I APWOA QDT (CF)
QDT ' -LV[(pe)p (ei]- (pe -Qb -QM (25)
where QB is the total boundary heating and QM is the
total energy from the metal for any short interval of
time. Short here is taken to mean a time period in which
the change of p5 is small enough so that the desired ac-
curacy of equation (25) is maintained during the event.
If the GEM is properly coded, all of the integral relations
are satisfied exactly except for the energy convection
terms which have a small nonconservative error. There is
also a time dependent truncation error. In spite of these
errors, the integral equation (24) and (25) are very nearly
satisfied during time dependent calculations which is shown
in an example in the results section.
The 1/2 Box Model
In order to simulate a physical problem with the GEM cer-
tain boundary and initial conditions must be established.
Figure (2a) shows a sketch of the cross section of a flight
oxygen tank in the plane of the "g" vector which is taken
to be perpendicular to the heater tube. Figure (2b) shows
a sketch of the geometry used for the numerical model. The
region shown has a depth dimension so that the walls of the
model form a box. The left wall is assumed to be a plane
of symmetry in order to reduce the total volume of region
of interest by two. (This reduces the computer time by
a factor of two). For this reason, the model is called
the 1/2 box model. Only one half the values of the con-
tainer volume, heat input, expulsion rate, the heater tube
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thermal capacitance (HTC), and plumbing volume are used in
the calculations. The boundary conditions for the 1/2 box
model are
1) freeslip left wall except where the heater element is
2) no-slip right, top, bottom and heater surfaces
3) uniform heat flux at the top, right and bottom wall
for the heat leak simulation
4) insulated left wall except where the heater surface is
5) a flat plate heater surface midway up to the left
wall, parallel to the left wall and extending the
distance of the depth dimension
The initial conditions for the velocity and temperature
fields, the global pressure, and the initial density, are
chosen to be as consistent as possible with the conditions
in the flight hardware for each simulation. All but the
first two conditions are usually known accurately. Special
measures must be taken to estimate these two initial con-
ditions and these are discussed in the results section.
The Physical Description of the Apollo
Single-Phase Oxygen System
Figure (3) shows a schematic of an Apollo single-phase
oxygen storage and supply system. The oxygen storage con-
tainer is essentially a thin wall pressure vessel covered
by a super insulation system. The container is vented and
filled through pipes which are imbedded inside the super
insulation for some distance before penetrating either
the inner or outer container shells. On leaving the con-
tainer, these pipes pass to the space craft surface. They
are only active during the preflight oxygen loading pro-
cedures and then are sealed off shortly before the flight.
A third line is attached to the tank and supplies oxygen
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to the fuel cell regulator and the surge tank. The func-
tion of the surge tank is to separate the crew compartment
from the low temperature cryogen and provide a. large source
of ambient gas ready for use at any time.
Inside the oxygen container are mounted two perforated
tubes. One tube is a quantity gauge. The other tube is
an extended surface for heat transfer. Several electrical
resistance heater elements are helically wound around and
welded to the heater tube. The control of the electrical
power to the heating elements is accomplished by switches
which are activated by fluid pressure, If the pressure
falls below about 860 psia, the electrical power is engaged.
If the pressure rises above about 900 psia, the electrical
power is disengaged. Prior to Apollo 14, two fans were
installed in the heater tube, one in each end. When oper-
ating, these fans draw oxygen through holes in the center
of the heater tube assembly and ejected it radially at the
ends, thereby stimulating circulating of the bulk of the
stored cryogen. These fluid motions are potent enough to
eliminate significant fluid temperature variations which :
are induced by heat transfer. As a result, the pressure
history of the stored cryogen may be predicted by equa-
tions (A10) and All). If the fans are not operated, the
detail fluid motions in the container oxygen must be
modelled in order to predict the pressure history. Success-
ful modeling however, depends upon the prediction of the
time variant "g" level, expulsion rate, and heat input.
The method of determining each of these is now presented.
Reduction of Apollo Flight Data
It is the purpose of this discussion to provide some under-
standing of the considerations which are made in deter-
mining the "g" level, oxygen flow rate, and heat input
histories as a function of the average stored oxygen
density.
Figure (4a) shows a sketch of the space craft in relation
to the roll, pitch and yaw axis and the earth. For simpli-
city the moon is not shown. Also shown in Figure (4b) is
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a cross section of the space craft perpendicular to the
roll axis and through the two Apollo 12 oxygen tanks. The
heater tube in each tank is parallel to the roll axis. The
"g" level and direction is defined if the inertial space
acceleration vector can be evaluated. The method of rigid
body dynamics is used to calculate the history of this
vector. The angular rotation rates are taken directly from
the Digital Auto Pilot (DAP) data. The angular accelera-
tion is obtained by numerical differentiation of the
rotation rates. When DAP data are not available, rotation
and acceleration vectors are obtained by successive dif-
ferentiation of the gyroscopic gimbal angles. The cal-
culations showed that the accelerations induced by the
solar pressure and the solar wind are orders of magnitude
less than the accelerations induced by the thrust of noz-
zles and rotations of the space craft about the three
axes. (The Coriolis force is sometimes the same order of
magnitude as the centripetal acceleration but for simpli-
city this component is neglected for the 1/2 box model
simulation. Variations of the acceleration magnitude with
position in the stored fluid is also neglected for simpli-
city in the 1/2 box model simulation.)
There are five predominate types of flight modes which
each have a typical "g" level and direction. They include
1) engine burns
2) attitude control maneuvers
3) passive thermal control (PTC)
4) attitude hold in translunar or transearth orbit
5) attitude hold in lunar orbit
The acceleration vector is parallel to the heater tube for
type 1) operation. For the last three types of operation,
the acceleration vector is predominantly perpendicular to
the heater tube. Typical "g" levels in the last three are
respectively 3 x 10- "g", 7 x 10-8 "g", and 5 x 10- 7 "g".
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Abrupt increases in "g" level ("g" spikes) can accompany
the use of the attitude control system. Then these "g"
directions are not necessarily perpendicular or parallel
to the heater tube.
The certainty with which the "g" level is known is esti-
mated to be better than a factor of 2 at 7 x 10-8 "g" and
better than a factor of 1.2 at 3 x 10-6 "g".
The energy input to the oxygen tank is composed of the
heater power and insulation heat leak. The latter never
exceeds about ten percent of the former. The estimation
of the heat leak is no more accurate than the estimate of
the oxygen flow rate but because it is a small fraction
of the total energy input and because the heater power is
known to about two percent, the overall energy input is
believed to be known to better than three percent.
The average cryogen density is obtained from the quantity
gauge and time integrals of the expulsion rate, initial
density, and container volume. The quantity is believed
to be known to about two percent.
The oxygen pressure is measured by a sensor whose output
is digitized in four psi intervals at the rate of about
one per second. The absolute value of pressure is known
to about 20 psi at 900 psia. The differences in pressure
are known to better than about four psi out of forty. A
similar situation exists in the absolute pressure measure-
ment of the surge tank.
If the difference of the container and surge tank pressure
depended only on the difference in these absolute pressure
measurements, considerable error would be possible. How-
ever, with normal crew compartment oxygen consumption
rates and no use of surge tank gas for other purposes,
the surge tank pressure must be the mean of the limit cycle
values of the container.
Thus a reference value of pressure is known and the surge
tank pressure gauge can be scaled accordingly. The flow
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through the restrictor depends upon the pressure differ-
ential between the container and the surge tank. Since
there is a flow meter between the crew compartment and
the surge tank, a flow calibration of the restrictor is
possible. The only time that the measurement of the flow
to the surge tank requires the use of the restrictor cal-
culation is when the surge tank pressure is different than
the mean of the limit cycle values for the container. The
estimate of the flow measurement accuracy is about 30 per-
cent for the restrictor calculations. The mass flow rate
to the fuel cells is known to about three percent which
frequently is over half of the flow demand. The precision
of the flow measurements then can be anything between
three and thirty percent accurate depending upon the
steadiness of the pressure in the surge tank and the crew
compartment consumption rate.
The only other way to predict the average flow to the surge
tank is with equations (A10) and(All). The heat input,
cryogen density, and changes in cryogen pressure can be
used to estimate the average flow rate to the surge tank.
However this procedure only is adequate when the stored
cryogen is very recently stirred by the fans so that it
is spatially isothermal.
It is hoped that the previous comments give some idea of
the difficulty in obtaining accurate data which may be used
to make predictions with the 1/2 box model. In spite of
this situation, the predicted oxygen tank pressure history
agrees very favorably with the flight data. Because
of the data uncertainty in some cases, good agreement may
just be fortuitous. Some reduction of the ambiguity can
be made by parametrically varying various of the data
which are most suspect (e.g., "g" level and flow rate).
The trends of such analysis can be used to gain confidence
in the results and thus reduce the uncertainty.
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The Comparison of Predictions and Flight Data
Two sets of data from the Apollo 12 flight have been re-
duced and summarized. Predictions for these cases have
been made with the 1/2 box model. The comparisons are
presented after some introductory discussion.
Ps/Pe is defined as the ratio of the time derivative of the
global pressure in cryogen which has a nonuniform and uni-
form time dependent temperature field respectively. For an
ideal gas in which the compressibility and specific heats
are constant, Ps/Pe is unity whether or not temperature
variations exist. In nonisothermal cryogen, at a density
of about twice the critical, Ps/ie can approach a maximum
value of about 16. As the density is reduced, Ps/P
approaches a value of unity. (Note that if Ps/Pe is not
unity, APlmax can acquire nonzero values.) The actual value
that Ps/Pe acquires in finite difference calculations de-
pends upon the resolution of the thermal boundary layer.
With increasing acceleration level, natural convective mass
rates increase near the heater surface and the heater sur-
face temperature decreases. PS/Pe tends to unity for such
heater temperature variation irrespective of the density of
the cryogen. Coarse grid calculations of a thermal boun-
dary layer with the 1/2 box model provide less boundary
layer temperature variation and thus PS/Pe tends to be less
than if fine grid calculations are used. Accordingly, pre-
diction of the pressure history is very sensitive to ther-
mal boundary layer resolution where Ps/Pe potentially can
deviate from unity which is the situation near and above
the critical density.
At cryogen densities below and above the critical density,
the accuracy of the predicted pressure history is sensi-
tive to thermal boundary layer resolution but for another
reason. The heater tube has significant thermal capaci-
tanceo The coarse grid calculations always predict exces-
sive heater surface temperatures and as a result of the
heater thermal capacitance excessively long pressurization
cycles are predicted. Convergence studies are employed to
estimate the effects of coarse grid calculations. This
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means that the same problem is repeated for a number of
different grid sizes.
For example, a 10 x 10, 20 x 10, 30 x 10, 40 x 10, 60 x 10,
80 x 10, 20 x 20 (the first and second integers are the
number of computational cells in the x- and y- directions
respectively), etc., grids may be used to predict a pro-
blem. By appropriately plotting the data, the convergence
characteristics of some parameter of interest can be
determined. If this procedure is used in a careful way
beginning with the coarse grids first, estimates can be
made as to how fine the grid must be to get the desired
accuracy. This will be illustrated later.
The potential pressure decay (APlmax) may be defined as
the amount the global pressure should decay when a
cryogen is adiabatically restored to an isothermal state
during which the fluid expulsion rate is zero. Trunca-
tion and conservation of.energy errors can be delineated
if the time integral of Pg is compared to the difference
in the state of APimax for the boundary conditions of no
boundary heating, no fluid expulsion, and no heater thermal
capacitance. To illustrate such a comparison, two problems
have been chosen and they differ only in the grid sizes
which are a 6 x 6 and 12 x 12 and in the time step used
after the "g" spike is initiated. The box has the dimen-
sions of 2 x 2 x 1.187 feet for the height, width, and
depth respectively. The initial density is about twice the
critical density. Figure (5) shows the history of Pg and
A Pimax of the 12 x 12 grid problem in which the fluid
expulsion, wall heating, heater input, and acceleration
level are nonzero for a period of time. The wall heating
and heater input are chosen in order to generate an oscil-
lating pressure history. The heater tube thermal capa-
citance is zero during the entire duration of the problem.
The "g" level is chosen at 2 x 10-8 "g" so that the buoy-
antly driven mass rates are of the same order as the expul-
sion rate. At some later time, the "g" level is increased
to 2 x 10- 3 "g" in a time step and at the same time the
expulsion rate and the boundary heating are set to zero.
The "g" level increase causes a substantial increase in
the buoyantly driven fluid velocity. As a result, the
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high energy fluid which is concentrated in a glob near the
heater surface is rapidly stretched which substantially
enlarges it's surface area. This in turn enhances the
heat conduction and results in a rapid decrease in fluid
temperature differences. The sharp reduction in nonuniform
temperature field causes the global pressure to sharply
decay. The pressure decay rate is an order of magnitude
sharper than that which would have occurred had the "g"
level been unchanged during the course of the problem.
The time step is 30 seconds prior to the "g" spike and it
is reduced by
At = 0.4 i
when the "g" spike occurs which yields a A t = 0.6977 se-
conds and At = 0.4933 seconds for the respective problems.
The change in Pg of 41.0 and 49.3 corresponds to a change
in APjmax of 42.5 and 49.6 respectively for the 6 x 6
and 12 x 12 grid problems. This yields respective differ-
ences in the actual and ideal decay changes of 2.8 and
0.3 psi for the respective problems. The reduction in
the error is entirely due to the time step reduction. Fur-
ther reduction in the time step after the "g" spike will
not significantly improve the result. This is due to the
fact that there is a small time dependent nonconservative
error in the energy convection terms. This error can be
virtually eliminated in the manner outlined in reference
(2).
Finally, the GEM has one other time related truncation
error which for the problems considered is trivial. The
algorithm exhibits a slight damping of kinetic energy and
this error may be eliminated with a nontrivial increase
in computer time. This consideration will be left to a
future paper.
As a rule, the truncation errors in time are well control-
led as the grid is refined. The significant errors for
fine grid calculations reduce to the definition of the
initial and boundary conditions. As has been mentioned
previously the mass expulsion rate is probably the most
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inexactly known quantity, There are some other significant
ones which are now discussed.
The elasticity factor (EF) for which a derivation is provi-
ded in the Appendix can be evaluated precisely except for
term ( p v n/ c V P ) which accounts for the exter-
nal volume effect. Since there is no temperature sensor
anywhere on the external plumbing, estimates of Pp and n
(which is the reciprocal of the polytropic coefficient)
must be mrde. (It is believed that Pp should be about
5 lbm /ft and n about 1.0. In this case, the magnitude
of the effect of the external plumbing upon the elasticity
factor is nearly negligible.) The elasticity factor is
about one half at the high densities and rapidly approaches
unity as the density is reduced to the critical value. It
is unity for densities less than the critical value as well.
Another difficulty in using the 1/2 box model arises in
choosing the initial conditions for a given problem. As a
rule, a uniform initial temperature field with a zero velo-
city field are the chosen initial conditions. The problems
selected for analysis always have a fan cycle prior. Be-
cause the pressure response of the system appears to satis-
fy equations (A10) and (All) of the Appendix, the isothermal
assumptions appear to be warranted. But the zero velocity
field prescription is certainly wrong except after the fluiU
motions from the fan cycle have decayed below those gener-
ated by the buoyant forces. Estimates of this decay time
are made with fine grid calculations in which the initial
field values of velocity are large. It has been found
that less than about two hours are required to meet this
condition at all fluid densities.
The treatment of the heater tube as a vertical flat plate
in the 1/2 box model is believed to be wrong in one res-
pecto Since the heater tube has only a few square inches
of hole area through which high and low density fluid may
flow, at low enough "g" levels some heated fluid can be
trapped inside. This has the net effect of reducing the
effective surface area for heat transfer. The "g" level
at which the effective surface area is significantly re-
duced is at about 10- 7 "g" or less.
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The extremes of the surface area possible are
1) the total of the outside and the inside of the heater
tube (about 1.1 ft2 )
2) the exterior of the portion of the tube which is
wrapped with the heating elements (about 0.475 ft2 )
For the calculations presented, the value of 0.95 ft2 is
used and is twice the value of 2). This area certainly is
a bit too large after some time period because of the
restraint which the tube holes impose on the buoyantly
driven flow and because the heater tube is not exactly
isothermal along its length. (Evaluation of these two
effects is currently under study.)
With these various reservations in mind, the two problems
are now considered.
Two problems from Apollo 12 flight data were chosen for
analysis because initial and boundary conditions could
be reasonably assessed and because these problems exhibit
the peculiar effects that the nonisothermal cryogen has
upon the pressure history.
The 1/2 box model is assumed to be one foot wide, two feet
high, and the depth is computed so that the volume is that
of 1/2 of the oxygen tank which is 4.75 cubic feet.
The first flight problem of interest involves the predic-
tion of the time required to raise the oxygen pressure
about 33.5 psi in twelve minutes and forty seconds. The
fan cycle occurred about eight hours prior to the time of
interest. The pressure decayed steadily and the expulsion
rate history could be found from equations (A10) and (All).
These values agreed well with those predicted from crew
compartment and fuel cell flows. For this reason and since
only heat leak was involved during the decay cycle, the
system was believed to be essentially isothermal when the
heater was activated, which is the beginning of the pro-
blem. The eight hour period was more than enough time for
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the fluid velocity field to decay adequately so that the
zero field velocity prescription could be used at the be-
ginning of the prediction with the 1/2 box model. The
elasticity factor is about 0.97 so that the question of
how to evaluate the external volume effect is trivial.
Figure (6) shows the results of the 1/2 box model predic-
tions as a function of the grid size with and without the
heat tube capacitance of 0.07 BTU per degree Rankine. It
may be noted that the 60 x 10 and the 80 x 10 grid results
are nearly identical. Comparison of the velocity profiles
show that the boundary layer is well resolved by the 80 x
10 grid.
It is curious that the resolution is only weakly dependent
upon the number of cells in the y- direction. Figure (7)
shows the asymtotic estimate of the 1/2 box model predic-
tions. Figure (8) shows these asymtotic values replotted.
The agreement of the prediction and the flight data is
within about two percent which is better than would be
expected in view of the probable errors of the various
measurements. There are some interesting things to
note about the predictions.
The cryogenic oxygen density is slightly less than the
critical density. The average rate change of pressure is
about 15 percent larger than that which would occur for
isothermal cryogen. (Ps/Pe is about 1.15 average value.
As a result, the adiabatic potential pressure decay ac-
quires a value of about 4 psi during the pressurization
stroke.) Also, the heater tube thermal capacitance is
shown to be a significant factor in the length of the
pressurization stroke. Thus without accounting for the
transient heater tube and thermal boundary layer inter-
action, the flight data could not well be predicted.
The 1/2 box model is used to simulate this problem again
but it differs from that shown in Figure (6) only in the
"g" level which is set at 4 x 10- 7 "g". This lower "g"
level results in lower buoyantly driven mass rates by the
heater surface which results in a larger asymptotic
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heater surface temperature. The asymptotic temperature
differences between the heater surface and the bulk fluid
is 2300 R and 3400 R for the problems at 2 x 10- 6 "g" and
4 x 10- 7 "g" respectively. Had the Ps/Pe ratio remained
the same for each of these problems, the latter problem
would have had a pressurization stroke about a minute
longer than that found for the former problem. This time
increase is due entirely to the increased energy require-
ment of the heater tube. However, since the average value
of Ps/Pe for the latter problem is 1.23, the time increase
caused by the heater tube capacitance effect is almost
exactly offset and the resultant stroke length is only a
few seconds longer. Since the reduction of the heater
surface area to about a value of 0.7 ft2 in the former
problem would result in about the same asymptotic heater
surface temperature, the pressurization stroke length would
be almost exactly the same as that found in the latter pro-
blem. But since the latter and former problems yield al-
most identical stroke lengths, this problem is not suited
to determining with precision the effective heater tube
area. After examining the various errors and their effect
on the results of the simulation, it is concluded that the
heat tube thermal capacitance and the differential pres-
sure measurement during the stroke are the primary para-
meters upon which the accuracy of the simulation depends.
Since the agreement is excellent between the flight data
and the prediction, it is concluded that whatever errors
there are in these two parameters, they must be compen-
satory.
The second flight problem of interest examined in detail
involves a high density problem in which the initial den-
sity is about twice the critical density. The elasticity
factor is between 0.58 and 0.35 depending upon how the
external volume effect is accounted for. The latter value
assumes that the entire external plumbing volume is filled
with cryogen which is at the density of the average of that
of the stored fluid. From thermal studies of this plumbing
system, such a condition is unlikely and it is probably
the case that the entire volume contains near ambient
oxygen. Since the process in the plumbing during the
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pressure oscillations is probably isothermal, n is probably
unity. With these assumptions the elastic factor is about
0.55 which means that the contribution from the external
volume is only about five percent of the total.
The flow rate is time dependent and is modeled with the
expression
I = (0.755 + A + B)
where
A = 0.1 lbm/hr when the heater is on
A = 0 lbm/hr when the heater is off
B = 0.17 (Pg - Psurge) 0.488 if (Pg - Psurge ) > 0
B = 0 if (P - Psurge) 0
where B is the flow through the orifice which is upstream
of the surge tank. B is zero if the pressure difference
(Pg - Psurge) is negative because a check valve in the line
prevents reverse flow. Psurge is the surge tank pressure.
The "g" level is time dependent and the values used in the
simulation are shown in Figures (9, 10, and 11). Actually
there are many more "g" spikes than indicated but these
were deemed insignificant compared to those shown. Figures
(9, 10, and 11) also show the end points of the pressure
strokes for the flight data. The fan cycle occurred at
about a ground elapse time (GET) of 4 hours and 27 minutes
so the residual velocities should have been gone at the
most by the time GET = 6:27. However examination of the
length of the strokes show that within about 40 minutes the
predominate effects of the fan cycle had dissipated. Thus
the stroke length is then relatively fixed and is modified
predominantly by the "g" spikes. Note how sharp the pres-
sure change is with the "g" spikes but that no substantial
change in fluid pressure occurs until the "g" level in-
creased to 10- 3 "g". A dramatic decay of fluid pressure
then ensues and an enlarged view of this event is shown in
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Figure (11). The fans are turned on before the course of
the "g" spike induced pressure decay stroke is run. It
appears however from the slope of the decay curve prior to
the fan cycle, that virtually all of the potential for
pressure decay would have been absorbed. Thus properly
interspersed "g" spikes of sufficient magnitude could be
used to provide the same function as the fans, that of
stirring the stored cryogen so that it's temperature field
is for practical purposes isothermal.
Attempts to simulate the pressure history of this problem
have begun but are not yet complete. As a consequence,
only preliminary results from 1/2 box model studies are
presented. Between GET = 4:29 and 4:41, the decay cycle
as noted before, involves a cryogen whose temperature field
is isothermal, but time dependent. The end points of this
pressure cycle have been predicted to better than twenty
seconds in eleven minutes with the 1/2 box model. The same
result is obtained with the equations (A10 and All). So
that the remainder of the four hour simulation could be put
on one plot, this decay stroke is omitted from any display.
Figure (12) shows a pressure trace for a 60 x 10 grid in
which the previously given flow rate equation was not em-
ployed. (The pressure trace for the included flow equa-
tion could not be prepared in time for this publication.
With some exceptions the average flows are about the same
and for discussion purposes it will serve to illustrate
the important features of the simulation.) A convergence
study shows that the 60 x 10 grid almost adequately resolves
the thermal boundary layer during the periods between GET =
4:41 and 5:53 and between 6:40 and 8:33. During, and some
time after the "g" spikes, the thermal boundary layer is
not well resolved. It is estimated that about at least a
150 x 40 grid would be required during this period. (With
existing computers, this degree of resolution is impracti-
cal. However, a variable mesh grid system is being de-
veloped which hopefully will permit resolution which is
more nearly adequate.)
It should be noted that the length of the pressurization
stroke in Figure (12) is short sooner than shown in Figure
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(6). This is believed to be due to the difference in the
initial conditions which has been already noted. At GET
5:41, the stroke lengths are about the same and this may
be noted by examining Figure (13) which shows the plot of
the pressurization stroke length versus the number of grid
points. (The flight data is also shown.). The asymptotic
value is believed to be almost attained with the 80 x 10
grid. (The variable mesh program may provide the tool
necessary for the practical verification of this belief.)
If so, the agreement between the simulation and the flight
data is good.
The stroke length of the pressurization cycle shown in
Figure (13) is about three times less than that predicted
for a cryogen whose temperatire field is isothermal, but
time dependent. If the heater tube thermal capacitance is
zero in the 1/2 box model, the stroke length is about
fifteen times less than that predicted for a cryogen whose
temperature field is isothermal, but time dependent. The
elasticity factor and expulsion mass rate inaccuracies
can, at most, only affect the pressurization stroke length
by about a factor of two. Thus accurate simulation of the
transient thermal boundary layer and heater tube tempera-
ture are the most important considerations in predicting
the pressurization stroke length.
With regard to the simulation of the "g" spikes, it may be
noted that there are several qualitative and quantitative
resemblences with the flight data. This is true of several
of the small "g" spikes and the large "g" spike event which
occurs at the end of the simulation. This latter event has
been enlarged and displayed in Figure (14). The magnitude
of the pressure decay is substantially attenuated by the
heat which is derived from the rapid cooling of the heater
tube. (Convergence studies are currently being performed
for this "g" spike event in order to attempt to gain quan-
titative data on the grid sizes required for adequate
resolution.) The obvious disagreements between the flight
data and the simulation are believed to be due to
1) since simulated strokes are not in phase with flight
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"g" data, the "g" spikes occur at different relative
positions in the stroke than is shown for the flight
data
2) the geometry of the heater tube probably plays some
part
3) the grid is certainly too coarse
Further studies of this problem will hopefully provide the
information which is necessary to delineate the importance
of each of these considerations.
In spite of the preliminary nature of the data thus far
acquired for this flight problem, the results to date are
very encouraging, enough so that further work is warranted.
Conclusions
The methodology of the General Elliptic Method for the simu-
lation of time dependent single-phase cryogenic flow has
been presented. A brief description of the Apollo 12 sin-
gle-phase oxygen storage system has been presented along
with some discussion of the elements which are considered
for the reduction of flight data. The 1/2 box model in
which the boundary conditions used to simulate the cryogenic
oxygen flow processes of the Apollo 12 oxygen tank has been
presented. Mention has been made of some of the difficul-
ties which have arisen in obtaining accurate quanitative
data from the 1/2 box model and the flight data. In spite
of these difficulties, the comparisons of the predictions
and the flight data are shown to be good.
It is recommended that further application of the 1/2 box
model be made to predict flight system response as the
flight data becomes available. Assessment of the deficien-
cies.and capabilities of the 1/2 box model would then be
possible for a wide range of flight conditions. If the
overall results are reasonably favorable, prediction of the
oxygen tank pressure history for future missions could then
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be undertaken with a confidence well beyond that pre-
viously available.
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NOTE:
QUANTITY 95%
HEATER POWER 114 WATTS
HEAT LEAK 14.5 BTU/HR
FLOW SHOWN IN FIGURE 13
ACCELERATION 7 x 10- 8
CONTROL 860 TO 900 PSIA
ELASTIC FACTOR 0.397
- -___ _
2 
FLIGHT DATA
8
-I __ .__ _ _ _-
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Figure 14. APOLLO PRESSURE STROKE RATE VS GRID SIZE
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Appendix A
The Derivation of the Elastic Factor (EF) for the
Spherical Container and the External Plumbing
Container Plumbing
Volume Volume
System Schematic
Assumptions:
1) The volume (Vc) is enclosed by a thin walled elas-
tic spherical container with a response of
dV 3r(i-6)(z ) , zbE
where
r = container radius
C = Poisson's ratio
b = container thickness
E = Young's modulus
2) The plumbing volumes (Vp) are rigid (dV/dP)Jp = 0 and
contain a compressible gas with a response P =
Z p RT in which the rate change of compressibility
(Z) with respect to the pressure (P) is zero
(dZ/dP = 0).
3) The time (t) derivative of pressure is a constant
for all the fluid in the system (dP/dt) c =
(dP/dt)/p.
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4) The enthalpy and temperature properties are only
functions of the pressure and the density for the
stored fluid.
Now define
h u e + F ,
dt -- d.p' %
dP j
crt-
dP
dt 'E %c - (p I I
Pc V 
The result of time differentiation qfPc and pp after in-
voking assumption 2) and some appropriation definitions
are
PC = dM I M dv = _ C Vc, dt L t0 dA a-
The energy balance for Vc is
d(oev) Qc- C ciP dVcA edt
Pc dVc
Vc dt (Al)
(A2)
(A3)
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0 -PYp 
p 1p--()
%(pe) Ip'
The subscript c is now dropped from (A3) until some inter-
mediate manipulations are complete. Since
pe = ,oe (p,p)
d (pe) p[ b(pe) 1 + a (pe) , 
dt Bp .P
[bp(h- ) P] + =9) (A4)
Now by substitution eliminate d -(pe)/dt from (A3) and
(A4) and combine the result with (Al) and an appropriate
definition to yield
PV . dV (PC) = (A5)
. dv (pe)t = . -A
Now by the chain rule
dv dV dP
dt- dP dt
and combined with (A5) with the subscript c restored is
Pc = ( C( -cmc eC)(fF) (A6)
where
(F) I (A7)
Invoking assumption (1), (A7) may be written as
101
*+i ) r O(, -a)
The state equation P = ZROT with the appropriate defini-
tion may be written as
P ( ze T
and may be differentiated with respect to Vp and after
some alegraic manipulation is
dP P VP dP VP dt dP U7 IP
and after assumptions (3) and (4) and the definition of
d pp/dt is employed, simplifies to
A = (ihr- eP) Pp
P ((pV) (A9)
(A6), (A8), and (A9) may be combined to yield
Pc = ( )C ° C - P C) (EF) (A10)
where
(tF)( 
_ __ *E (pV)p) ] (All)
I+ cpOe )c [3r (I--) (pV)p n
I b + (pv)c P)
where n = 1
It can additionally be shown that for a polytropic heating
1 > n >, Cv/C where n is unity for the isothermal case and
Cv/Cp for thR isentropic limit.
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CORRELATION OF APOLLO OXYGEN TANK
THERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
H. W. Patterson
The Boeing Company
Space Division
Houston, Texas
ABSTRACT
Parameters necessary to analyze the stratified performance of the
Apollo oxygen tanks include "g" levels, tank elasticity, flow rates
and pressurized volumes. Methods for estimating "g" levels and flow
rates from flight plans prior to flight, and from guidance and system
data for use in the post flight analysis are described. Equilibrium
thermodynamic equations are developed for the effects of tank
elasticity and pressurized volumes on the tank pressure response and
their relative magnitudes are discussed. Correlations of tank
pressures and heater temperatures from flight data with the results
of the stratification model developed by C. K. Forester are shown.
Heater temperatures were also estimated with empirical heat transfer
equations. Empirical equations were found to yield satisfactory
agreement with flight data when fluid properties were averaged rather
than evaluated at the mean film temperature.
NOMENCLATURE
Symbols
A Area
b Tank wall thickness
Ck Constant in heater temperature sensor lag equation
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
C Stefan Boltzman constant
Cra Constant in Rayleigh number heat transfer equation
D Diameter
E Young's modulus
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Symbol s
F Thrust vector
Acceleration in Earth gravity units
GM Product of gravitational constant and attracting
body mass
h Enthalpy
I Vehicle inertia matrix
K Thermal conductivity
L Length
M Mass
MC Heater thermal mass
N Polytropic exponent
P Pressure
Q Quantity of heat
R Position vector
Ra Rayleigh number
r Tank radius
T Temperature
t Time
U Internal energy
V Volume
Vehicle angular acceleration vector
Coefficient of thermal expansion
C Heater emissivity (0.2 assumed)
p Density
Thermodynamic property, 
aU
Pap
o Thermodynamic property, -ppah
a Poisson's ratio
Viscosity
w Vehicle angular velocity vector
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Subscripts
b Bulk fluid
cg Center of gravity
d Demand
f Thrust
g Attracting body (earth or moon)
h Heater
L Lines
o Reference state or condition
t Tank
s Sensor
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Flight performance of single phase cryogenic tanks (pressure decays
and heater temperatures) can be reasonably predicted by the techniques
developed for the Apollo oxygen tanks. Very careful attention is
necessary in the determination of flight operating conditions
(accelerations and flow rates) to obtain accurate flight predictions.
The primary analysis tool used for the tank thermodynamic predictions
was the numerical model* developed by C. K. Forester for a non-
isothermal cryogen. It was evident that if this analysis method were
to provide accurate flight predictions:
1. Acceleration must be accurately established to model
the convection processes in the tank, and
2. Accurate flow rates are required to determine the pressure
response to heat addition.
Procedures to calculate these accelerations and flow rates for Apollo
14 were developed. Early comparisons of the simulation results to
flight data indicated that additional effects, such as heater thermal
mass and tank elasticity, needed to be included in the basic solution.
The basic method of solution did not require modifications. The
resulting prediction techniques have been correlated to Apollo 14
flight data and show excellent agreement.
*Forester, C. K., "Pressurized Expulsion of Non-Isothermal Single Phase
Cryogen", paper presented at the NASA-MSC Cryogenics Symposium,
May 20-21, 1971.
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Heater temperatures analyses were also made with an empirical Rayleigh
number equation for convection. The fluid properties for this simpli-
fied analysis were averaged instead of evaluated using standard con-
ventions. This approach resulted in good correlations with flight
data and provides a convenient tool for heater temperature predictions.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The oxygen flow distribution system is shown by Figure 1. The system
includes check valves which are intended to prevent flow into the
tanks during normal operation. The isolation valve between tanks 2
and 3 is normally open and for the Apollo 14 mission was closed only
during the high flow test. The flow restrictors are capillary tubes
which produce a pressure drop of approximately 800 psi at 3.5 lbs/hr
flow rate. The restrictors are the only significant source of
pressure drop in the system.
The data available from the system include fluid quantity and pressure,
and heater temperature for each of the three cryogenic tanks. The
surge tank is instrumented to provide pressure data only. The flow
rate to the environmental control system is measured downstream of
the surge tank and, therefore, includes contributions from all four of
the tanks. The flow rate to the fuel cells is also measured, but
can be more accurately determined from the electrical current.
FLOW RATES
The total flow from the three tanks during the Apollo 14 mission was
determined from the fuel cell usage and the flow rate across the
restrictors to the environmental control system (ECS). The fuel cell
flow rate was computed using the fuel cell current, because the
current data are more accurate than the fuel cell flow meters. The
flow rate across the restrictors during high flow periods was based on
the restrictor pressure drop calibrations. During low flow periods,
the restrictor flows were obtained from the ECS flow rate (measured
downstream of the restrictors) and the net change of mass in the surge
tank during the period.
The flow rates from the individual cryogenic tanks were not measured,
therefore, it was necessary to divide the total system flow among the
three tanks. The individual tank flow rates were determined from the
total system flow on the basis of equilibrium tank thermodynamics. The
pressure differences between tanks were used to determine the check
valves configuration and to constrain the thermodynamics calculations.
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TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
FLOW RESTRICTOR
VENT
FILL
TANK NO. 3
TO FUEL CELLS
ISOLATION VALVE
CHECK VALVES VENT
FILL
TANK NO. 1 TANK NO. 2
FIGURE 1 - APOLLO 14 OXYGEN SYSTEM FLOW SCHEMATIC
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The flow distribution is affected by the heat input to the separate
tanks, therefore, the heat leaks were estimated from flight data. The
tank 1 and tank 3 heat leaks were found to be nominal at zero flow
rate at 90% and 10% quantities, respectively. The tank 2 heat leak
was not verified, but is believed to have been slightly greater than
nominally expected. The tank 2 heat leak could not be determined for
a zero flow condition because the check valve provided to isolate the
tank leaked. The check valve permitted warm fluid to flow back into
the tank causing warming of the insulation and increasing the heat
leak.
The flow rate distributions were obtained by simultaneous solution of
the pressure change equations (Appendix) for the tanks supplying the
system flow. The calculations included the effects of tank elasticity,
since the elasticity strongly affects the pressure change rate at
high quantities (Figure 2). The simultaneous solution of equations
A-19 for two tanks supplying the system demand relates the individual
tank flow to the total flow. The total flow used for this calculation
included the flow rate required to pressurize the external line volumes.
These calculations are simplified if the pressure change rate is known
and used with the nominal heat leak to determine the individual tank
flows. The flow rates from this method are in the same ratio as those
provided by simultaneous solution of the equations.
The tank 2 check valve leak required special consideration to deter-
mine the flow into the tank causing pressurization. The flow rate
into the tank was determined from the volume change required to produce
the observed pressure change. Using equation A-15 and considering the
volume change due to a hot bubble as well as tank elasticity, the
pressure change is:
t = $ (W + 6 dt ) VPteo R [rt t + t L]
where (dV) is the volume change due to a bubble of fluid at the line
L
density.
During pressurization, the demand flow dMd is zero. Substituting
dM o dV) ""
_ l for nl Ld we havedt
dM PL V dP dt + 1dV (2)
E- t +e t V tV Pte dt t ]
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FIGURE 2 - OXYGEN TANK ELASTICITY EFFECT
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This method of determining tank 2 inflow during the tank 3 heater cycle
at 26 hours AET resulted in check valve leakage rates of approximately
0.05 lbs/hr which is believed to be realistic.
Thermodynamic analyses were not required to distribute the flows during
the high flow test, since the isolation valve was closed. The tank 3
flow rates (Figure 3) during the tests were determined from the restric-
tor pressure drop while the surge tank valve was open. Flow rates
were assumed constant while the surge tank valve was closed. The tank
1 flow rates (Figure 4) were also determined from the restrictor
pressure drop, but included the fuel cell flow rate when the tank 1
pressure was greater than the tank 2 pressure.
TANK ACCELERATION ANALYSIS
The sources of accelerations in a space vehicle in drifting flight
include vehicle rotations, thrusts caused by fluid venting, gravity
gradients and solar pressure. The solar pressure is approximately
10-7 lbs/ft~ and produces an acceleration of less than 5 x 10- "g"
for the Apollo vehicle. The acceleration due to solar pressure was an
order of magnitude smaller than the accelerations produced by vehicle
rotations during a typical Apollo 12 attitude hold period and was,
therefore, neglected.
The procedure for the analysis of accelerations during attitude hold
conditions used rotation rates from guidance data directly for the
centripetal acceleration. The rotation rates were numerically
differentiated for the angular acceleration term. The total accelera-
tion due to rotation is:
32.174 g = x: x x (Rt - Rcg) + x (Rt - cg) (3)
Telemetry data from the digital auto pilot used for the analysis
includes the three components of the u vector and the calculation is,
in principle, straightforward. Some difficulty does, however, arise
due to the angular acceleration. The angular acceleration terms tends
to dominate the centripetal term because the centripetal acceleration
depends on the square of the rotation rate. The acceleration term
also introduces questions of significance due to the short durations
of application. Typically, the reaction control system jet firiags
cause angular accelerations greater than 2 x 10-4 radians/second , but
the duration is of the order of 10 milliseconds. This acceleration
results in a movement of the oxygen tank of about 10- 7 inches during
the time the acceleration is applied. This small displacement would
appear to be negligible, however, the angular accelerations should
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certainly not be entirely ignored. The approach used was to distribute
the angular acceleration over time intervals of 10 seconds or greater
by numerical differentiation of the observed angular rates at the end
points of the time interval. The time intervals were selected on the
basis of engineering judgement to adequately characterize the accelera-
tion events. Although this procedure is arbitrary, the results appear
to be satisfactory and a better method has not presented itself. Tank
accelerations during an Apollg 12 attitude hold condition were
typically 5 x 10- to 7 x 10O- "g".
The tank accelerations during stable periods of passive thermal control
(PTC) were calculated without consideration of angular accelerations.
During PTC flight modes, the reaction control system is deactivated
and the vehicle is essentially spin stabilized. For this condition,
angular accelerations are generally negligible and the centripetal
acceleration only is significant.
When the vehicle is in attitude hold in the near vicinity of the
earth or moon, the gravity gradient acceleration is significant. This
term, which must be added to the rotational accelerations, is:
2 GM (R. * ) R
32.1749 g 4 - (4)
Rg Ig%
The gravity gradient term is of the order of 10- 7 "g" for a 100 mile
altitude earth orbit. Since the magnitude of the gravity gradient
is proportional to 1/JRgI 3 , the term becomes negligible at distances
of 2-3 earth radii. The radius vector to the attracting body in the
vehicle coordinate system is necessary to the gravity gradient calcula-
tion. This vector can only be determined from the vehicle trajectory
and inertial platform data. A computer program for the calculation
of the acceleration including the gravity gradient term derived from
trajectory data has been developed by NASA-MSC for application to the
Apollo 14 mission. The average tank acceleration in lunar orbit was
5 x 10-7 "g" for the Apollo 12 mission.
The tank accelerations for nominal flight conditions can reasonably
be assumed to be the same as previous flights at similar conditions.
The high flow oxygen tank tests during the Apollo 14 mission were not,
however, in nominal flight "g" conditions due to overboard dumping of
oxygen. The oxygen dumped overboard through a convergent nozzle in
the command module entry hatch produced a significant thrust and
vehicle acceleration.
The thrust of the 6.2 lbs/hr oxygen dumped overboard was calculated
as the thrust from a choked convergent nozzle for a stagnation
temperature of 60°F and a specific heat ratio of 1.4. The resulting
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thrust of 0.091 pounds is conservative, since no expansion downstream
of the throat or plume effects were considered.
The 0.091 pounds thrust produced a linear "9" of 3.65 x 10-6 for the
24,985 pounds vehicle weight at the time of the test. The thrust vector
was not through the vehicle center of mass, therefore, rotational
accelerations were also produced. The equation for the angular
accelerations is:
Rf x F= I a (5)
and solving for
a= I1 (f x F) (6)
The moments of inertia obtained from pre-flight mass properties data
were used with equation 6 to predict angular acceleration rates. The
rotation rates were then calculated from the time required to rotate
the vehicle through the 50 dead band. Finally, rotational tank acceler-
ations were calculated from equation 3. The total tank 3 "g" was found
to be 4.9 x 10-6 and.for tank 1 a "g" of 4.7 x 10-6 was obtained. These
accelerations neglected the effects of reaction control system firings
as well as plume effects and therefore, may be somewhat lower than
actually experienced. The pre-flight acceleration predictions have
been used for the high flow test post flight analysis, since accelera-
tion data reduction has not been completed.
ANALYSIS CORRELATIONS WITH FLIGHT DATA
Evaluations of the numerical model and empirical heater temperature
equations were based on Apollo 14 flight data. The accelerations and
flow rates required by the analyses were determined using the methods
described earlier. Comparisons of simulations with Apollo 14 data
showed good correlation with the flight pressures and temperatures.
THERMODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
Detailed tank thermodynamic simulations were conducted with the
numerical math model described in the paper* by C. K. Forester. This
model uses a rectangular (x and y) grid of cells to approximate the
flow fields in the tank. The simulations were accomplished for a range
of grid sizes to permit extrapolations of variables to asymptotic limits.
The effects of tank elasticity and heater temperature sensor lag were
included.
*IBID, page 3.
The tank pressure and heater temperature results from a simulation of
one PTC heater cycle are compared with flight data by Figure 5. This
simulation was made with a heater area of 0.475 ft2 which is the flat
plate area equivalent to the 0.59 ft2 outer surface of the cylindrical
heater tube. Since the heater tube is perforated, flow through the tube
could provide an effective flat plate heater area of 0.95 ft . Simula-
tions were conducted for both heater areas to determine which provided
the most accurate heater temperature. The results of the convergence
analyses for the areas are shown by Figure 6 The asymptotic limit
for the heater temperature with the 0.475 ft2 area is within 9°F of the
flight data. The asymptotic temperature with the larger heater area is
not in good agreement with flight data. The asymptotic limit of the
heater on time for the small heater is also in better agreement with
flight data than the large heater. These results imply that the inside
of the heater tube is not an effective heat transfer surface.
The simulation of the tank 3 high flow test is shown by Figure 7. The
convergence study and the asymptotic limit for the heater temperature
are shown by Figure 8. The asymptotic heater temperature with the 0.95
ft heater area is 45°F below flight data. The PTC heater cycle
simulation with this area resulted in a heater temperature 95°F below
the flight data. Since the 0.475 ft2 heater area provided good agree-
ment for the PTC heater cycle, the 0.95 ft2 area was expected to
produce temperatures much lower than flight data. The heater tempera-
ture simulation results of the PTC heater cycle and the high flow test
are contradictory. The contradiction may be due to the "g" level which
was estimated as 4.9 x lO "g" for the high flow test. A higher "g"
level during the high flow test could bring the results into agreement.
The discrepancy could also be due to residual fluid rotations caused
by the prior PTC period. Resolution of this discrepancy must await
more accurate determination of the "g" level from flight data.
EMPIRICAL HEAT TRANSFER EQUATIONS
Heater temperatures can be determined from the numerical math model,
but the computer time requirements are excessive for the generation
of parametric data and routine flight analyses. Empirical heat
transfer equations were investigated to develop a more convenient
tool for heater temperature studies.
The convective heat transfer from a horizontal cylinder is usually
determined from a Rayleigh number equation.
A = t L K AT Cra (Ra) (7)
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The Rayleigh number is determined from:
D3 p2 32.174 g B AT Cp (8)
R =(8)
a PK
The fluid properties used to evaluate the Rayleigh number are usually
taken at the mean film temperature. This convention is based on tests
with simple fluids under 1 "g" conditions. Since the properties of
supercritical oxygen may vary by an order of magnitude in the boundary
layer, the properties in the Rayleigh number were averaged instead of
taken at the mean film temperature. The viscosity, conductivity, and
density were taken as the average of their values for the bulk
temperature and the heater temperature. The specific heat was
evaluated as the difference in the enthalpy at the heater and bulk
temperatures divided by the temperature difference. The coefficient
of expansion used was,
-1 Ph - Pb
8: T bbh(9)Pb Th - Tb
The radiation from the heater is also significant and was included
in the complete heat transfer equation.
t = L K AT Cra (Ra) 1/4+ C - T 4) A (10)+ I Cs (Th4 Tb
Heater temperatures were developed as a function of on time by
numerical integration of the equation,
dT = ( ) (11)
where MC is the heater thermal mass of 0.1 BTU/°F. The heater
temperature sensor lag was included in the integration to provide
a means of comparison with flight data. The temperature sensor
response was determined from:
dTciT5 (12)
at- = Ck (Th - T) (12)
The temperature-time results of a simulation of one heater cycle
using this simplified analysis (Figure 9) are in excellent agreement
with flight data. Comparisons between actual and predicted heater
temperatures (Figure 10) for several heater cycles indicates
predictions within 50°F with the exception of the tank 3 heater cycle
during the high flow test. As already mentioned, the "g" level
assumed for this period is questionable.
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Parametric heater temperatures (Figure ll) were generated for easy
comparisons with flight data. The results of the comparisons made
so far are promising, however, the full ranges of quantities and
accelerations have not been investigated. A final determination of
the empirical constants and the averaging method used for fluid
properties can not be made, since attitude hold conditions have not
been investigated.
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions based on correlations with the Apollo 14 high flow tank
tests and passive thermal control conditions are:
1. The flight performance of single phase cryogenic tanks
can be reasonably predicted using the numerical model
developed. Heat transfer and detailed thermodynamic
processes (stratification) in the tanks are accurately
modeled.
2. Heater temperatures can be predicted from empirical heat
transfer equations if fluid properties are averaged
instead of evaluated at the mean film temperature.
3. The accuracy of performance predictions is dependent
on the ability to predict or control flight accelerations
and flow rates.
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APPENDIX
THE PRESSURE CHANGE EQUATION FOR A
CRYOGENIC TANK
The pressure changes in a cryogenic tank resulting from heat addition
and mass extraction are usually calculated with the assumption that the
tank is a constant volume container. This assumption causes large
errors when the fluid is nearly incompressible and the pressure vessel
is highly stressed. An error in the pressure change calculation is also
caused by flows not usually measured that arerequired to pressurize
plumbing system volumes at ambient temperature. In order to eliminate
these errors, the pressure change equation for an equilibrium fluid in
an elastic container has been derived and a method for including the
external volume effects developed.
The thermodynamic system is bounded by the inside surface of the
pressure vessel and is closed at the fluid outlet from the pressure
vessel. The volume inside the thermodynamic boundary is not constant
since the pressure vessel is elastic. The outflow velocity is assumed
to be small enough that the kinetic energy and momentum of the outflow
are negligible. The conservation equations for mass and energy,
therefore, determine the system response to heat and mass flows.
The conservation of mass:
dMdt Vt + dV (A-l)
The conservation of energy:
dt- (PYU) = + hM _ -IPa (A-2)
Expanding A-2 and using the definition of enthalpy
pV + U (Vd + ddV dM (U + P) d (A-3)dU (vdp dt dt dt kU+ dt
Substituting A-1 in A-3 and simplifying
P V =t + P dt _ Pd (A-4).~ At  ]t- i-it
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The internal energy is taken as a function of pressure and density
dU aU dP +U dp
t=-- `-' i + ap dt
Using A-1 and noting that M = pV
dU aU dP aU (1 dM
H = 2aF ~ + ap kV T
Substituting A-6 in A-4
VaU dP aU (1 dM
Solving for d and rearrangingdt
dP
2E
M dV\-.EJ
(A-8)
P dM dV aU dM M dV
= -+ P T - RE ~t 7P aP \E V, )
Va
U
Pa-l~
Rearranging
dP
tE
ad + dM P a
pV-aU
and reducing the last term
dQ dM P aU\
d-t a- pdP a Vp* E ~~pVg
aU M dV dV
Pao V iJ - PE
aupV-3
aP
P2dV ap )
p
pV~
ow define
and
(A-12)
P
M dV)
V Ttj
(A-5)
(A-6)
(A-7)dQ P dM -dVd -P
(A-9)
(A-10)
1
aP
P-ap
= _p.pah 
'a4
(A-1l)
(aUp I aO
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I
Substituting A-11 and A-12 in A-10
dP = ( + 60 \ 1 dV o
dt V dt dt / -
Equation A-13 provides
response if the volume
zero for a constant vol
that the volume change
reduction is possible.
a convenient method for calculating pressure
rate of change is known. The last term is
ume system. If the container is elastic so
is related to the pressure change, some further
(A-14)
dPAgain solving for dt
dP =(I Mt+ )
1 + V i F pe+
for a spherical tank
1 dV _ 3 r (l-o)
Vai)F 2bE
dPI V ( M)
dt 1 + 3 r (-a +
32rb(~° e
Now the outflow is measured at the end of the distribution lines
which contain gas at the same pressure as the tank. The flow across
the thermodynamic boundary must include the flow required to pressurize
the lines. Two assumptions for determining the flow into the lines
may be considered:
1. Fluid expelled from the tanks thermodynamic
maintains its density while compressing gas
either adiabatically or isothermally.
boundary
in the lines
2. Fluid expelled from the tank does not affect the tempera-
ture distribution from the thermodynamic boundary to
the system outlet, but the density in the lines changes
adiabatically or isothermally.
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(A-13)
(A-15)
therefore
(A-16)
(A-17)
dP =_ V + &t) 1I dV dPo
E- V+ H V F aP 
The phenomena of assumption 1 can be described by writing the
polytropic relationship for the volume of gas in the lines.
V 1
o= (-f )e
Taking logarithms and differentiating we have:
dVL 1 dP
VL N P
(A-18)
(A-19)
The flow rate into the tank thermodynamic boundary due to the lines
is therefore:
dML VL dP
tF - Pt NP Ut (A-20)
Where N=l for isothermal compression and N=1.4 for adiabatic
compression.
Now writing A-14 in terms of the demand and line flow rates.
dP $ dML
rt PtV UtdM dMd 1 dV dP+ v t- - V FtEPII
Substituting A-20 in A-21 and again
0 (dQ 
dP V \dt 
dt 1 + 
t
solving for
dMd
ddt 
dV + p T
t
dP
'iO we have:
(A-22)
The relationships for assumption 2 are developed by assuming that the
fluid density in the lines is related to the pressure by the poly-
tropic exponent. I
(A-23)
Again taking logarithms and differentiating we have:
dp _ 1 dP
p NP (A-24)
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(A-21)
I
P =` P0 (1)) 
Therefore, the flow rate into the tank from the lines is:
dML PLYL dP (A-25)
Substituting A-25 into A-14 and solving for dP as before we have:
dM
E pto0 dVt PLt0 VL (A-26)
1+ + P V
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ABSTRACT
An explicit numerical solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations is applied to the thermodynamic analysis of supercritical
oxygen in the Apollo cryogenic storage system. The wave character is
retained in the conservation equations which are written in the basic
fluid variables for a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.
Control-volume cells are employed to simplify imposition of boundary
conditions and to ensure strict observance of local and global conser-
vation principles. Non-linear real-gas thermodynamic properties respon-
sible for the pressure collapse phenomonon in supercritical fluids are
represented by tabular and empirical functions relating pressure and
temperature to density and internal energy. Wall boundary conditions
are adjusted at one cell face to emit a prescribed mass flowrate. Elec-
trical heater input is treated as localized internal heat generation,
a fraction of which may be radiated to the walls where it is added to
the prescribed boundary heat flux. The effect of "tank stretch" on
dP/dt is included as out-of-plane fluid expansion. Scaling principles
are invoked to achieve acceptable computer execution times for very low
Mach number convection problems. Detailed simulations of thermal
stratification and fluid mixing occurring under low acceleration in the
Apollo 12 supercritical oxygen tank are presented which model the
pressure decay associated with de-stratification induced by an ordinary
vehicle maneuver and heater cycle operation.
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INTRODUCTION
Origin of Problem
Gaseous oxygen required for life-support and electrical power
generation aboard the Apollo Command and Service Module is stored in
super-insulated double-wall spherical tanks which are a portion of the
storage and supply system. In these tanks, oxygen is maintained at
cryogenic temperatures and at pressures somewhat above the critical
pressure. (See Table 1 for system operating parameters.) Under these
conditions, the oxygen is in the super-critical state which results in
a high-density single-phase compressible fluid suitable for expulsion
under zero-gravity conditions.
Storage tank pressure is maintained relatively constant during
fluid withdrawal by increasing the fluid temperature using an internal
filament-type electrical heater. Prior to and including Apollo 13, the
energy supplied by this heater was dispersed throughout the fluid by
means of internal mixing fans. However, following the failure of the
oxygen system during the Apollo 13 mission, the mixing fans were re-
moved from subsequent oxygen tanks to minimize the possible combustion
hazard.
Numerical studies by Kamat and Abraham [2]have shown that a
substantial decrease in pressure can result from fluid mixing if the
heater input is not well distributed beforehand. The decrease in pres-
sure can be of sufficient magnitude to cause the fluid to return to a
two-phase condition. Since natural convection would have to be relied
upon to limit the temperature concentrations, a considerable effort was
initiated to refine the understanding of the thermodynamic and fluid
dynamic behavior of locally-heated supercritical oxygen stored in a
low acceleration environment.
Stratification and Pressure Collapse
Due to the low thermal conductivity of supercritical oxygen,
electricial heaters generate local heat concentrations. Under low
accelerations, these concentrations do not disperse rapidly. Without
a mechanical means of mixing the heated fluid with the surrounding
cold fluid, subsequent heater cycles result in increasingly severe
heat concentrations, or "thermal stratification."
Thermophysical properties of oxygen in the vicinity of the criti-
cal point are strongly nonlinear and therefore deviate from the pro-
perties of an ideal gas. One of the ramifications of the specific heat
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nonlinearity is that the bulk fluid temperature is not equal to the
equilibrium temperature which would exist if the fluid were mixed or
otherwise brought to thermal equilibrium.
The equation of state is also nonlinear in this region and is
sensitive to small changes in temperature. The result is that a
modest drop in the bulk temperature brought about by fluid mixing from
a stratified condition can cause a substantial decrease in pressure or
'pressure collapse". Kamat and Abraham [2] have shown that the pres-
sure decreases monotonically with mixing so that the final pressure is
always below any intermediate pressure. It is possible for the
collapse pressure to drop below the critical pressure in which case
the fluid becomes sub-critical, a condition in which liquid and gaseous
phases may co-exist. This condition must be avoided if a uniform single
phase fluid expulsion is to be maintained.
This paper describes an explicit numerical solution of the com-
pressible conservation equations that govern natural convection in
compressible fluids. Real fluid thermodynamic relations are employed
so that the pressure collapse phenomenon can be observed in super-criti-
cal fluids. A number of additional effects have been incorporated in
the solution for engineering application including "tank stretch,"
heater thermal mass, and heater radiation.
Comparisons are made between the results of the present solution
and Apollo 12 flight data occurring at 8 hours GET. Several other
verification test cases also are presented to demonstrate the program
.capability.
Table 1 Cryogenic System Operational Parameters - Oxygen
(Apollo 14 And Subsequent)
Stored Fluid Weight (100% indication) 330.1 lb
Usable Fluid Weight 323.5 lb
Tank Volume 4.75 ft3
Normal Operating Pressure 900 + 35 psi
Pressure Switch Deadband (Min) 30 psi
Total Heater Power 434.8 B/hr
(prior to Apollo 14) (528.6)
Bulk Fluid Temperature 160 to 530 °R
* Data taken from Reference 1
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APPROACH
Under low acceleration conditions, the potential pressure collapse
depends primarily upon the amount of heat concentrated in the portion
of fluid surrounding the heater. The heater cycle time, however, de-
pends upon the actual pressure rise and decay rates which, in turn,
are related to the processes taking place in the heater thermal boun-
dary layer and to other effects such as tank stretch. At 95% of tank
quantity, tank stretch decreases the magnitude of the pressure rate and
therefore the cycle time by almost a factor of two[1 ] .
A detailed knowledge of the temperature, density, and fluid
velocity distributions is necessary in order to describe the heating
and mixing processes and the resulting thermodynamic behavior of super-
critical oxygen in the Apollo cryogenic storage tanks. This informa-
tion can be obtained only by simultaneously solving the conservation
equations of mass, momentum, and energy. These equations are coupled
nonlinear partial differential equations which are not amenable to
analytical solutions for any but the most restrictive of problems.
However, finite-difference numerical techniques have been developed
which allow these equations to be solved in their entirety.
The general solution procedure is to integrate numerically the
conservation equations from a given set of initial conditions subject
to the various boundary conditions imposed by the physical system.
Although the fluid motion in the Apollo storage tanks is three-dimen-
sional, a two-dimensional solution of the conservation equations is
adequate to resolve the basic mechanisms which produce stratification
and mixing.
The basic model consists of a two-dimensional fluid slab of unit
depth to which the conservation equations are applied. The momentum
equations include the gravitational body force terms so that natural
convection may develop. The basic provisions necessary to model the
Apollo storage tank are: two acceleration components, a localized
internal heat source, external heat leak, and a fluid outlet port.
Non-linear thermodynamics require that real-gas properties be used.
To adequately describe the actual pressure rise rate for engineering
purposes, a number of refinements to the idealized model were required
which include accounting for the thermal mass of the heater, heater
radiation to the tank wall, and tank stretch.
Acceleration Components
In general, two acceleration components are required to describe
the body forces acting on the fluid. Stratification develops under a
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uniform low-level acceleration in a constant relative direction. Such
an acceleration arises from the centripetal acceleration ( x X x r)
associated with the three revolutions per hour roll rate used for pas-,
sive thermal control (PTC).
Maximum mixing resulting from a G-spike, (e.g., RCS thruster fir-
ing) occurs when the direction of the G-spike is normal to the density
gradient. A tangential acceleration (I x r) results from a change in
the roll rate during spin-up to or de-spin from the PTC mode. The
effects of coriolis acceleration, non-constant radius vector, and
planetary gravity gradient are insignificant compared to the accelera-
tion forces discussed above and are not considered in this analysis.
Internal Heater
The heater element is simulated as an internal energy source at
an appropriate location in the fluid volume. No velocity boundary
conditions are attempted at these "heater cells" due to the computa-
tional difficulty in resolving the flow boundary layer. The heater
does not represent the heater cylinder itself but rather the heated
fluid sheath surrounding the heater cylinder. The number of heater
cells is selected such that the combined volume is equal to the
"effective boundary layer volume". This effective volume has been
postulated in order to explain observed pressure rise rates, since the
grid spacing of the numerical solution is too coarse to resolve the
actual thermal boundary layer. The effective boundary layer volume
was derived on the basis of empirical flight data.
Heater Thermal Mass Effect
Heater-on operation is modeled as a prescribed heat generation
rate within the heater cells. When steady-state heating conditions are
approached, a power balance at the heater implies that the impressed
electrical power is converted directly to a heating rate of the fluid
sheath surrounding the heater. The heater thermal mass absorbs heater
power until heat conduction into the fluid reaches steady-state. For
the present purposes, this build-up rate is approximated as an equi-
valent linear ramp up to the steady-state rate which occurs during
the interval Tlag. (See Nomenclature.) Defining Clag
as a ramp function, the internal heat generation rate then is given
by: *
Q = Clag Qheater (1)
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After the heater is turned off, the heater cylinder rejects the
heat stored in its thermal mass. Assuming that the heater temperature
returns to the previous low temperature, the inverse linear ramp was
used for flux decay. The internal heat generation rate during the
heater-off ramp then becomes
Q= (1 - Clag) Qheater (2)
Heater Radiation
During the latter portions of the Apollo mission, the heater
temperature rises high enough that thermal radiation plays an import-
ant heat transfer role. At a specified time in the mission, the energy
radiated from the heater may be represented as a constant fraction of
the heater power not absorbed by the thermal mass:
Q rad rad (Clag Qheater (3)
and the rate of heat entering the fluid becomes:
Q = ( Crad) Clag Qheater (4)
Outlet Port
A fluid outlet port is modeled at the periphery of the fluid
volume by specifying a fluid velocity at a location on the boundary
such that the prescribed mass withdrawal rate occurs. This same
velocity is used to convect momentum and energy from the system.
It was necessary to relocate the outlet port from its actual
position to a position lying in the plane of the model. The flow
distortion introduced by this relocation appears to be negligible for
the flowrates presently being considered.
Heat Leak
Heat entering the fluid after passing through the super-insulation
surrounding the storage tank is called heat leak and for the Apollo oxy-
gen tank has a nominal value of about 25 BTU/hr. The quantity enter-
ing the fluid model is proportioned according to the volume ratio Col'
Heat leak is imposed as a uniformly distributed heat flux over the
exposed fluid boundary. The decision to specify the heat flux at the
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boundary as opposed to specifying the boundary temperature was based
upon the fact that the rate of heat leak into the fluid is more
accurately known than the wall temperature of the inner tank. Global
conservation principles also are more easily satisfied. Since oxygen
is primarily transparent in the region, the energy radiated from the
heater cylinder is not absorbed until it reaches the tank wall from
which it enters the fluid by conduction.
Tank Stretch/Line Compression
The elasticity of the thin-wall tank permits a volume expansion
with pressure (dV/dP) of about 3.6 x 10 ft3/psi at the normal
operating pressure. At high tank quantities (80%-100%) fluid pressure
is very sensitive to density, and variations in tank volume have a
significant effect on the pressure rise rate [1, p3-1 6 ] decreasing
the magnitude of dP/dt by over 40% at 95% quantity. Tank stretch is
modeled as an out-of-plane fluid expansion by permitting the unit z
dimension to vary with pressure according to dV/dP.
[3]Seto derived an expression for the effect on dP/dt of fluid
compression in the external plumbing. Tests with the equilibrium
tank model described in this reference show that this effect is of the
same order as the effect of tank stretch. For the present purpose,
line compression is represented as an increase in the tank stretch
factor dV/dP.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS
General Discussion
The equations governing the conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy in a fluid system may be formulated in either Eulerian or
Lagrangian coordinates. The Lagrangian formulation fixes the coordinate
system in the fluid mass and is convenient for problems involving a
free surface. However, accuracy is seriously impared with time as the
coordinates deform and move with fluid convection.[4] In the Eulerian
formulation, the coordinate system is fixed in the fluid volume so that
the fluid moves through the coordinate system. For this reason, the
Eulerian formulation is generally superior for complex convection
problems and is used for the present analysis.
Richtmyer and Morton [4] and others recommend the use of conser-
vation equations in the "conservative" or "divergence" form which
preserves the conservation principles when solved at a finite number of
discrete points. If the conservative form is not used, computational
sources and sinks can appear as fluid is convected from one cell to
the next, their origin being the non-constant coefficients appearing in
front of the derivatives. For example, the mass leaving a cell through
one of its faces does not necessarily appear in total in the adjacent
cell. Although these errors are small, they occur at each cell inter-
face at each time step and can accumulate with time. The propagation
of these errors eventually can lead to computational instability. Com-
putationally non-conservative equations are derived by performing flux
[51balances on an infinitesimal control volume . These equations can be
converted to conservative form by adding the continuity equation to
each of the other three conservation equations. The divergence form is
developed directly from surface and volume integrals of flux vectors
[61
employing the Gauss Divergence Theorem
A very clean form of the general conservation equations was ob-
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tained with minor modification from Goodrich . These equations are
in conservative form and are written in terms of the basic fluid vari-
ables for a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The non-
dimensional form was not used because of the difficulty in assigning
characteristic reference values for non-linear real fluid thermodynamic
properties.
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The general equations governing a compressible viscous fluid with body
forces and internal heat source are:
Mass Continuity
Dp a (pu) a (pv) 0 (5)
at + ax av
X-Component Momentum
a + a x(p u u + P + Txx) + ay(pUV + T) =pg (6g
Y-Component Momentum
a ) + a(pvu + T) + a(VV + P + T) = gy (7)at ax xy ay yy y
Energy
atE + (pE + P)u+q +u q x + VT ]TX xx xy
+ - (pE + P)v + q + yVT + UTxy] = Qv (8)
where:
E = e + (u + v 2) (9)
P = P(p,e) (10)
T = T(p,e) (11)
aT
qx = -k -
(12)
k aT
ay
= -(2- av)
2 av auyy = -(2- a) (13)
au av
xy ay ax
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The form of the energy equation in which temperature is the inte-
grated variable [5 Ch XIV] is not appropriate for supercritical fluid
analysis since this form assumes a constant specific heat (Cv).
Program Formulation
The above equations are more general than necessary for the present
analysis so that a number of non-critical terms were eliminated to
improve computational speed.
An advantage in using the internal energy form of the energy equation
is that the fluid temperature is almost entirely dependent upon the
specific internal energy and only slightly dependent upon density.
Therefore, over a relatively wide range of pressures, the relation T=
T(p,e) was replaced by the computationally simpler function involving
only a one-dimensional table interpolation:
T = T (e) (14)
Figure 1 shows this function (obtained from Weber's [8] data)
platted at 55, 60 and 65 atmospheres to indicate the error incurred by
neglecting pressure variation in the vicinity of the critical point.
The form of the equation of state shown by eqn. (10) was not
available, so that it was necessary to use the equivalent (though for
this application computationally less desirable) relation
P = P (p, T) (15)
[9]
which was available in Stewart's equation of state The relations
selected for pressure and temperature are acceptable in that an itera-
tive procedure is not required. However, if pressure is to be computed
from temperature, the above approximation to the temperature-energy
function may be more critical than if temperature is used only for heat
conduction.
The general governing equations assume only that Stokes hypothesis
regarding the viscosity coefficients holds, and that thermal radiation/
absorbtion effects are insignificant. For the present application, a
number of simplifications to these equations are made. First, the
velocities developed in the low acceleration environment are so small
that the kinetic energy terms in the energy equation may be neglected.
Second, the low velocities coupled with the low viscosity of oxygen
make the viscous terms in the energy equation negligible. For compu-
tational simplicity thermal conductivity and viscosity are assumed
constant. The remaining viscous terms are further simplified by
assuming that the fluid is incompressible as far as viscous dissipation
is concerned.
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Incorporating these simplifications in the general equations and
rearranging, the governing equations used in this analysis are written.
Continuity
p : a (pu) Ba(pv) (16)
at ax ay
X-Component Momentum
a(pu) . a(puu) a(puv) ap a2 u a2 U
at = - ax a y ax + Pgx + Jx + a y) (17)
Y-Component Momentum
3(pv) a(pvu) a(pvv) 
_ aP + v 18B-~-'-:(m~v~)_~ieg ax (ayv v (18)
Energy
at ax a By +g + 
--v ) + v
a(pe) 
- a(pe+P) a(pe+P) a2 T a2 T
 ax+a(
Thermodynamic Relation
T = T(e) (20)
Equation of State
P = P(p,T)
(21)
Typical initial conditions are:
u(x,y,o) = 0
V(x,y,o) = 0 (22)
P(x,y,o) = P (x,y) (specified to balance body forces)
T(x,y,o) = To
p(x,y,o) = Po(P,To)
e(x,y,o) = eo(T
o
)
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Boundary conditions for a closed tank take the form:
u(w,y,t) = u(x,w,t) = 0
v(w,y,t) = v(x,w,t) = 0 (23)
a- (w,y,t) = Dy (x,w,t) = - q(t) (heat leak)
where w indicates a value of x or y at any wall.
The addition of boundary conditions defining a heater and an out-
let port is discussed more thoroughly in a following section. Basic-
ally, however, the heater is a region of fluid in which internal heat
generation is specified, and the outlet port is defined by a normal
velocity at a section of the tank wall such that a prescribed mass
withdrawal rate occurs. This exit velocity convects mass, momentum,
and energy from the system.
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FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMULATION
Discussion of Numerical Techniques
A wide variety of finite-difference schemes are available for
[4]
evaluating the governing equations, and Richtmyer and Morton pro-
vides a good source reference. The AIAA reprint series [10] contains
an extensive bibliography and a collection of the more interesting
recent papers relating primarily to high-speed flow. Numerical methods
discussed in Ralston and Wilfe[ll], and Cheng[1 2 ] summarizes the funda-
mental principles relating to the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations.
The numerical integration of the governing equations is performed
at a finite number of discrete points located throughout the fluid
volume. The difference equations are obtained by replacing the partial
derivatives with suitable finite-difference approximations typically
derived by Taylor-series expansions in space and time. Alternately,
the difference equations can be derived directly from fundamental con-
[12]
servation principles applied to a fluid control volume . This
method avoids taking the limit as AV+O to form the differential equa-
tions followed by the reverse process of discretization. The two
methods are basically equivalent; however, the latter is quite useful
for visualizing and formulating conservative-form difference equations
particularly in curvilinear coordinate systems and parameter spaces.
The time variable is discretized and is given by tn = n At. The
fluid state is advanced from the (n) time plane to the (n+l) time plane
by integration. When the time derivative is approximated by a forward
difference, all information used to advance the state to (n+l) At is
available at the nth time plane. This is the explicit formulation and
is equivalent to a step integration procedure. The two-step Lax-Wen-
droff [4] scheme generates provisional values at (n + ½) At which are
used to advance to the (n+l) time plane. This procedure centers the
time difference which gives second order accuracy in time.
Various other numerical schemes are available which use weighted
averages of data obtained from several time planes (n-l), (n), and
(n+l) to obtain the updated value at (n+l). Schemes which require data
at the (n+l) time plane to advance the time to (n+l) At are implicit
and require the simultaneous solution of high-order systems of equations.
Efficient relaxation techniques make the implicit formulation quite
powerful for certain types of problems.
Most implicit schemes are unconditionally stable for any time step,
whereas, explicit schemes are stable only when rather stringent stability
conditions are observed. However, explicit schemes are straight forward
and require the least computation per time step. The advantage of one
scheme over the other depends upon the rate at which the fluid properties
are changing. Explicit schemes are preferred for time-dependent prob-
lems in high-speed flow and for problems in which wave propagation is
important. Implicit schemes are effective for problems in low speed
flow and certain steady-state problems. The use of scaling principles
to transform the low speed flow problem into one in which the transport
mechanisms occur very much faster than in real time appears to be effec-
tive in broadening the class of problems which may be solved efficiently
using the explicit formulation.
Problems can arise in achieving stability in the explicity-formulated
[4]1
conservation equations. Lax and Wendroff used second-order accurate
centered time differences. Rusanov[l3] added numerical damping terms to
the space differences. Goodrich[l4] has shown that the numerical damp-
ing terms of Rusanov can be represented by a weighted biasing of the
convective difference terms; a method which is similar to the upstream
differencing technique used below. Richtmyer[ 4 ] has suggested adding
pseudo-viscosity terms of the form a x- u I to stabilize the momentum
equations.
Technique Employed
The technique employed in this analysis is patterned after the method
of Courant, Fredricks, and Lewy (1929) for the wave equation 4' p 292]
In this method, the momentum equations are advanced to the (n+l) time
n+l n+l
plane first, and the updated velocities u , v are then used to
advance the continuity and energy equations. By performing the integra-
tion in two steps, the continuity and energy equations appear to be semi-
implicit, although they are effectively explicit since the necessary
information is available from previous calculation. However, when this
method is used with centered space differences, physically unrealistic
temperature profiles result as fluid convection takes place. Richtmyer
[4, p 292] credits the cure for this problem to Lelevier. This solution
replaces the centered space differences used for the convective terms
by forward or backward space differences as the sign of the convecting
velocity is negative or positive. This procedure is quite common and goes
by a number of names including upwind or upstream differencing and
donor-cell differencing. These differences, however, are only of first
order accuracy.
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As applied to the grid system used in this analysis, upstream
differencing has the effect of defining the values of the convected
properties at the control-volume interface as being the values of the
upstream cell. Central differencing implies averages of the adjacent
cell values at the interface.
Grid System
Grid points are uniformly spaced in the x and y directions at
constant intervals Ax = Ay = L. It is convenient to visualize an
elemental control volume AV = Ax Ay Az = L , referred to as a cell,
surrounding each grid point. According to Cheng [12], "The fluxes must
be evaluated on the cell boundary while the conserved quantities are
determined only as averages over the cell."
The two- dimensional fluid volume is characterized by several
hundred of these cubic cells arranged in a plane. The circular con-
figuration of the oxygen tank crosssection is approximated in a step-
wise fashion by removing cells from corners of the rectangular cell
grid. For example see Figure 9.
Individual cells are identified by the indicies (i,j) in the x-
and y- direction as shown in Figure 2 so that the physical position
of the center of cell (i,j) is located at
(xi,yj ) = (i-½)Ax, (j-½)Ay (24)
The integrated fluid properties p, pu, pv, and pe are identified
with each cell center and represent the average properties over the cell
volume. The value of a property at the center of cell (i,j) is design-
ated for example as
Pij = P(XiYj) (25)
For mathematical consistency, the velocities and the thermodynamic
properties of the fluid in the cell also are defined at the cell center
so that the following relationships can be used:
Uij = P uij/Pij
vij -Pvij/Pij (26)
Tij = T (Peij/Pij)
Pij = P (Pij,Tij)
It is convenient to define properties, certain gradients, and
convection velocities at the cell walls which lie midway between grid
points, and which are indicated by half-subscripts. Convection velo-
cities at these faces are evaluated by linear interpolation:
u. ½,i = ½(ui.1, + ui.) (27)
vi-1 '- 2 u ij
To achieve upstream differencing for the convection terms, the value of
a convected property is defined as the value existing in the upstream
cell as determined by the sign of the convecting velocity at the cell
interface. Convected properties evaluated in this manner are p,pu,pv,
and (pe + p). The result is that the upstream property is convected
across the interface at the average velocity. A typical flux at the
left face of cell (i,j) is illustrated as
Pi-½1 'j uii-..½Ij (28)
The difference in mass flux across cell (i,j) in the x-direction
becomes
x (P)ij Pi+A,jUi+2 ,i Pi-.,j ui- , J (29)
Since the quantities at cell walls are invarient during calculations
at the upstream and downstream cells, local conservation principles are
observed identically. Whatever quantity leaves one cell across a cell
wall must enter the adjacent cell.
An attempt was made to describe the transition of fluid properties
from one cell to the next as a parabola which was biased in the upstream
direction.[1 5] While this scheme was numerically stable, it did not
eliminate temperature decreases in cells surrounding the high temperature
heater cell.
The pressure gradient across the node is represented by a centered
space difference. To accomplish this in the present formulation, the
cell wall pressure is defined as an average:
Pi-½,j = (Pil,j+ Pi,j) (30)
The resulting pressure difference at cell (i,j),
6x Pij Pi+ ½, j (31)
is identical to the centered pressure difference taken across two cell
intervals.
2
aT 2u
The diffusion terms such as v and I are not influenced by
fluid convection and usual centered differences are used:
6 2 T T -2T +T
x ij i-lj - 2Tij + i+l,j (32)
While not employed here due to time limitation, it would be convenient
to express the first temperature differences at the cell walls and
obtain the second differences as
x ij x i+½,j x Ti-,j (33)
A temperature-dependent conductivity could be added by a simple
extension as:
6x( 6
x
T)ij = (k 6x T)i+ - (k 6x T)i-,j (34)
The difference forms of the governing equations employed are shown be-
low along with the necessary supporting equations and definitions.
Unless otherwise indicated, data is taken at the nth time plane.
uij = pun + A [-6xPUUij -6puvij -6xPij - gx + -(6 puij+6 pv. )]
n+l n At[ u V 2 2
Pvij = Pv + A [6x ij 6y i -6xPi -Pigx + x x ij +yPij)]pvij = ij Ax x ij yP jj 6 y 1j
n+l n At
0ij = ij +(x (xPui -6 PVij)
~ij = eij + Ax t6x ~ij -6yp ij + T +(35)
en+ = Peij + t [-6 Pxhuij -6 phv +I-62 T + 62 T)]
Peij i Ax x j y iJ Ax x y
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Typical quantities used in the above equations are illustrated
below in the.x-direction. Quantities relating to the y-direction are
analogous.
phij = peij + Pij
n+l n+l
6xPuij = Pi0-,jui3-,j - 0i_½,jUi_½, j
6xpuuij = pUi+½,jui+½,j - Pui-_,jui_-, j
(36)
(37)
xP vuij = PVi3,jui4 ,j - PVi_½,juiI, j
Sphu.ij =(pei. +P, ) in+l - (pe. 1 j+P ) un+l
2 ij il j - 2ij + PUi+l, j
(38)
62pvij = PVi_l, jx -1,j - 2pvij + pvi+l j
n+l
ui+-I ,j (39)
(40)
If u > 0
Pi+,j = Pij
If u , < 0i+
Pi+½,j = Pi+l,j
pui+½l,j = PUi+l, jPui+½,j = puij
Pvi+, j = pvij Pvi*+, j = PVi+l,j
PeiA+, j = Peij pei+,j = pei+l, j
Pi+, j : Pi+l, jPi+,j = Pij (work terms)
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(41)
Pi+iIJ = ½(Pij + Pi+l,j )
Stability Conditions
Stability of finite-difference equations is discussed in detail
in Richtmyer and Morton.[
4 ] The basic requirements for a stable
differencing scheme is that the difference equations converge to the
differential equations in the limit as Ax + 0, At -+ 0 which implies
that disturbances in the solution decay with time. Stability con-
straints limit the maximum time increment (At) permissible.
The difference analogs Df the Navier-Stokes equations are too
complex to be fully analyzed with current stability analysis methods.
The standard procedure is to evaluate the stability of the hyperbolic
and the parabolic terms separately and to use the more restrictive of
the two stability constraints.
In the explicit formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations, the
hyperbolic limit is usually the most restrictive and results in the
stability condition
(lu + c) At 1 (42)Ax -
where u is the fluid velocity and c is the local adiabatic speed of
sound. If u << c, the condition may be interpreted as limiting the
propagation of a pressure wave to the distance of one space increment
during a time step At.
For a two-dimensional problem, the stability condition becomes
At 1(lu l+ c) t (43)
In the present problem, under the conditions being considered,
the speed of sound is about 2500 ft/sec. With a grid spacing of
Ax=.l ft. the theoretical stability limit gives At=.283 x 10
-
4 sec.
Modification For Tank Stretch
Tank stretch affects the fluid state primarily by changing the
density of the fluid properties. The work done on the boundaries
changes the internal energy and also must be included.
During a tank expansion, the mass residing in an arbitrary volume
becomes distributed throughout a larger volume. In the present Eulerian
formulation, it is very difficult to adjust the x-y fluid boundaries to
achieve this volume increase. The change was taken up in the z direction
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by permitting the unit depth to increase. Since no fluid crosses a node
boundary during such an expansion, the mass (m) in the volume is un-
changed.
Multiplying through by the node volume, V=L 2L the continuity
equation on a mass basis becomes:
am - apV = _v(Up + (44)
at at ax ay
Upon discretizing the time variable and introducing the forward time
difference, the equation becomes:
mn+l-mn nl n+lvn = Vn (apu apv (45)
m -m pn V -p(_ V n , aP Up {an
At At ax ay
vn+l
Finally, dividing by At and rearranging,
n+l V n (t Pu + ] (46)
P Vn+l [p + At (ax ay(46)
V n+1 ax ay
The above volume ratio is represented as
Vn Vn
C = = (47)str Vn+l n +47
str VV1 Vn + AV
where dV
AV = d AP (48)
AP = change in average tank pressure during At.
The same argument can be used to develop the expressions for the
momentum and energy equations. However, the rate of work done on the
boundary during an expansion must be included in the energy equation.
dW pL2 dz dV
dt dt dt(49)
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Upon discretization
AW AV
At = P At (50)At At
Next, dividing by V as before, the work done per unit volume during
At becomes: At
AW PAV = p (51)
n+l n+l vn+lV V V
or
AW Vn
nl= P (1- n+l) (52)
vn1 vn+l
and finally,
AW
n+l =P (l-Cstr) (53)
Since this is the work done on the boundary by the fluid, it must be
subtracted from the available internal energy in the cell.
The conservation equations modified for tank stretch are collected
together below in a form showing just the time differences:
pn+l = C [n + At (apu + apv)]
= str ax ay
n+l = C [pun + At (... )]
str
(54)
pv+l = C [pvn + At (... )]
str
pn+l [pe + At (...)] - P (1-Cst
r
)pe = Cstr
where the average tank pressure P is used for the work term.
For computational reasons, Cst
r
lags by one time step the above
calculations so that in reality it is defined as:
Vn
-
1 (55)C 
str Vn
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NUMERICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Boundary Location
Consistent with the control-volume concept, solid boundaries were
located at the outward-looking faces of the boundary cells. This
location has distinct advantages in simplifying the definition and
imposition of boundary conditions.
The alternative to this formulation (i.e. placing boundary mesh
points at the wall surface) creates problems in evaluating the fluid
properties at the wall, and global conservation may not be observed
computationally. In thiq context, Roache and Mueller[ 1 6 ] cited the
difficulty of imposing adiabatic (and therefore any chosen heat flux)
conditions at the wall. They also observed that non-conservative
methods used to define the wall density led to slow but continuous mass
loss in a flow problem over a backstep.
The procedure of defining flux quantities and convection velocities
at cell faces further simplifies the imposition of boundary conditions,
and permits a unified application of the conservation equations to both
interior and boundary cells. This procedure also avoids the use of
imaginary grid points located outside the fluid boundary defined by
reflection principles. The present method is considerably simpler to
apply when flow obstructions or wall irregularities are considered.
Boundary Values
Convection velocities are set to zero at boundary surfaces thus
assuring strict global conservation for convective terms. Pressure at
the wall, which is necessary only for the momentum equations, is
obtained by linear extrapolation from the first two normal interior
grid points. Thermal boundary conditions take advantage of the fact
that the heat leak is more accurately known than the temperature of
the inner tank wall. When calculated at a boundary cell, temperature
difference equations are employed which make use of the relations
aT a qx leak
wall k (56)
aT = qy leak
aY wall k
where qx leak and qy leak are the boundary heat fluxes obtained by
distributing the known heat leak rate Qleak uniformly over the exposed
surface area. This formulation identically satisfied the global energy
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balance and avoids the difficulty in defining the thermal boundary condi-
tion discussed by Roach and Mueller.[16]
Separate equations are used at boundary cells to evaluate the
viscous dissipation terms in the momentum equations. For example,
instead of the centered second difference terms used at interior cells
which have the form:
(6 2 u)ij = (puil,j - 2puij+PUi+l j) (57)
forward and backward second differences are employed which make use
of the zero velocity conditions at the wall:
2
(6x Pu)ij = (-3 puij+ PUi+l, j ) at left wall
(58)
2
(6x Pu)ij = (PUi-1, j- 3puij) at right wall
Boundary conditions are imposed at the exterior face of cell
(20, 10) such that the prescribed mass withdrawal rate occurs. Since
the sign of the convection velocity u 2 0 ½,10 must be positive, the
necessary quantities at the cell wall (P,p, pu, pv, and pe) are obtain-
ed by linear extrapolation of the form
Pi+ ½,j = (-Pil,j+3Pij ) (59)
The necessary convection velocity is obtained from the mass flow
relation f=pAu as
m
U2 0 ½,10 2 (60)
P20½,10L
With the cell wall quantities thus defined, the difference equations
are applied at the outlet port cell as at any other cell. The convec-
tion of mass,x- and y- momentum, and enthalpy from the system takes
place automatically.
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SCALING PRINCIPLES
Computational stability considerations place stringent require-
ments on the permissible size of the time step (At) required to inte-
grate the governing equations in the explicit formulation. The time
step is determined by the time interval required for a pressure wave
to propagate the distance of one cell. Time steps of this order are
required for problems in high-speed flow or for problems in which pres-
sure wave propagation contributes significantly to the solution. In the
present problem, wave propagation may be of importance if fluid oscil-
lations following a G-spike are of sufficient magnitude to destroy
thermal gradients generated by heater operation under a low-g environ-
ment.
However, fluid heating and stratification occur on a time scale
very much larger than that of wave motion, and the resulting computer
time required to simulate an appropriate duration of flight is exces-
sive. For this reason it was necessary to introduce scaling principles
to transform the original problem into an equivalent scaled problem in
which certain mechanisms of importance occur in the scaled time very
much faster than in real time. Since non-linear real gas properties
are used to describe the fluid temperature and pressure, the thermo-
dynamic state cannot be scaled easily. Therefore, the conditions
governing thermal stratification and fluid mixing are adjusted so that
these mechanisms operate in scaled time. The desired rates of heating,
fluid withdrawal, and fluid motion are increased such that the result-
ing pressures and temperatures remain unaltered at corresponding times
in the scaled and unscaled systems.
The specific heat (C ), pressure (P), temperature (T), and density
(p) are not altered. However, the transport constants, thermal con-
ductivity (k) and absolute viscosity (p),are adjusted as required.
Since the values of p and k for supercritical oxygen are small and do
not dominate the stratification and mixing mechanisms, these parameters
are considered constant. Therefore, the following principles have been
applied. The scale factor is designated by s, and the subscript s
represents a value appearing in the scaled system such that the real
time t is given by
t = sts (61)
The following constraints have been placed upon the scaled system:
p = P (density)
(62)
T = T (temperature)
s
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(specific heat)
p
L =L
S
(characteristic length)
Since it is desired that the flow processes occur more rapidly,
(x velocity)
(y velocity)
(heat flux)
= sm mass flow rate (mass flow rate)
The similarity parameters which apply are:
Reynolds Number
Prandtl Number
Nusselt Number
Grashof Number
R = pVL inertial forces
e P = viscous forces
p -_ heat generation
r k heat conduction
N =qL total heat transfer
u kAT conductive heat transfer
G = p2 gaAT L3 bouyant forces
r P = viscous forces
To maintain similarity of R ,. is scaled as:
Ps = sp.
Similarity of both Pr and Nu require that:
k = sk.
S
Recognizing that the heat diffusion rate must be scaled, the require-
ment placed upon k can be obtained directly from the definition of the
thermal diffusivity.
k
s ~~~~Pp
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(66)
(Cp)
s
U = SU
s
v = sV
s
q, = sq
(63)
(64)
(65)
Since the compressibility (B) remains unchanged bythe initial con-
straints, to maintain Grashof number similarity, the acceleration
must be scaled as:
2
gs = s g. (67)
It should be emphasized that this scaling procedure speeds up the
physical processes occurring in the fluid without disturbing the
thermodynamic properties of the fluid itself. To accomplish this, it
is necessary to adjust only the transport properties p and k. In par-
ticular, the properties which determine the sonic velocity in the fluid
have been preserved. The basic purpose for scaling is to increase the
ratio of the fluid velocity to the sonic velocity (Mach number)
because the sonic velocity of the explicit numerical solution limits the
size of the permissible computation time steps.
Verification of this scaling procedure was performed by comparing
temperature and velocity profiles taken at corresponding times from com-
puter runs in which differing scale factors are used. In addition, good
results were obtained for the Apollo 12 pressure collapse and heater
cycle simulations in which scale factors of 2400 and 6000 were employed.
The increase in acceleration required to maintain the Grashof
number in the scaled solution affects the required hydrostatic pres-
sure distribution and, therefore, the distribution of the fluid mass.
However, for problems involving a low-G environment, a scale factor
which permits a reasonable simulation time gives rise to a negligibly
small fictitious pressure gradient.
It appears that the maximum valid scale factor is restricted
by the magnitude of the acceleration. Figure 3 shows the relative
increase in hydrostatic pressure from the center of the tank to the
tank wall necessary to counteract the scaled gravitational body forces.
At a given G-level, experimentation indicates that a scale factor that
produces a 1% pressure increase does not alter the convection or thermo-
dynamic behavior observed in the Apollo 12 simulation. It should be
cautioned that scaling amplifies fluid-dynamic start-up transients
resulting from imprecisely known initial conditions (eg. the velocity
profile around the outlet port), so that additional scaling restrictions
must be considered.
In addition, it should be noted that stability conditions relate
permissible time steps to thermal conductivity and to fluid viscosity.
However, these constraints are less restrictive of the scale factor
than the G-constraint for the present problem.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
Natural Convection in a Rectangular Enclosure
A test case in natural convection was run and the results are
compared with an incompressible solution of a similar problem obtained
by Wilkes and Churchill.[17]
A two-dimensional rectangular enclosure containing an incompressi-
ble fluid is oriented in a vertical plane with respect to the gravity
vector. The left wall is held at a constant temperature T1, and the
right wall is held-at a higher temperature T2 also assumed constant.
The other two walls are insulated. Initially, the fluid is at rest and
at a temperature equal to the average of the boundary wall temperatures.
The problem is to find the fluid velocity components and temperature
at points throughout the fluid as steady-state conditions are approached.
As heat conduction takes place, a negative horizontal density
gradient develops. The resulting unbalanced vertical buoyant forces
cause two vortices to form with a net counter-clockwise rotation of the
fluid. As the flow continues, the density gradient deforms and the two
vortices eventually merge into one due to the viscous dissipation of
momentum. As steady-state conditions are approached, the moment pro-
duced by the viscous forces acting at the walls balances the net buoy-
ant moment.
Wilkes and Churchill introduced the vorticity and stream functions
into the non-dimensionalized equations of motion. A linear density
dependence upon temperature was used to produce the essential density
gradients for natural convection. An implicit alternating direction
technique was used to advance the time-dependent solution toward steady
state. Figures presented 1 7 show the stream function and isotherms
at several times including steady state. The dimensionless conditions
associated with these figures are: Pr = .733, Gr = 20,000, Nn = 2.874.
The formulation used in the present solution necessitated two
modifications to the problem. First, fluid compressibility was intro-
duced in order to compute pressure explicity in terms of temperature
and density. The ideal gas relation was assumed for this purpose.
Second, the constant-temperature boundary conditions were changed to
constant-heat-flux boundary conditions to be compatible with the model
capability developed for simulation of heat leak into the Apollo oxygen
tank.
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The compressibility modification had a negligible effect on the
solution since the vertical pressure differential was kept small with
respect to the bulk fluid pressure. The second modification resulted
in observable differences in the temperature profiles near the vertical
walls. However, the basic character of the temperature profile away
from these walls is preserved, and the resulting velocity profiles
are similar to those obtained by Wilkes and Churchill.
The fluid properties, heating rate, and acceleration were adjusted
so that the proper boundary temperatures were approached at steady-
state. The final dimensionless quantities achieved were: Pr = .611,
Gr = 21,000, and Nu = 3.88 which are in reasonable agreement with the
Wilkes and Churchill values and yielded similar results. These values
were computed using the average extrapolated wall temperatures.
A 10 x 10 cell grid was used to describe the fluid volume.
Dimensions of the square enclosure, the bulk density, and the compressi-
bility of the fluid were selected to yield a problem in which heating
and fluid motion took place rapidly in real time in order to minimize
computer time. Problem conditions are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5a is a computer-generated velocity vector plot which shows
the two initial counter-clockwise rotating vortices after 1/2 second
of flow development. Figures 5b and 5c show the two vortices merging
into one and the development of circularized flow. Figure 5d shows
the essentially steady velocities at 4.95 seconds. Figure 6 shows the
same vector plot at 4.95 seconds on which the dimensionless stream
function obtained from the Wilkes and Churchill solution has been super-
imposed. Steady-state temperature profiles at ten horizontal cross-
sections and fluid isotherms are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The general
shape of the isotherms is in good agreement with the dimensionless
isotherms of Wilkes and Churchill.
It is important to note the difference in the thermal boundary
conditions. Isotherms cannot intersect the constant temperature walls
used by Wilkes and Churchill. However, to maintain a uniform heat flux
at the wall as assumed in the present solution, the wall temperature
must vary in the vertical direction and isotherms intersect these walls
as shown. Although the present results cannot be compared directly with
those of Wilkes and Churchill, the general character of-the solutions
appears to be in reasonable agreement.
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It is interesting to note that starting from zero, the fluid
rotation rate passes through a maximum before approaching the steady-
state rate. This phenomenon is the result of the inertial lag in
responding to a change in heat flux at the walls (as occurs at t = 0).
During this lag, high temperature and low temperature fluid masses
accumulate near the respective walls, resulting in an over-acceleration
of the fluid. The bulk rotation rate then builds up to a maximum and
carries the heated and cooled fluid elements across the vertical center-
line. At this point, a net counter-acting moment develops which re-
tards the bulk rotation, and the steady-state rate is approached
asymptotically.
Apollo 12 Pressure Collapse Simulation
The program was operated for flight conditions to demonstrate
capability to simulate the stratification and mixing of supercritical
oxygen which takes place under a flight-type acceleration environment.
These conditions are shown in Figure 9 and are approximately those of
the Apollo 12 mission at 7:30 GET. The density corresponds to the 95%
tank quantity.
The heat added to the fluid cross section was input at cell
(12,10) as shown in Figure 9. This single heater cell represents
a heater boundary layer volume of 1.73 cubic inches. The rate of oxygen
withdrawal was 1.4 lbm/hr. The outlet port was the exterior face of
cell (20,10). The pressure limits for the heater switch were set at
860 and 900 psi so that the heater cycled automatically keeping the bulk
pressure within a 40 psi dead band. A constant acceleration of
2x10 8 G's was applied in the -Y direction. At a simulation time of
70.5 minutes, an acceleration step to 10 G's was applied in the -X
direction and the heater was turned off. The scale factor of 2400
was used in this simulation to achieve a computer time to simulation
time ratio of 5/1 using a program time step of .5 x 10- 4 seconds.
Figure 10 shows the stratified tank pressure (upper curve) and
the equilibrium pressure (lower curve) as functions of time. The simu-
lation started from equilibrium conditions. The equilibrium pressure
rise rate was 3.7 psi/minute and the decay rate was -3.8 psi/minute.
After 70 minutes of stratification, the minimum potential pressure
collapse developed was 80 psi. The general divergence of the two curves
shows that a quasi-steady state pressure collapse potential had not been
reached after 70 minutes of stratification. The time required for the
first complete heater cycle is about 12 minutes. The cycle time for
succeeding cycles decreased to about 3 minutes per cycle which is about
one-third the time required for a flight heater cycle under similar condi-
tions. The inclusion of tank stretch would about double this cycle
time. The maximum temperature reached in this simulation was 2870 R at
the heater node. Negligible fluid convection occurred in the vertical
direction.
Figure 11 shows the tank pressure decaying toward the equilibrium
pressure in response to the G-step to 10-4 G's at 70.5 minutes simula-
tion time. Fluid oscillations in the tank caused by the G-step and
accentuated by scaling have been smoothed. The pressure decay observed
in the Apollo 12 data at 8:36 GET also is shown for comparison.
Apollo 12 Heater Cycle Simulation
Following the relatively successful initial simulation which
demonstrated thermal stratification with ensuing pressure collapse, it
was decided to incorporate refinements to the idealized model in an
effort to more accurately predict the heater cycle times. These refine-
ments included the effects of tank stretch, line compression, heater
thermal mass, and heater radiation to the tank wall.
Under similar environment and initial conditions but with somewhat
more rigorously defined heating and mass flowrates, a second Apollo 12
simulation was undertaken which incorporated the above refinements.
The time step of .25 x 10- 4 seconds as indicated by stability conditions
was observed even though a time step twice as large did not appear to
alter the numerical stability. The problem was scaled by a factor of
6000 so that 60 minutes of simulation time was covered by 0.6 seconds
of solution time. The associated computer time was three hours result-
ing a computer time/real time ratio of 3/1 on the 1108 system at the
NASA-MSC computing center. Considering the change in scale factor and
the smaller time steps taken, revisions made to the program allow it to
run two times faster than it did for the first Apollo 12 simulation.
Figure 12 shows the resulting computed tank pressure history.
Pressure switch limits were set at 860 and 900 psi. The run was per-
formed in a number of segments using the program re-start capability.
At the beginning of the second and third segments at 13.5 and 23 minutes
the heater switch was inadvertently reset to the "on" position which
accounts for the fact that the pressure does not decay to the lower
pressure limit at the end of the first two cycles.
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The fact that the tank stretch and other refinements do indeed
lengthen the heater cycle times may be seen by comparing Figures 10
and 12. The heater cycle time appears to be around 12 minutes which
agrees well with the 13 minute cycle time predicted from Figure 3.4.10
of the Apollo Handbook.[l]
The effect of heater thermal mass is observed to cause pressure
excusions beyond the pressure limits and a rounding of the pressure
peaks. The developed shape of the pressure decay from the peak is due
to the decay of the local high temperature at the heater node followed
by the more gradual decay resulting from the general fluid expansion
caused by mass withdrawal. The highest temperature reached by the
fluid in the heater node was 2930 R.
In this problem, fluid convection was virtually non-existent. After
one hour of simulation, the only apparent migration of the fluid was
toward the outlet port which is located perpendicular to the acceleration
vector. Therefore, under 2x10- 8 G's these results indicate that conduction
is the primary heat transfer mechanism.
Acceleration Effects
The above Apollo 12 simulation was repeated but under an acceleration
of -2x10- 5 G's - two orders of magnitude higher - to illustrate the
effects of acceleration on convection velocities. Employing a scale
factor of 2400, the simulation was run to 11.5 minutes by which time a
maximum convection velocity of .35x10- 3 ft/sec had developed at the heater
node. Figure 13 shows a velocity vector plot of the convection pattern
developed by time. Density and temperature data indicate that the
heated fluid migrated a distance of about 1-1/2 cells or 1.8 inches
which corresponds to an average velocity of about .2x10- 3 ft/sec.
Scaling Verification
It was tacitly assumed in the discussion of scaling procedures that
all the transport process would in fact take place in scaled time. Also
assumed was that the pressure and temperature distributions would not be
altered by the scaling procedure.
The Apollo 12 convection problem just described was repeated using a
scale factor of 4800 instead of 2400. Comparisons of the data from the
two cases indicate that the temperature profiles and pressure rise
rates are preserved. At a scaled time of 5 minutes for both cases the
tank pressures agreed within 1 psi and the heater cell temperatures agree
within 10R after rising 530 R during heater operation. Scaled fluid
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velocities in the second case (scale factor = 4800) are just double the
scale velocities of the first case (scale factor = 2400) as required.
Upon descaling, the actual fluid velocities obtained from the two scaled
systems are the same, and the scaling procedure is verified.
Evidence supporting the scaling procedure also can be inferred
from the quality of the Apollo 12 simulations which were scaled between
3 and 4 orders of magnitude.
High Heat Leak and Boundary Roughness
The circular cross sectional geometry of the Apollo oxygen tank
was approximated in a step-wise fashion. A test case was performed to
investigate the affect of such a boundary on the flow pattern. In this
case, high heat leak of 2000 BTU/hr was imposed at the fluid boundary.
This rate corresponds to the limiting heat leak that would occur if the
annulus vacuum were lost.[3] An acceleration level of 10-5 G's was
imposed in the -y direction, and the scale factor of 4800 was used.
The velocity vector plots in Figure 14 show the natural convection
after 10, 20, and 32.5 minutes of simulation. The maximum velocity
indicated is 10-5 ft/sec. Figure 14c shows that local flow distortions
are introduced at the protruding corners. This surface roughness
probably makes this approach unsuitable for investigations involving
tank rotation.
SUMMARY
The conservation equations governing the motion of a compressible
viscous fluid were solved in two dimensions using an explicit finite-
difference technique. The difference equations were formulated in terms
of control-volume grid cells which simplified the imposition of heat
flux boundary conditions and assured computational observance of local
and global conservation principles. This system also permitted the
unified application of the difference equations to both interior and
boundary cells without resorting to exterior cells and reflection
principles. Real-fluid properties describing the thermodynamic behavior
of supercritical oxygen were used so that the pressure collapse phenomenon
could be observed in the Apollo oxygen Cryogenic Storage System operating
under low - G conditions.
The numerical procedure was applied to the simulation of thermal
stratification and fluid mixing in the Apollo oxygen storage tank.
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The convex tank geometry was approximated by removing the corner cells
of a rectangular cell grid. Wall boundary conditions were adjusted
at one cell face to emit a prescribed mass flowrate. Electrical heater
input was treated as local internal heat generation. The effects of
heater thermal mass and radiation to the tank were included. The effect
of tank stretch and line compression on dP/dt was modeled as an out-of-
plane fluid expansion. Scaling principles were invoked to achieve
acceptable computer execution times for reasonable flight durations.
A verification test case was performed involving heat transfer and
natural convection in a vertically-oriented rectangular volume. The
convection pattern and isotherms are in good agreement with another
numerical solution.
A simulation of stratification and mixing occurring around 7:30 GET
in the Apollo 12 mission was presented. Natural convection under 2 x 10-8
G's acceleration was shown to be negligible. The pressure collapse of
about 75 psi following a simulated vehicle maneuver is compared with
flight data with good results.
Modifications in the heater characterization along with tank stretch
effects were shown to significantly improve the simulation of heater
cycle operation. A number of additional cases were presented to show
the effects of higher acceleration on convection velocities to verify
the scaling techniques employed and to evaluate the effects of boundary
roughness on convection patterns.
The results obtained for these initial test cases indicate the
general capability of this analysis. Unfortunately, time limitations
prevented the refinement of certain empirical considerations which would
further improve the accuracy of the Apollo simulations.
Future Developments
It has been observed that the finite-difference solution of partial
differential equations is limited more by currently available theoreti-
cal understanding than by computer capability.L4] However present
computers, which perform all operations serially, are not particularly
well adapted to computing finite-difference solutions which proceed in
a series-parallel fashion. It seems reasonable that the multi-process-
ing capability of present machines will be extended to parallel process-
ing within the same computer program. Such is the thrust of the new
multi-computing system at the University of Illinois.[1 8] This system,
called ILLIAC IV, consists of 64 independent processors which operate in
unison. By using parallel processing, computer run time can be reduced
by a factor of 64. Thus it appears certain that next generation com-
puters of this type will significantly increase the capability of finite
difference solutions in multiple space dimensions.
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Symbol
Clag
Crad
C
str
C
vol
e
E
g
k
P
q
Q
Qleak
Qv
t,At
T
u
v
V
p
pe
pu
pv
Ax, Ay, L
T
Subscript
i
j
x
y
Superscript
n
NOMENCLATURE
Description
heater on/off ramps (O < C < 1)
heater radiation factor (O < C rad 1)
tank stretch factor ( = Vn- /Vn)
model/actual volume ratio (Apollo 12 = .075)
internal energy per unit mass
total energy per unit mass ( = e +(u 2 + 2 ) )
gravitational acceleration
thermal conductivity
pressure
heat flux
internal heat generation rate
boundary heat leak rate
internal heat generation rate per unit volume
time, time increment
temperature
velocity, x-component
velocity, y-component
tank volume
absolute viscosity
density
internal energy per unit volume
momentum, x-component
momentum, y-component
node dimensions
shear stress
x-direction index
y-direction index
x-component
y-component
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Figure 1 Oxygen Temperature - Energy Relation
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Figure 2 Grid System and Indexing Procedure
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Figure 5 Natural Convection
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Figure 7 Steady-State Temperature Profiles
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Figure 11 Apollo 12 Pressure Collapse
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HEAT TRANSFER AND THERMAL STRATIFICATION IN THE
APOLLO 14 CRYOGENIC OXYGEN TANKS
By
S. S. Fineblum, A. S. Haron, J. A. Saxton
Bellcomm
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION
Two significant facets of Apollo oxygen tank
operation are the occurrence of thermal stratification at
high fluid densities and the tendency toward high heater
temperatures at low fluid densities. Some insight into the
nature of these phenomena can be gained, respectively, by
consideration of a two fluid stratification model and a
conductive heat transfer model. The alternative of convec-
tive blowdown tank operation at low densities is briefly
examined.
STRATIFICATION
Thermal stratification is significant in the
Apollo oxygen tanks because of the greatly reduced mixing
in the low gravity field and the low thermal conductivity
of the oxygen. In the stratified tank adjacent phases of
different temperature coexist stably. The less dense phase
exerts a pressurizing influence on the relatively incompres-
sible dense phase. The effects of stratification are for
the most part limited to high density conditions; for
example, pressure decays have not been observed on Apollo
flights for densities of less than %42 lb/ft3 (60% tank
quantity). The phenomena of pressure decay relates to the
fact that at the higher densities the energy input neces-
sary to achieve a given pressure rise is measurably less
with stratification than without. Hence the tank can main-
tain operating pressure despite a small energy deficit;
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induced mixing, as caused by a vehicle maneuver, then
results in a sudden pressure drop or decay.
By conservation of energy the relation between
energy input, mass outflow, and pressure rise rate for a
homogeneous fluid is:
tc = tf (Q - wO) (1)
where
p . (2.) (2)
P au
p
ah
e -p () (3)
C = (1 + pO dV (4)
V dp)
and Q, w, V, p, u, and h are the heat input, mass outflow,
volume, pressure, internal energy, and enthalpy, respec-
tively. The coefficient C accounts for the change in tank
volume with increasing pressure. Equations (1) - (4)
yield the pressure rise rate when heat is added uniformly,
that is, stratification does not occur.
Over the entire pressure cycle the energy input
is related solely to the fluid's enthalpy-density relation-
ship e and the rate of mass outflow from the tank w. That
is, there is no net pressure change so Equation (1) becomes
Q = wO (5)
Figure 1 shows the energy input data for Apollo 14. The
solid curves were computed by Equation (5) for a mean tank
pressure of 900 psi using the average flow rates and heat
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leaks indicated. Tank quantity rather than density is
used as the abscissa, with 100% quantity equal to
69.5 lb/ft3 . The spread in the data reflects the variation
of the flow rates about the mean value.
The time to pressurize the tank within its
operating band offers a direct measure of the stratifica-
tion occurring. Figure 2 portrays this data for Apollos 12
and 14. The spread of the data points below 60% for the
two missions is traceable to two effects.* Firstly,
because of the tank arrangement on Apollo 14,Tank 3 mass
outflow during its heater operation was substantially
increased by leakage of the Tank 2 check valve. In effect
Tank 3 pressurized Tank 2 during each cycle. Secondly, for
thermal reasons only two of the three Tank 3 heater elements
were employed below 41% (with two exceptions). With this
in mind the pressurization times for Apollos 12 and 14
are essentially identical even though Apollo 12 utilized
fans for periodic mixing (twice daily). That is, the fan
operations did not appear to noticeably reduce stratifica-
tion effects on pressurization.
In Figure 3 the Apollo 14 data are plotted with
the pressurization time predicted by Equations (1) - (4)
indicated by the solid lines. The flowrates employed are
given in Figure 4. The flow values are taken from the
quantity guage readings, corrected in the case of Tank 3
for the flow necessary to pressurize Tank 2. As expected,
the agreement between data and prediction is relatively
good below 60%, but not above.
*Note: On Apollo 14 all data above 60% is from
Tanks 1 and 2 and below 60% is from Tank 3; whereas on
Apollo 12 Tanks 1 and 2 were operated concurrently through-
out (there was no third tank).
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The basic elements of the effect of stratifica-
tion on pressurization are the localized storage of energy
in the vicinity of the heater and the nature of the
enthalpy-density relationship as reflected in 0. Following
heater activation the fluid adjacent to the heater
increases in temperature, and hence expands. This expan-
sion mechanically pressurizes the remainder of the fluid.
The pressurization of the bulk fluid by the hot "bubble"
is given by
Ap= (=Dh) Ah + (Dp) Ap = (cP"O) AV (6)ah p Ph P V B B 6
pp h B
where the tank heat leak and outflow have been neglected.
The bulk's volume change is equal and opposite to that of
the bubble, whose mass is assumed constant:
tAV -AV = V Ap - () AQ (7)B s p= (P-S) S
The stratified pressure response of the system, Ap, to a
localized heat input, AQ, is therefore given by:
PB 0 B CoB
p S B (8)
PB 0 BB VS
e+ 
Psss VB
with subscripts s and B referring to the stratified bubble
and bulk fluid, respectively. The 0 curve passes through a
minimum at a density of %26 lb/ft3. If the bulk density
is greater than this, the 0 and p variations accompanying
the creation of a less dense phase (film) adjacent to the
heater combine to cause a larger pressure rise for a given
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heat input. Below %42 lb/ft3 density (60%) the 0 decrease
with expansion falls off and below 26 lb/ft3 the 0 varia-
tion counteracts the effect of density decrease on pressure
rise.
A rough indication of the extent of the stratifi-
cation process can be gained by a two fluid calculation.
The model is schematically depicted in Figure 5. Initially
all heater energy QHTR is assumed confined to the strati-
fied volume adjacent to the heater. The energy is accom-
modated by fluid outflow m1 from this volume. The bulk
fluid receives this stratified outflow as well as heat leak
QHLK from the environment and supplies tank outflow mo to
the spacecraft systems. Equations (1) - (4) describe the
pressure rise in each phase. When the stratified fluid
density has diminished to that point where its 0 value has
passed through the minimum and risen to the bulk value,
the heater energy is assumed to be transferred uniformly
to the bulk phase. Of course, other phenomena take place,
such as stratified volume growth, mass transfer from the
bulk, and energy sharing with the bulk. Nevertheless,
the simplified model exhibits the basic attributes of the
observed pressure behavior as shown by the dashed line in
Figure 3. The calculation results are for a stratified
volume of 0.0119 ft (1/4% of tank volume) or a radial
distance of 1/8 inch. This is on the order of boundary
layer dimensions, and explains the insensitivity of
pressurization times to overall tank flow condition as
evidenced by the close grouping of Apollo 12 and 14 data
for a variety of spacecraft inertial conditions.
Some interesting aspects of stratification are
shown in Figure 6. Here fan activation causes the expected
pressure decay. The divergence from uniform heating condi-
tions of the pressure profile prior to fan operation
reflects stratification. The pressure behavior during the
heater cycle following fan operation is significant,
though. As expected, in the well mixed tank the pressure
behavior follows a uniform heating path. However, the
recovery from the low pressure point occurs at a rate
identical to the pressure rise rate prior to fan operation.
Hence, even in this clearly active fluid motion environment
some stratification of the same type as that observed in
the quiescent period prior to fan operation occurs.
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CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
Since the gravitational forces exerted on the
vehicle during steady flight are quite small, ranging from
roughly 7 x 10 g in attitude hold to 3 x 10 -6g during
3 rph passive thermal control, the buoyant motion of the
fluid during heat transfer periods is correspondingly
reduced. In the limit, heat is transferred into the fluid
solely by conduction. This constitutes a worst case in
terms of maintaining a low heater temperature while trans-
ferring the heat required to sustain tank operating pres-
sure. Therefore, a conduction model was developed to
predict worst case (zero gravity) heater temperatures
(Reference 1).
The simplified model is schematically depicted in
Figure 7. It assumes spherical symmetry (as the tank) and
adapts the cylindrical heater parameters to this configura-
tion. The spherical heater area is set equal to its
cylindrical counterpart, while its internal volume is
adjusted to match the true cylindrical volume. Twelve
fluid nodes of equal thickness are dispersed between the
heater and tank wall; the fluid within the heater is
represented by one node; and the heater, tank wall and SM
environment are represented by one node each.
The CINDA-3G numerical heat transfer program was
employed. The logic of this program is shown in Figure 8
via its electrical analogue where each node with its own
capacitance is linked to adjacent nodes by resistive cir-
cuits. The radiative transfer between the heater and the
tank wall is included as is the heat leak to the tank from
the surrounding environment. Tank pressure is held constant
throughout each calculation, and the nodal mass, specific
heat, and thermal conductivity are adjusted at each time
step in accord with the nodal temperatures resulting from
the conductive heat transfer. The oxygen properties as
correlated by R. B. Stewart (Reference 2) are employed for
density and specific heat, while the thermal conductivity
is taken from a North American Rockwell report (Reference 3)
The model is admittedly crude. It does, however,
furnish some interesting results. Firstly, the predicted
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temperatures agree well with those for steady attitude
hold heater cycles. Figure 9 illustrates this. Here the
temperature profile and maximum temperature indicated by
the heater temperature sensor are closely matched by the
model. (One qualification to be made is that the model
assumes a uniform heater temperature while the data is
from a thermocouple linked to one point on the heater.
The excellent correlation between the two is taken to mean
that the temperature sensor reflects an effective mean
heater temperature from a heat transfer standpoint.) It
appears that some mixing occurred at the beginning of the
heating cycle but after this delay the temperature rise and
fall off after heater deactivation are as predicted. Thus,
the g forces exerted during attitude hold seem to produce
little convective mixing, although the more rapid return
of the heater to its original temperature indicates some
convection.
It is interesting to look next at the ability of
spacecraft rotation to enhance heat transfer. Figures 10
and 11 show the heater temperature profiles for rotation
rates of 1 rph and 3 rph respectively. The ratio of the
maximum temperature rise achieved in each case to the
maximum temperature rise predicted by the conductive model
offers a rough measure of the convective heat transfer
coefficient. The increased rate of rotation clearly
produces improved heat transfer.
Another form of convective motion is shown in
Figure 12. Here the spacecraft has been brought to rest
from a 3 rph passive thermal control rotation. The low
temperatures indicate substantial fluid motion. By com-
parison, Figure 9 for attitude hold eight hours after the
cessation of 1 rph rotation shows little evidence of fluid
motion.
From the foregoing we conclude that a simplified
conductive model closely models attitude hold conditions
and can serve as a useful real time indicator of the level
of convective motion in the tanks.
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CONVECTIVE BLOWDOWN
The energy input required to maintain tank
operating pressures of 900 psi increases sharply as low
tank quantities are approached, and the dilute gas offers
a diminished energy sink for the heater. Thus high heater
temperatures may be encountered. An alternative operational
mode is to take advantage of the pressurization energy and
operate the tank as a compressed gas source. A constraint
is that tank pressure be maintained at greater than 150 psi
for proper flow to the fuel cells. One way of satisfying
this requirement is to add sufficient energy to follow an
isothermal path once past the apex of the two phase region,
for example the -160° F isotherm in Figure 13. The energy
required for total evacuation from 20% (71.3 lb) via such
an isothermal blowdown is given in Figure 14 as a function
of tank outflow rate. A portion of the needed heat is pro-
vided by heat leak from the surrounding environment. In
fact, the heat leak supplies all necessary energy for
evacuation at an outflow rate of 0.5 lb/hr, and the heater
duty cycles for 1.0 and 1.5 lb/hr flows are minimal (<10%).
CONCLUSIONS
Two simplified models have been found to yield
useful insights into the oxygen tank thermal behavior. The
two fluid stratification model indicates that stratification
of less than 1% of the fluid will lead to the observed
pressure response times. The involvement of such a small
fluid volume explains the insensitivity of the pressuriza-
tion times to overall tank fluid motion and the rapid pres-
sure recovery following fan operation. The conductive/
radiative heat transfer model furnishes a worst case heater
temperature prediction and can serve as an indication of
the extent of convective mixing. It is seen that the g-
force exerted during attitude hold is insignificant in
terms of enhanced heat transfer, but that '3 rph passive
thermal control has a noticeable effect.
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MIXING EFFECTIVENESS IN THE APOLLO OXYGEN TANKS OF SPIN-UP
AND ROTATION-REVERSAL MANEUVERS
By Barrett Baldwin, E. Dale Martin, Walter A. Reinhardt,
and Yvonne Sheaffer
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035
Abstract
Two-dimensional simulations of stratified flows in the Apollo
oxygen tanks have been used to estimate the mixing effectiveness of
spin-up and rotation-reversal maneuvers. Calculations have been made
for square and circular cylindrical tank geometries. Differences
arising from heater position on the tank wall or near the center of the
tank have been investigated. In the event of a prolonged period without
normal maneuvers, our investigations show that the potential pressure
decay (drop in pressure that would result from adiabatic mixing) can be
suppressed by more than a factor of two through the use of spin-up and
rotation-reversal maneuvers. Changes in rotation rate of order three
revolutions per hour or greater are sufficient for this purpose.
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Introduction
Analyses of Apollo 12 data by several investigators (ref. 1) indi-
cated that no serious stratification problems were to be expected from
operation of the Apollo oxygen tanks with the mixing fans removed. This
expectation was reinforced by the successful Apollo 14 flight during
which additional information was secured. The view might be adopted
that further investigation of a working system is not necessary. Yet in
view of the serious consequences that could result from an undisclosed
weakness it seems worthwhile to understand the operation of all parts of
the system as thoroughly as possible.
Theoretical investigations of the degree of stratification to be
expected in the absence of convection have indicated that potential
pressure decays amounting to several hundred psi could develop (refs. 2
and 3). The pressure drops that would result from sudden mixing accord-
ing to these predictions would not interfere with the operation
directly. But a two-phase mixture could be produced in the oxygen tanks
with possible damaging consequences elsewhere in the system. On the
other hand, stratification analyses, which account for convection as
well as conduction, indicate that excessive buildup of the potential
pressure decay is averted by the mixing that results from normal vehicle
maneuvering (refs. 4 and 5). Much as in the case of an earthquake, it
is better to undergo numerous small maneuvers rather than a prolonged
period of quiet followed by a big one.
Pressure and temperature data from past Apollo flights is useful
for understanding the relationship between maneuvers and conditions in
the oxygen tanks. However, direct measurements of velocity and tempera-
ture distributions in the tanks have not been made. At present the best
information on detailed conditions in the tanks is based on two-
dimensional computational simulations of the stratified flows resulting
from maneuvers.
In this paper results are presented from a series of such calcula-
tions utilizing the methods described in references 5 through 10. Pre-
liminary results based on the van der Waals equations of state were
presented at meetings on the Apollo oxygen system held at the Manned
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Spacecraft Center prior to the Apollo 14 flight. It was concluded by
participants at the meetings that normal vehicle maneuvering could be
relied upon to produce the necessary mixing. Nevertheless, several
investigations were made of emergency procedures that could be used if
the performance fell below the predicted level. Two-dimensional numeri-
cal simulations of stratified oxygen flows indicated that vehicle maneu-
vering leading to acceleration fields of order 10- 3 g lasting for sev-
eral seconds would produce effective mixing (ref. 4). The question was
also raised whether reversal of the rotation rate starting at 3 revolu-
tions/hour would provide useful mixing action in the oxygen tanks. From
our preliminary results based on the van der Waals equations it was con-
cluded that this latter maneuver would indeed provide an effective
backup means for mixing the oxygen if normally occurring maneuvers
proved insufficient. That conclusion is of continuing interest for
future Apollo flights in which vehicle maneuvering is relied upon to
produce the necessary mixing in the oxygen tanks.
In this paper we present results from calculations based on the
accurate thermodynamic relations described in reference 8. The prelimi-
nary conclusions are verified and put on a firmer basis by these results.
The effect of changes in rate of rotation on additional types of strati-
fication are investigated. Preliminary calculations showing the rate of
buildup of potential pressure decay during heater cycling are described.
Analytical Method
A two-dimensional square tank geometry similar to that of refer-
ences 4 and 5 is utilized for the numerical simulation. The integration
procedure used for the results in this paper is described in references
6 and 9. The equations expressing conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy are cast in a form in which the primary dependent variables are
the vorticity and temperature distributions. A pair of coupled differ-
ential equations results. A predictor-corrector method is used in the
numerical differencing procedure. A time-dependent temperature distri-
bution is determined from the integration. Several approximations are
employed. Although pressure gradients must be considered in the momen-
tum equations, it can be shown that for the low-velocity cryogenic oxy-
gen flows under consideration, pressure gradients can be neglected in
the energy equation. Likewise, the variations in pressure with time
have only a cumulative effect in the energy equation that does not
affect the motion of the gas directly. The most important coupling
between the momentum and energy equations is through temperature gradi-
ents and. convection of temperature variations. As a result, for the
purpose of finding the motion of the gas, the density can be considered
a function of temperature with pressure as a slowly varying parameter.
If the temperature variations are sufficiently mild, the density and
enthalpy can be approximated by the first several terms of series
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expansions in temperature with coefficients that vary slowly in time
due to cumulative changes in pressure and temperature level. The deriva-
tion in reference 6 shows that to lowest order the flow equations can be
cast in a form that is then independent of pressure and density varia-
tions. The corresponding integration procedure described in reference 9
requires as input a mean density T and thermal expansion coefficient
B, each of which can be time dependent to allow for cumulative changes
in pressure and temperature level. A time-dependent temperature distri-
bution results from the integration procedure. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to indicate how such output can be interpreted to determine the
attendant slowly varying pressure as well as other thermodynamic varia-
bles such as the density distribution and the potential pressure decay
that would result from adiabatic mixing.
As far as the thermodynamic state of the gas is concerned, pressure
gradients are negligible at the low velocities that occur in a cryogenic
oxygen storage tank in a near-zero gravitational environment. The pres-
sure can therefore be considered uniform in the tank. The kinetic
energy associated with the motion of the gas is also negligible compared
to changes in the internal energy of interest. Thus the problem to
which we shall address ourselves here is that of evaluating the time-
dependent thermodynamic state of a stationary stratified gas from a
knowledge of the time-dependent mean density and temperature distribu-
tion. The degree of rigor brought to bear is independent of the means
used to arrive at the input information on mean density and temperature
distribution. The methods developed for this purpose would, therefore,
be applicable to the results from more accurate three-dimensional anal-
yses of the convection and conduction processes within the tank. We
have considered the problem at two levels of rigor. In preliminary work
(ref. 5), the van der Waals equations of state were employed and in this
paper we include results based on the accurate thermodynamic relations
developed in reference 8.
Approximate Procedure Based on van der Waals Equations
As discussed above, the problem at hand is to find the pressure and
other thermodynamic quantities when the mean density and temperature
variation in the tank are known. The mean density p is known in terms
of the total mass of oxygen M from the relation
U = M/VT (1)
where VT is the tank volume. A method for including the effect of
tank stretch on the rate of pressure rise, not included in this descrip-
tion, is given in reference 7. The rate of change of mean density is
found by differentiation
= (dM/dt) (2)
dt VT
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where dM/dt is the rate of gas removal (typically, 0 to 3 lbm/hr).
Values of p are computed at each time step from the relation
(dM/dt)
Pt+At = Pt + At VT (3)
using input values of dM/dt and VT which are held constant during the
integration.
At each time step the values of temperature Tjk at the computa-
tional grid points are determined from the integration procedure. The
corresponding densities PJk are computed to lowest order from the
relation
p = T[l - B(T - T)] (4)
where T is the volume average of the temperature variation Tjk and
B = -(l/p)(3p/DT)p is the coefficient of thermal expansion correspond-
ing to the state 7, T. The van der Waals equation for pressure p is
p= RTp 2 (5)
1 - bp
Differentiation leads to the relation
R(1 - bp) (6)
RT - 2ap(1 - bp)
for the coefficient of thermal expansion. In our preliminary results a
constant value of 8 evaluated at the initial values of T and T was
used.
Since a uniform spacing of computational grid points is employed in
the integration procedure, the volume average T can be computed
according to the relation
E Tj,kWj,k
T j, (7)
E Wj,k
J,k
where Wj,k is a weighting function that is taken equal to 1.0 at
interior points, 0.5 at boundary points except in the corners, and 0 in
the corners. The corners are excluded (zero weight) because, in the
integration procedure described in reference 9, temperatures at the
corners are not used and are not computed.
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Substitution of Tjk and 0jk into equation (5) would lead to pres-
sures PJk that are not all equal. Since the pressure should be uni-
form in the tank, it is expedient to evaluate an average pressure
according to the relation
(p + ap2 )(1 - bp) = RTp
where the bar indicates a volume average of the same type as in equa-
tion (7). Substitution of equation (4) into this relation, use of the
fact that (T - T) = 0, and omission of (T - q)3 terms lead to the
approximate expression
= RTp _ a(7)2 + [a( M)2 (3b - 1)62 - R](T - T)2 (8)
1 - b -b
for the pressure in terms of average density, average temperature, and
mean squared deviation of the temperature from the average value. The
latter quantity is computed at each time step as in equation (7) accord-
ing to the relation
E (Tjk - )2 WJk
j,k
(T - T)2 = (9)
k Wjkj,k
In addition to the pressure, the potential pressure decay that
would result from complete adiabatic mixing is of interest. In general,
the procedure for evaluation of this quantity is as follows:
M = -VT total mass
E = epV
T
total internal energy
ec = E/M specific internal energy of collapsed state resulting
from complete adiabatic mixing
Pc = p/(l - KS) density of collapsed state
Tc = T(ec, pc) temperature of collapsed state
Pc = P(TC, Pc) collapse pressure
P - Pc potential pressure decay
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where e is the specific internal energy and ep is a volume average.
The factor (1 - KS ) allows for shrinkage of the tank volume due to a
drop in pressure and can be evaluated from the relation (ref. 4)
3r(l - a)(p - pc)
rKS = 2blEy
where
r/bl = ratio of spherical tank radius to wall thickness
a = Poisson's ratio for tank wall material
Ey = Young's modulus for tank wall material
Evaluation of the tank stretch effect requires iterative solution for
KS and p - Pc' Recently, we have made calculations in which this
procedure is included.
The above procedure for determination of the potential pressure
decay can be carried out using approximate equations of state or the
more exact relations of reference 8. Our preliminary results were based
on the van der Waals equations of state, equation (5), and (ref. 11)
e = c1 + cvT - ap (10)
Substitution of equation (5) into (10) to eliminate the temperature and
use of the fact that the pressure is uniform in the initial stratified
state yield the formula
ab[p3 - (T)3] - a[l - (R/cv)][p2 - (T)2]
P - Pc 
=
1 - b
where p2 and p3 indicate volume averages. Substitution of the first-
order density relation, equation (4), rearrangement, and omission of
(T - T)3 terms lead to the approximation
a(T)2[3bT - 1 + (R/cv)]B2(T - T)2
P Pc 1= - b (11)
which expresses the potential pressure decay in terms of the average
density and mean squared deviation of temperature from the average value.
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The specific heat at constant pressure is needed in the integration
procedure described in references 6 and 9. The van der Waals equations
of state (eqs. (5) and (10)) can be used to derive the relation
Cp = cv + (12)
1 - 2ap(l - bp) 2/RT
In our preliminary results a constant value of cp was used, evaluated
at the initial values of T and T. The values of the constants R, b,
a, c
v
used in the van der Waals equations were chosen such that the
critical pressure, temperature, and density are matched exactly accord-
ing to relations given by Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird (ref. 11).
Procedure Based on Exact Thermodynamics
In this section an exact method is described for finding the pres-
sure and other thermodynamic quantities when the mean density and tem-
perature distribution in the tank are known. For this purpose it was
found expedient to determine a temperature distribution function FT(N)
of the type developed in reference 8 rather than to consider thermody-
namic quantities at each computational grid point. The function FT(N)
is defined to be a weighted number of computational grid points with
temperatures between TN - AT and TN + AT where the TN are a fixed
array of temperatures with uniform spacing equal to AT. The weighting
employed is proportional to the volume associated with each computa-
tional grid point. Interior points are given a weight wjk = 1.0, for
boundary points wjk = 0.5 and the corner points are given zero weight
since their temperatures are not computed in the integration procedure.
For each value of J and k, wjk is assigned to the two FT(N) between
which its temperature lies in proportion to its proximity to each; that
is, if TN < Tjk < TN+ 1, FT(N) is increased by an amount
wjk(TN+1 - TJk)/AT and FT(N+1) is increased by an amount
wjk(Tjk - TN)/AT. Thus the sum
NMAX
E FT(N)
N=1
is equal to the total number of interior computational grid points plus
half the number of boundary points, not counting corners. The quantity
FT(N) is essentially equal to the total number of computational grid
points with temperature between TN - (1/2)AT and TN + (1/2)AT except
for a small readjustment corresponding to a linear interpolation. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of a temperature distribution FT(N) plotted
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versus TN. Additional examples and further discussion of the meaning
of this distribution function are contained in references 7, 8, and 10.
An array of temperatures TN is associated with the temperature
distribution function FT(N). At a given tank pressure p, associated
arrays of density PN and internal energy eN can be computed
according to the relations
PN = P(P, TN) (13)
eN = e(PN, TN) (14)
The computation of the functions p(p, TN) and e(pN, TN) is described in
reference 8. Since the FT(N) are proportional to the volume of gas in
the temperature range TN - (1/2)AT to TN + (1/2)AT, the volume averages
p and pe can be computed according to
NMAX
E FT(N)PN
N=1
P Nx (15)
NMAX
E FT(N)
N=1
NMAX
E FT(N)PNeN
N=1 (16)
NMAX
E FT(N)
N=1
Values of gas density and the transport properties at the computational
grid points are found by linear interpolation of values computed at the
conditions PN, TN.
At the beginning of an integration for the time-dependent tempera-
ture distribution, a tank pressure p and values of temperature Tjk
at the computational grid points are specified. The distribution func-
tion FT(N) is computed and the above relations are used to determine
the initial values of T and pe. In the subsequent integration the var-
iation of p is computed from equations (3) and depends on the speci-
fied constant rate of gas removal dM/dt. The values of Tjk resulting
from the integration are used to compute FT(N) at the end of each time
step. The problem then arises of computing the change in pressure p
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in each time step. By differentiation it can be seen that changes in
the PN are related to changes in pressure according to
APN = p/ (17)
since the values of TN are held fixed throughout the integration.
Substitution of this in the relation
(PN)n+l = (PN)n + APN (18)
yields
(PN)n+1 = (PN)n (ap/aPN) (19)
where the subscript n refers to the time step in the integration.
Multiplication of the last equation by FT(N) +1' summation over N, and
substitution of
NMAX NMAX
E FT()n+l(PN )n+l P n+l FT(N)n+I (20)
N=1 N=1
yield
NMAX NMAX NMAX FT (N) n+1
Pn+1 E FT(N)n+ = E FT(N)n+l(PN)n + AP (aP/aPN)T (21)
N=1 N=1 N=1
Since -n+1 and FT(N)n+1 are known at the end of the (n+l)st time step,
this equation can be used to compute the change in pressure Ap asso-
ciated with the time step. Once Ap is known, equation (19) can be
used to compute the updated values of density (PN)n+l. As a check, -n+ 1
can be computed using equation (20) for comparison with the imposed
value of Pn+1 from equation (3). Finally, the updated pressure is
computed according to
Pn+l = Pn + AP (22)
The structure of equation (21) is such that the value of Pn+1
computed from equation (20) will always be driven toward the imposed
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value from equation (3) so that cumulative drifts cannot occur. Cumula-
tive drifts of the individual (PN)n+l computed from equation (19) can
take place, however. To avoid this, at every tenth time step, the PN
are recomputed according to equation (13). It has been found that the
foregoing procedure is quite stable and, for the sizes of time step
imposed by-stability criteria of the integration procedure, is quite
accurate with a 1° K spacing of the temperature elements TN. It can
be noted that the foregoing procedure could not be applied at the com-
putational grid points since equation (19) is valid only for an array
of constant temperatures TN.
Once the pressure is determined the potential pressure decay can be
computed by the procedure described in reference 8 that utilizes the
distribution function FT(N). As a check, the potential pressure decay
can also be computed by the alternative method of reference 8 for which
the pressure p and.temperatures at computational grid points are uti-
lized. Figure 2 shows a comparison of potential pressure decays com-
puted by the two methods for a linear temperature distribution. The
dashed lines indicate the potential pressure decay for each case com-
puted exactly by evaluation of the thermodynamic quantities at all com-
putational grid points. The symbols indicate values of the potential
pressure decay computed using the distribution function FT(N) for vari-
ous values of the temperature array spacing AT. It can be seen from
the results in figure 2 that the temperature array spacing AT = 10 K
provides adequate accuracy for all of the cases considered.
Method for Simulating Heater
An internal heater is used in the Apollo oxygen tanks to increase
the pressure when it falls below 870 psia due to gas removal. In refer-
ence 4 a segment of the wall is used to simulate such a heater. It was
found that the boundary-layer flow in the neighborhood of the heater
cannot be adequately resolved with a uniform grid spacing when the
acceleration field is of order 10-6 g or greater. Methods can neverthe-
less be found that lead to physically reasonable and qualitatively cor-
rect results if attention is confined to energy conservation, and accu-
rate values of heater temperature are not required.
The energy balance will be properly maintained if at the beginning
of each time step the heater element temperatures are increased by an
amount ATH corresponding to a specified heater power dQ/dt added to
the total gas volume VHT associated with the heater element
computational grid points; that is,
ATH (dQ/dt) At (before integration step) (23)
H PCpVHT
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The gas volume associated with each interior computational grid point
is
V
T
Ax Ay
V = (24)
where Ax and Ay are the distances between grid points and Zx1,y, the
tank dimensions.
If the heater element computational grid points are interior
points, the total heater gas volume VHT is the number of heater ele-
ments times VH. But heater volume elements on the boundary are half
the value given in equation (24) since the boundary passes through the
grid points. When the heater elements are in the interior their tem-
peratures will rise until a balance is reached between the temperature
increase from equation (23) and the decrease due to convection and con-
duction computed in the integration procedure. When the heater elements
are on the boundary, however, the integration procedure does not modify
their values. In that case, it is necessary to allow for a decrease in
temperature at the end of each time step according to the amount of heat
transferred to the interior grid points from the heater elements. The
appropriate change in wall heater element temperatures is
2K(TH - Tinterior) At
H -- CD( P (Ax)z (after integration step) (25)
If the heater is on a wall, the ATH computed in equation (25) corre-
sponds to an insulated wall boundary condition except for a small (phys-
ically correct) lag due to the heat capacity of the gas adjacent to the
wall.
The same type of computation as that in equations (23) and (25) can
be used at all boundary points to simulate the heat leak from the
exterior of the tank. In that case dQ/dt in equation (23) is replaced
by the heat leak power dQL/dt.
The power radiated from the heater can be allowed for by means of
the relation
dt = d_ -Q a(26)
dt dt RAD2
where dQ/dt is the specified input heater power and
C Ea[TH 4 (7)4]AH (27)
where e is the emissivity (typically, 0.32), aR the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, and AH the heater area. According to reference 12, less
than 10 percent of the radiated power is absorbed in the oxygen (usually
much less depending on the heater temperature). Therefore, most of the
radiation is absorbed in the tank wall and QRAD should be added to the
heat leak power dQL/dt. In reference 7, methods for including the
effects of tank stretch are described.
Results
Mixing Effectiveness of Rotation Reversal
Calculations were made in which the vehicle was taken to be rotat-
ing initially at 3 revolutions/hour. A series of initial stratified
states were imposed with the temperature varying linearly across the
tank. The hot gas was placed in the stable position toward the center
of rotation outside the tank. Such stratification can be expected to
develop after many heater cycles while operating with a steady vehicle
rotation rate, although no heater was actually used in this first type
of calculation. In the absence of other vehicle maneuvering and with
the heater turned off, the calculations show a very slow decrease in
potential pressure decay and no motion of the gas. The decrease in
potential pressure decay in this case is due to conduction arising from
the mild temperature gradient. When the direction of rotation is
abruptly reversed, however, a swirling motion of the gas ensues and
leads to mixing and enhanced temperature gradients. Figure 3 depicts
the velocity field in the flow that results. Photographs are shown of
a cathode ray display tube on which were plotted the velocity vectors
at the computational grid points. The upper left photograph shows the
velocities immediately after rotation reversal. The magnitude of the
velocity near the tank boundaries is about 0.02 ft sec- . The clockwise
swirling motion results in part from the rotational inertia of the gas
which tends to retain the motion it possessed before the rotation rever-
sal of the -vehicle. A lateral linear acceleration, present during the
reversal, acts differentially on the stratified layers to give an addi-
tional kick to the swirling motion. The other photographs in figure 3
show the velocity vectors at later times. The off-center swirl that
develops because of the stratification present moves continuously in the
clockwise direction which is also the direction of motion of the gas.
The center of rotation is about 1-1/2 tank diameters below the center of
the tank.
In addition to velocity vectors, several other features are visible
in the photographs in figure 3. The arrow midway up on the right indi-
cates the direction of the sun. The graph at the bottom is a running
plot of the potential pressure decay versus time. The scale is auto-
matically decreased when the plot becomes overextended. In the lower
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right photograph the time scale has been decreased by a factor of 2
relative to that in the other photographs. The numerical values visible
on the right represent the following quantities:
OMEG vehicle rotation rate, radian sec
- 1
DQDT heater power, W
RHOB mean density, g cm-3
TB mean temperature, °K
TH heater temperature, OK
P pressure, psia
DPC potential pressure decay (method 1, ref. 8), psi
PPD potential pressure decay (method 2, ref. 8), psi
COUNT number of time steps in the integration
Method 1 of reference 8 utilizes a temperature distribution function,
while method 2 uses temperatures at the computational grid points.
Figure 4 contains photographs showing the evolution of temperature
distribution in the tank. For temperatures greater than the average,
the deviations from the mean temperature are represented by vertical
lines. As an aid to visualization, for temperatures less than average
the deviations from the mean are shown as horizontal lines. In either
case, the length of the lines indicates the magnitude of the temperature
deviation from the mean at each computational grid point. The upper
left photograph in figure 4 shows the initial assumed linear temperature
distribution. The hot gas is toward the center of rotation, which is
1-1/2 tank diameters below the center of the tank. The remaining photo-
graphs show temperature distributions at later times after mixing has
resulted from the swirling motion.
Figure 5 contains plots of the thermodynamic state of the gas with-
out regard to position in the tank (see ref. 8). This is the number of
computational grid points within 10 K temperature intervals. The
unfilled histogram represents the initial linear temperature distribu-
tion. The shaded histogram shows the distribution 40 minutes after
rotation reversal when considerable mixing has taken place and the steep
temperature gradients have reduced the temperature deviations from the
average temperature.
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The variation of potential pressure decay with time for two cases
is shown in figure 6. The curve labeled Stewart was computed using the
accurate thermodynamic functions described in reference 8. The curve
labeled van der Waals is from our preliminary report (ref. 5). The pre-
liminary results compare favorably with those from the present more
accurate calculations. In these runs no provision was made for heater
cycling and the pressure dropped to about 700 psia as a result of the
mixing. The mean density was held fixed corresponding to a zero rate of
gas removal. The mean temperature remained constant at about 1500 K.
The close agreement between the preliminary results based on the
van der Waals equations and the present calculations is somewhat for-
tuitous. Figure 7 contains plots of potential pressure decay versus the
magnitude of linear temperature variations for several tank pressures
according to the van der Waals equations. Figure 8 shows results for
the same conditions based on the accurate thermodynamics of reference 8.
It is not necessary to superimpose figures 7 and 8 to see that the van
der Waals results disagree grossly with those based on Stewart's equa-
tions when the pressure is held constant. However, for the rotation-
reversal computations in which the pressure was allowed to decrease, the
results in figure 6 show much smaller differences than would be expected
from comparison of figures 7 and 8. The preliminary conclusions on the
mixing effectiveness of the rotation-reversal maneuver, although not
changed, have been put on a firmer basis by the calculations utilizing
accurate thermodynamics in this paper.
The sharp bends in the curves contained in figure 8 are of inter-
est. The flattening out takes place when a level of stratification is
reached for which the collapsed state contains a two-phase mixture of
liquid and vapor. Many other interesting aspects of the behavior of
cryogenic oxygen are illustrated in the thermodynamic property plots
presented in reference 8.
Figure 9 contains results based on accurate thermodynamics for
several cases with less severe initial stratification. Decreases in
potential pressure decay by a factor of 2 or more result from rotation
reversal in these cases also. Most of the calculations in this paper
were made with a value of 0.8 for the Courant number as defined in ref-
erence 9. Case I in figure 9 was also computed with a Courant number
of 0.4. It can be seen that there is little difference. Appreciable
variations in the flow variables extend over several computational
grid points except in the boundary layer at the wall. Changes taking
place in the boundary layer do not significantly affect the evolution
of the potential pressure decay in the rotation-reversal problem. For
this reason, as discussed in reference 5, the results are insensitive
to a change in grid spacing from a 17 x 17 matrix to a 33 x 33 matrix.
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Mixing Effectiveness of Spin-Up After Attitude Hold
In the previous section, initial stratified states were considered
that would be expected to result after many heater cycles with the
vehicle in the PTC mode (rotation at a steady rate). Another case of
interest is the type of stratification that would result after many
heater cycles in the attitude hold mode. In the absence of vehicle man-
euvering no convection currents would develop and the heat from the
heater can spread into the gas only by conduction. A localized hot spot
around the heater somewhat diffused by conduction is to be expected in
this case with essentially zero gas velocity. It is of interest to
determine the mixing effectiveness on such an initial stratified state
of a vehicle spin-up to the PTC mode. In the coordinate system fixed
with respect to the tank used in this paper changes in rotation rate
cause a rotating motion of the gas. The velocity field that occurs as
a result of spin-up is similar to that shown in figure 3. Figure 10
illustrates the effect of spin-up on the temperature distribution. The
upper left photograph shows the initial assumed distribution. Subse-
quent distortions and dissipation resulting from the swirling motion
are shown in the remaining photographs.
Figure 11 is a plot of potential pressure decay versus time after
spin-up. For comparison, a plot is included showing the very slow
decrease in potential pressure decay that occurs as a result of conduc-
tion when the attitude hold condition is maintained. Again it is found
that a change in vehicle rotation rate provides effective mixing action.
Flows and Stratified States Produced by Heater Cycles
Figure 12 shows the velocity fields that develop after several
heater cycles for different tank geometries and heater positions. The
flow field in the photograph on the upper left was generated with ele-
ments on the left wall acting as a heater. The plot at the bottom of
the upper left frame is the potential pressure decay versus time from
the beginning of the calculation. The potential pressure decay rises
when the heater is on and subsides when the heater is off. It can be
seen that about 6-1/2 heater cycles have taken place since the beginning
of the calculation at the time of the photograph. A vehicle rotation
rate of 0.4 revolution/hour was imposed in all of the cases shown in
figure 12 corresponding to about 5 x 10-8 g at the center of the tank.
Additional information on these runs is presented in subsequent figures.
The meanings of the numerical values on the right of each frame was
explained earlier in this paper in connection with figure 3.
In the upper right photograph of figure 12 the velocity field is
shown for a calculation in which the heater is located near the center
of the tank. The lower left frame contains similar results for a
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circular cylindrical tank- geometry with an off-center internal heater
position. The lower right frame shows the temperature distribution in
the tank corresponding to the same calculation. For times of order
2 hours with small vehicle rotation rates, only a small volume of gas
near the heater is heated appreciably.
Figure 13 shows the pressure cycles and potential pressure decay
versus time corresponding to the upper left frame of figure 12. The
next two figures contain similar results corresponding to the other
frames of figure 12. Comparison of these results indicates that the
heater cycle durations and magnitudes of potential pressure decay are
insensitive to the tank geometry and heater positions used in the calcu-
lations. However, the results do depend on the total volume associated
with the computational grid points assigned as heater elements. The
results in figures 13 to 15 correspond to a heater area of approximately
0.5 ft2 .
Figure 16 shows the effect of vehicle spin-up on the pressure cycle
and the potential pressure decay. In this calculation a circular cylin-
drical tank geometry with off-center internal heater was employed. A
smaller heater volume was used corresponding to a heater area of about
0.3 ft2 . During the initial buildup of potential pressure decay, the
vehicle was not rotating. The spin-up was started at 127 minutes after
the start of the calculation and was completed in about 5 minutes. The
rotation rate was held constant -at 3 revolutions/hour thereafter. After
a delay of about 10 minutes the swirling motion of the gas introduced by
the vehicle spin-up had a large effect on the pressure cycle. The
potential pressure decay dropped off precipitously, causing a drop in
pressure as well. Thus, even though the heater was turned on at
149 minutes when the pressure fell below 870 psia, the pressure con-
tinued to drop and was down to 810 psia at the end of the calculation.
Thus the same conclusion on the mixing effectiveness of a change in
vehicle rotation rate has been arrived at from a calculation in which
the stratification was produced by heater cycling. Additional calcula-
tions have been made for tank quantities between 65 and 90 percent with
similar results.
Conclusions
The foregoing results show that appreciable mixing can be achieved
in a short time by changing the vehicle rotation rate by modest amounts.
No significant differences were found in the calculations for square or
circular cylindrical tank geometries. Results from calculations in
which the heater was located on the wall did not differ grossly from
those in which the heater position was near the center of the tank.
Earlier predictions based on the van der Waals equations of state have
been verified by the use of accurate thermodynamic relations.
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It appears that changes in the vehicle rate of rotation by several
revolutions per hour or greater could be used in the same way that the
mixing fans were used in earlier Apollo flights for which fans were
installed in the oxygen tanks. Namely, such a maneuver could be ini-
tiated if there is reason to believe that the level of stratification
is high. Time lags of order 20 minutes to an hour are to be expected
before effective mixing will occur after the maneuver is initiated. A
spin-up followed by a spin-down in less than 20 minutes would be less
effective than if the new rotational state were maintained for a longer
period.
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STRATIFICATION CALCULATIONS IN A
HEATED CYROGENIC OXYGEN
STORAGE TANK AT ZERO GRAVITY
By John T. Suttles and G. Louis Smith
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23365
Abstract
A cylindrical one-dimensional model of the Apollo cyrogenic
oxygen storage tank has been developed to study the effect of strati-
fication in the tank. Zero gravity is assumed, and only the thermally
induced motions are considered. The governing equations are derived
from conservation laws and solved on a digital computer. Realistic
thermodynamic and transport properties are used. Calculations were
made for a wide range of conditions. The results show the fluid
behavior to be dependent on the quantity in the tank or equivalently
the bulk fluid temperature. For high quantities (low temperatures)
the tank pressure rises rapidly with heat addition, the heater
temperature remains low, and significant pressure drop potentials accrue
(over 100 psia in 2 hours). For low quantities the tank pressure
rises more slowly with heat addition and the heater temperature be-
comes high (as much as 5000 K (4400 F)). A high degree of stratifica-
tion resulted for all conditions; however, the stratified region ex-
tended appreciably into the tank only for the lowest tank quantity.
The calculations also indicate a significant flux of mass from the
heater tube for high tank quantities. The results have been compared
with Apollo 14 flight data. For attitude hold conditions (i.e. no
spacecraft motions) the calculations are in good agreement with the
data.
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Introduction
The removal of the mixing fans from the supercritical oxygen
storage tanks in the Apollo spacecraft introduces the possibility
that the fluid in the tank can become stratified. Stratification,
which results from the temperature gradients surrounding the heating
element used for pressurization of the tank, can have several possibly
serious effects. First it can cause erroneous quantity probe
measurements with the potential for precipitating a mission abort.
Second, if the low density fluid from the stratified layer enters the
oxygen supply lines, the potential exists for fuel cell shutdown.
Finally, if the stratified layer becomes too extensive, a perturbing
force of even extremely low magnitude can cause depressurization with
the potential for the existence of two phase fluid in the tank.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the extent of the strati-
fication and the potential for depressurization which might exist in
the supercritical oxygen storage tank. The worst case of no natural
convection, has been assumed for the stratification calculations. The
depressurization calculations are based on uniform (completely mixed)
conditions in the tank. Zero gravity has been assumed throughout
the analysis.
The approach which has been taken is to use a simple mathematical
model which facilitiates a solution but retains the essential features
of the actual cryogenic storage tank. For this purpose a one-dimen-
sional cylindrical tank model is used. The governing equations are
derived from the conservation laws and solved numerically on a digital
computer. Realistic thermodynamic properties based on information
from the National Bureau of Standards (ref. 1) and transport proper-
ties from ref. 2 are used throughout the analysis.
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Symbols
2A area, m
Cp specific heat, j/kg-°K
k thermal conductivity, j/m-sec-°K
K arbitrary constant
L length, m
m mass of fluid, kg
M mass of heater tube, kg
n unit normal to tank surface
p pressure, N/m2 or psia
q heat flux, watts/cm2
Q heat rate, watts
Qleak heat rate due to heat leak at tank wall, watts
Qinput heat rate input to heater tube, watts
Qstored heat stored by heater tube, watts
Qnet net heat rate to fluid (see equation 26), watts
r radius of point in tank, m
t time, sec.
T temperature, °K or °F
v radial velocity of fluid in tank, m/sec.
V volume of tank, m3
V velocity vector of fluid in tank, m/sec.
a arbitrary function of time and space
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V del operator
£ emissivity
non-dimensional Lagrange space-coordinate
function defined by equation (27)
P fluid density, kg/m3
0 Stephan-Boltzmann constant, 5.6697 x 10-8 watts/
m2 _OK4
8 function defined by equation (28)
Subscripts
o initial value
w value at tank wall
HTR value at heater
COND result of conductivity
RAD result of radiation
b value at a boundary
(') d( )
dt
D( )
Dt substantive derivative of ( )
A( ) increment in ( )
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Analysis
Model and Basic Equations
A simplified tank model which includes the essential features of
an actual storage tank is illustrated in figure 1. A cylindrical tank
with a radius of .305 meters (1 foot) is assumed with variations in
properties in the radial direction only (i.e., the model is one-
dimensional). To provide a specified heat input for maintaining tank
pressure a cylindrical heater tube with a radius of .025 meters (1
inch) is centered in the tank. A uniform heat leak is assumed to
exist over the wall of the tank since cyrogenic storage tanks always
experience such a heat leak. In order to retain the simplicity of
the model the effect of fluid withdrawal is included by assuming a
uniform mass flux through the tank wall.
For the model shown in figure 1 fluid exists inside the heater
tube as it does in the actual tank. The heater tube in the actual
tank is provided with numerous holes so that fluid may move in or
out the tube. In the model two approaches were used to calculate
the thermally induced flow in and out the heater tube. In one approach
the tube was considered to be a separate tank. By assuming that the
pressure in the tube is the same as that in the main tank, the mass
flux from the heater tube can be calculated directly. In this
approach no attempt was made to include the effect of the fluid
leaving or entering the tube on the behavior of the fluid in the tank.
In the other approach the tube and tank were considered to be one
system. Since the heater tube mass flux can not be calculated
directly in this method, the mass of fluid in the tube was computed
at each time by integrating the fluid density over the volume of the
tube. The mass flux for the tube was then calculated by differentiating
the mass of fluid with time.
In this analysis a one-dimensional model of a supercritical cyro-
genic oxygen storage tank in zero gravity is considered. For a zero
gravity environment fluid velocities are generated only by thermal
expansion and mass removal effects and thus are expected to be small.
Therefore, viscous effects and inertial forces are neglected. An
examination of the thermodynamic data for cyrogenic oxygen in reference
1 shows that for the pressure (700-900 psia) and temperatures (100-
3000 K) of interest the speed of sound varies from approximately 150
to approximately 900 meters per second. The speed of sound is there-
fore considerably larger than any expected fluid velocities. Thus
pressure variations across the tank are negligible with respect to the
mean pressure. The analysis is therefore based on the equations which
follow:
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continuity: Dp + pV'V = o (1)
Dt
momentum: Vp = o (2)
energy: PCp DT = _() DP +V(kVT) _ Vq (3)
Dt \Tp Dt
If pressure gradients are retained then the equations are hyperbolic
and describe sound waves so that small characteristic times result.
Neglecting the pressure gradients reduces the system to parabolic
equations with considerably larger characteristic times and consequent
savings in computer time.
To obtain a solution to the basic equations (1)-(3) an equation
of state (i.e., p = f(p,T)), various thermodynamic properties
(C p-)T (9 p) and transport properties (k) are required. For
P , T)
this.work the equation of state and required thermodynamic properties
were obtained from the data in reference 1. The thermal conductivities
were obtained from the data in reference 2. The data from the
references has been arranged in the form of a table from which desired
values are found using a table look-up scheme with first order inter-
polation.
The radiation transport term has been included in the energy equa-
tion since the work of reference 3 has indicated the possible importance
of this mechanism. The absorption coefficient data used in that work
however, is questionable. At the present time work is being done at
the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado to generate more
meaningful data. When that data is available the effect of radiation
energy transport can be evaluated with more confidence. The radiation
effect has not been included in this analysis.
Stratified Tank Analysis
Development of equation. - As previously mentioned the tank
characteristics of primary interest in this study are the tank
pressure fluctuations and thermal stratification resulting from with-
drawing fluid and cycling a heater to maintain the pressure in a
specified range. The basic equations will therefore be utilized to
develop an equation giving the tank pressure as a function of time and
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an equation giving the temperatures in the tank as a function of space
and time. With pressure and temperatures the density as a function
of space and time can then be computed from the equation of state
(data of ref. 1).
In the development of the pressure and temperature equations the
use of the momentum equation is avoided by using a Lagrangian view-
point for the substantive derivatives. That is, the substantive
derivative is written as
RL) =F-i )i (4)
Dt Lat I particle
so that particles (small volume elements) are followed in the solution.
In the one-dimensional analysis being used the particles or small
volume elements can be followed by using the condition that the parti-
cle mass is constant. Thus
podV = pdV
where the subscript "o" denotes values at the initial time and the
unsubscripted quantities are values at a subsequent time. For one-
dimensional cylindrical coordinates
Porodro = prdr (5)
where r
o
and r represent the initial and subsequent position of a
particle. The simplicity of-using the Lagrangian viewpoint is ob-
tained by transforming to the initial (ro) coordinates for the com-
putation and transforming back to the actual coordinates (r) to
analyse the results.
One possible complication does arise with the use of the Lagrangian
viewpoint because with mass removal occurring particles are leaving the
system. At each time the initial coordinate of the particle at the
tank wall must be determined and particles with larger initial coordi-
nates must be considered to have left the system. To avoid the problem
resulting from this continuous change in the coordinate system, a set
of non-dimensional initial coordinates can be defined. The non-
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dimensional coordinates are given by
n .- r O
(6)
where ro w is a function of time and can be obtained by considering
the loss of mass from the system in time dt
dro,w m
r, dt 2T2Lpwro,w
ro,w = ro, wdt
To transform partial differential equations from ro,t coordinates
to n,t coordinates the required relations are
[rO J r o,wL t
(10)
rorll I alCat JrO ~~~~~ L a~tIJ
The pressure equation development is begun by dividing the con-
tinuity equation (equation 1) by p and integrating over the tank
volume
1DO 2dV +fV.V =o
V
(11)
The Gauss Theorem can be applied to the second integral to obtain
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(7)
(8)
(9)
- n r°'w D( )
ro, w DarO,W a
f DP dV + f Vn dA = o
pDt A
V
Since uniform mass flux over the tank surface has been assumed then
f ;tdA = vwAw =
A . Pw
where the convention is taken that a positive velocity will produce
a negative mass flux. Thus,
1 Do =
P Dt PVV
If the density is considered to be
ture then
D apT Dp +
Dt :(. Dt
a function of pressure and tempera-
TUps DT
(2T)pDt
and since Vp = o then Dp = Up which
Dt at
these conditions in equation (12) it
1M f 1 ( )DT
p = P= V (T)p D't dV
Vat ()T dV
is uniform in the volume. Using
follows that
(13)
is the equation governing the pressure changes. Equation (13) and the
energy equation (equation (3) without the radiation term) both contain
Up DT so they are solved simultaneously to give
at and Dt
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ap f-= Pw v I17 ({ p V.(kVT) dV
Jv P`andap T p2 3 2
and
DT =- T)p 2T (Tp) p+ 1 V.(kVT)Dt T p2 at p (kVT)
O-Cp p
(14)
(15)
where equation (14) can be used first to obtain Dp which appears in
equation (15). at
For one-dimensional cylindrical coordinates
dV = 2'rLrdr
where L is an arbitrary length chosen to produce a desired tank
volume and
V'(kVT) = 1 a (kr DT)
r Dr r 
Since it is desired to work in the Lagrangian viewpoint the transfor-
mations defined by equations (5-10) are used so that equations (14)
and (15) become
m
2~rLpw
_fl 1 1TT) 3 (k r 2 p aT) dr
T1l rowpop2Cp T P 3 rowr
1
'1l
Pnrroro.w {
p2
pT p2 2c
(16)
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= _ p T P + 1 2 a , kr p
9T p2Cp at po2Cp r~rO an 3 ro W r0
Tparticle
art ) particle
UT\
anI 
(17)
-n ow aT
r ,Wa
O,W
where n,r and r w are defined by equations (6), (7), and (8)
respectively. To finR'the location of particles equation (5) is
used to obtain
]rl= rl rodr,
(18)
Boundary conditions.- Since equation (17) is a second order partial
differential equation, two boundary conditions are required. For the
fluid in the heater tube a symmetry condition is applied at the center
of the tube
I raT
F~ r=o
= 0 (19)
and the temperature of the fluid at the heater tube wall is equated
with the heater temperature.
T = THTR (20)
For the fluid outside the heater tube, the temperature of the fluid
at the heater tube wall is equated to the heater temperature
T = THTR
and at the tank wall a heat flux (heat leak is imposed)
Qleak =
'
(ar ) Aw
( r /w
(21)
(22)
For two of the boundary conditions the heater temperature is required.
To determine its temperature the heater tube is considered to be a
lumped mass and a heat balance is computed. The elements shown on
figure 1, are considered to obtain
Qstored = Qinput - Z QCOND - Z QRAD
HTHTR = QINPUTMHTRCp'HTR at kr) inside
HTR WALL - (k 3T) outside IxHTR WALL
AHTR - EHTR (THTR - Tw) AHTR
which is the equation used to find the heater temperature.
Uniform Tank Analysis
For a uniform tank the temperature and density are constant over
the tank volume. Equations (14) and (15) can be simplified for this
case by performing the volume integrals in equation (14) and by
integrating equation (15) over the tank volume. The results are
(24)
· 1
Up = E (T) Qnet
at (l_ I _ , I
ILapiT -p L(p4 2 pJV
and
aT |p T Up + 1 Qnet
at T P 2p 2 t pcp v
where the Gauss Theorem has been used to write
fvV'(kVT)dV =fA(kVT) '-dA
= Z QCOND + QRAD = Qnet
(25)
(26)
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(23)
If one defines
f= 1
- E(p2Cp[(p]21 (27)
and
PCp = p (28)
then (25) and (26) can be written in the simpler form
aR = L m + O8 Q (29)
at v v 
aT _ 8T SP + Qnet
at p at pCpV (30)
Numerical Method
The stratified tank calculations are performed by solving the
partial differential equations given by (16) and (17) with boundary
conditions given by equations (19) - (23). Equations (6) - (8)
and (18) are used to convert the normalized Lagrangian space coor-
dinate n to the physical coordinates r. For the uniform tank
calculations the ordinary differential equations given by (29)
and (30) are solved. The numerical method employed is to replace
the derivaties in each equation by appropriate finite difference
approximations and advance the solution in time. The integrals in
equation (16) are evaluated using the trapezoidal rule.
Finite difference expressions. - For purposes of illustration
an arbitrary function of time and space a(t,r) is considered. The
difference expressions are:
aa = a(t + At,r)- a(t,r)
at At (31)
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Da = a(t,r + Ar) - a(t,r - Ar)
Tr 2Ar (32)
32a = a(t,r + Ar) - 2a(t,r) + a(t,r - Ar)
Dr2 Ar 2 (33)
For functions of time only an expression like equation (31) is used.
At the boundary points the difference expression used for Da is
Dar
_ a(t,rb) - aC(t,rh + Ar)
Ob -Ar (34)
where the signs (+) are selected depending on whether the boundary
is a right hand or left hand boundary.
If a boundary condition of the form
3rb (35)
is specified then D2 a) is written as
\72'/b
K-_ [-(t,rb) - c(t,rb + Ar) ]
a2cL= $Ar (36)
Ar
Stability. - In a finite difference approach such as that used
the stability of the computing scheme must be considered. The
equations of interest as far as stability is concerned are equations
(16) and (17). A linear stability analysis applied to equation (17)
yields
At < 1
2kr2 p + 1 {Up 3p (37)
ro 2 p2CP (Ar)2 p2Cl O/p atJ
)i
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as a restriction on the time step size. However, the integral nature
of equation (16) precludes any simple stability analysis of that
equation. Therefore it was decided to use equation (37) to define
the time steps for both equations. Because of the uncertainty with
regard to the stability of equation (16) the results must be checked
by making calculations for a range of time step sizes and noting
the changes in the solutions. The results of such a procedure are
discussed in the section which follows:
Results and Discussion
Calculated Results
Calculations for a uniform tank have been made and the results
are presented in figure 2. The calculations give the time rate of
change of pressure as a function of temperature for a range of mass
flux rates both for heat addition (Qnet = 125 watts) and for no
heat addition. The results indicate that for temperatures up to near
critical values (i.e., near critical temperatures are between 155
and 1650 K) the magnitude of the pressure derivative is relatively
high and varies significantly with temperature whereas at higher
temperatures the magnitude is relatively low and the variations are
only slight. The unusual variations in the pressure derivative in
the near-critical region reflects the rapid changes in thermodynamic
properties in this region. These results also show that the mass flux
rate has a strong influence at temperatures below the near critical
region but has only a weak influence at higher temperatures.
Stratified tank calculations for four typical tank operating
conditions have been made. The tank and heater physical properties
which were used for all the computations are given in Table I. Input
values for each of the four cases computed are given in Table II.
Because of the questionable stability of equation (16) each of the
cases was calculated with the time step size determined by 1/3 of
the expression in equation (37) and for values successively smaller
until the solution became stationary with respect to step size
changes. The time step sizes determined for stability of cases 1
and 2 were about an order of magnitude lower than the initially
computed values whereas the initially computed values were found
to be adequate for cases 3 and 4. The results for cases 1-4 are
presented in figures 3-14. The quantities shown are the time histories
of heater temperature, tank pressure, and heater tube mass flux and
profiles of temperature and density across the tank for pertinent
simulated times. The pressure change potentials are indicated in the
results by the differences between the stratified tank pressure and
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the associated uniform tank pressure. The degree and extent of strati-
fication in the tank is assessed by examining the temperature and
density profiles.
The time histories in figure 3 show that cases 1 and 2 have the
same characteristic feature, that is many heater cycles occurred
during the two-hour simulated time of the calculations. In contrast
less than one heater cycle was obtained for cases 3 and 4. This
difference in characteristic behavior is probably due to the fact
that the initial temperatures of cases 1 and 2 are in the sensitive
range below the near critical region whereas the initial temperature
of case 3 is in the near critical region and that for case 4 is
considerably higher. It should be noted that the relative insensi-
tivity of the tank pressure to heat input for the lowest density cases
(cases 3 and 4) causes the heater temperature to reach quite high
values (THTR > 5000 K for case 4). The very high frequency heater
cycling for case 1 apparently results when the heater temperature
becomes stationary ("locked" or "trapped") in the near critical
temperature region. In this regard it is noted that when the
heater temperature for case 2 is in the near critical region the
heater cycles at a relatively high rate but the rate diminishes as
the heater temperature rises above the near critical region.
Results for the possibility of a pressure change caused by
mixing indicate significant pressure drop potentials for cases 1
and 2 (100 and 120 psia respectively at t = 120 min), initially a
pressure drop potential and later a pressure rise potential for
case 3, and significant pressure rise potentials for case 4 (60
psia at t = 120 min). These pressure rise potentials are in dis-
agreement with analyses of other investigators (see for example
reference 4) and require further study.
The heater mass flux rates obtained are presented in figure 4.
The results presented are for the separate heater tube and tank model
only. These results show that the heater mass flux rates for cases
1 and 2 are relatively high compared to the mass flux rate of the
tank whereas the rates for cases 3 and 4 are relatively low. The
calculations indicate that fluid leaves the heater tube when the
heater is on and enters the tube when the heater is off. Thus for
some tank operating conditions this mechanism may be important as
far as inducing convective motions-of the fluid.
Heater mass flux rate results considering the tank as one system
are not available because of excessive computer time required. In
this approach the heater location moves from node to node because of
the Lagrangian coordinate system used. As a consequence a fine nodal
spacing and hence very large computational times were required to
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avoid numerical difficulties. However, a limited number of calcula-
tions using this approach have been made. They indicate that the
heater tube mass fluxes may be as much as a factor of 2 lower than
those calculated by the separate heater tube approach. The gross
tank behavior however is not significantly effected.
Profiles of temperature and density in the tank are presented in
figure 5 for simulated times which were judged to be pertinent as far
as illustrating the stratifications obtained. It is seen that the
degree of stratification is significant in all the cases. For
example, the density in the area next to the heater is 1/2 to 1/4
of the density in the outer portion of the tank. However, except
for case 4, the extent of the stratification is confined to a
region very close (within about .025 m (1 in.)) to the heater. For
case 4 the density (and temperature) stratification is significant
and extends far into the tank. For cases 3 and 4 the increase in
density in the unstratified portion of the tank over the initial value
is a result of the work done on that portion of the fluid by the
expansion of the stratified fluid near the heater.
Comparison With Flight Data.
The calculations just described have been compared with Apollo 14
flight data. The comparisons are of the heater temperature and tank
pressure and are presented in figures 6-9. Cases 1 and 2 are high quan-
tity cases (95% and 75% respectively) for times when the spacecraft is
in an attitude hold condition. Cases 3 and 4 are moderate to low quan-
tity cases (52% and 12% respectively) for times when the spacecraft is
spinning for passive thermal control (PTC). Since the calculation
method presented here considers only thermally induced motions, then it
should be expected that a better agreement between calculated and flight
data would be obtained for cases 1 and 2 than for cases 3 and 4. An
examination of figures 6-9 shows this to be true.
For cases 1 and 2 the calculations correctly predict the general
characteristics of the heater cycling and the maximum heater tempera-
ture. The flight data in figure 6 show the existance of the condition
previously discussed in the calculated data where the heater tempera-
ture becomes nearly stationary in the near-critical region and the
heater begins cycling at a high frequency. The comparison in figure 7
indicates that for early simulation times the calculations do not agree
well with the flight data. For latter simulation times when stratifica-
tions have accrued the calculations agree well with the data.
For cases 3 and 4 the calculations are seen to over predict both
the time for the heater cycle and the maximum heater temperature.
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In figure 8 note that after the heater is shut-off the pressure does
not decay as rapidly in the calculations as in the data. Also the
heater temperature is higher in the calculation than in the data for
the entire heater cycle. These differences are attributed to the
fact that the present calculation method neglects the convective
transport mechanisms resulting from the spacecraft motions. The
differences in the pressure cycle in figure 9 are not adequately
understood. However the differences in the heater temperature
again indicate an effect due to convective energy transport.
Conclusions
Calculations have been made of the behavior of supercritical
oxygen in a storage tank in zero gravity while fluid is withdrawn
and a heater is cycled to maintain the tank pressure in the range of
5.9295 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia) to 6.2116 x 106 N/m2 (900 psia). A one-
dimensional model was used and the thermally induced movemoment of
the fluid was the only motion considered. Four cases representing a
wide range of tank operating conditions were considered. Based on
the results obtained the following general conclusions are made:
1. For initial temperatures below near-critical, the tank
pressure oscillates at a relatively high rate and the heater tempera-
ture remains low whereas for initial temperatures above near critical
the tank pressure changes slowly and high heater temperatures result.
2. The results for pressure change potentials have indicated
that for initial temperatures below near-critical,significant pressure
drop potentials accrue (over 100 psia in 2 hours).
3. For initial conditions below the near-critical values
the flux of fluid mass into and out of the heater tube is significant
and may be important as far as inducing convective motion of the fluid.
4. A high degree of stratification was obtained for all
cases considered however the stratified region extended appreciably
into the tank only for the case with highest initial temperature,
1940K.
5. A comparison of the calculations with Apollo 14 flight
data has indicated that for attitude hold conditions the calculations
are in good agreement with the flight data but for conditions when
the spacecraft is spinning the calculations over predict the heater
temperature and the time for a heater cycle.
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TABLE I
Physical Properties Used in Calculations
Tank Radius
Tank Length
Tank Volume
= 0.305 m
= 0.463 m
= 0.135 m3
(1.0 ft)
(1.52 ft)
(4.75 ft3 )
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
Heater
on Pressure = 5.9295 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia)
off Pressure = 6.2116 x 106 N/m2 (900 psia)
Radius = 0.025 m (1. in.)
Mass = 1.13 kg (2.5 lbm)
Specific Heat = 460. j/kg-°K (0.11 Btu/lbm-°F)
Emissivity = 0.3
Computing Nodes inside Heater Tube = 6
Computing Nodes in Main Tank = 57
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TABLE II
Input Conditions for Stratified Tank Calculations
Case 1 - Attitude
T =
Po =
oQinput =
Qinput =
Qleak =
m =
Case 2 - Attitude
T O =
Po
0o =
Qinput =
Qleak
m =
hold, approximately 95% quantity
1100 K (1980 R)
5.9295 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia)
1054.5 kg/m3 (65.83 lbm/ft3)
123.03 watts (419.82 Btu/hr)
8.06 watts ( 27.5 Btu/hr)
-0.00011 kg/sec (0.87 lb/hr)
hold, approximately 75% quantity
1420 K (2550 R)
5.9295 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia)
837.76 kg/m3 (52.30 lbm/ft3)
123.24 watts (420.53 Btu/hr)
6.45 watts (22.0 Btu/hr)
-0.000116 kg/sec (0.92 lb/hr)
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TABLE II (concluded)
Case 3 - Passive thermal control (PTC)-approximately
52% quantity
T
o
= 1570 K (2830R)
PO = 5.925 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia)
PO = 536.4 kg/m3 (33.49 lbm/ft3)
Qinput = 111.45 watts (380.30 Btu/hr)
Qleak = 4.55 watts (15.5 Btu/hr)
n = -.000155 kg/sec (1.23 lb/hr)
Case 4 - Passive thermal control, approximately 12% quantity
T
o
= 1940 K (3500 R)
PO = 5.9295 x 106 N/m2 (860 psia)
, O = 148.73 kg/m3 (9.28 lbm/ft3)
Qinput= 111.45 watts (380.30 Btu/hr)
Qleak = 4.25 watts (14.5 Btu/hr)
mn = -.000107 kg/sec (0.85 lb/hr)
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PREDICTION OF THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION
ON PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE RESPONSE OF THE APOLLO
SUPERCRITICAL OXYGEN TANK
I; M. Chen and R. E. Anderson
North American Rockwell Corporation
Space Division, Downey, California
A semi-empirical design-oriented model has been developed
for the-prediction of the effects of thermal stratification
on tank pressure and heater temperature response for the
Apollo supercritical oxygen tank. The heat transfer formu-
lation describes laminar free convection at low-g and takes
into account the radiation and conduction processes occurring
in the tank. The non-equilibrium thermodynamic behavior of
the system due to localized heating of the stored fluid is
represented by the characteristics of a discrete number of
fluid regions and thermal nodes. Solutions to the time
dependent variable fluid property problem are obtained
through the use o'f a reference temperature procedure. A
criterion which establishes the reference temperature as
a function of the fluid density ratio, P/p is derived.
The analytical results are compared with the flight data.
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I. Introduction
As a result of the use of supercritical cryogenic systems for
space missions, considerable interest has been directed to the pheno-
menon of thermal stratification at low-gravity and its effects on the
storage and expulsion performance of the system. The need for a
better understanding of the problem is further emphasized due to the
design support requirements for the present configuration of the
Apollo cryogenic oxygen storage system (CSS). Of basic concern to
the CSS is the degree of stratification due to local heating of the
stored medium by the tank heating element. The effects on the heater
temperature and the tank pressure response, and potential pressure
decay, are expected to be significantly accentuated by the extremely
low acceleration flight environment.
In view of the difficulty associated with obtaining analytic
solutions to the non-equilibrium thermodynamic phenomenon for a
geometrically complex system, a semi-empirical approach, based on
subdividing the system into an arbitrary number of regions and thermal
nodes, was selected for modeling the system.
The model was correlated initially with experimental data derived
from a series of one-g, heat transfer tests. Owing to the exact geo-
metric similarity of the test article to the flight hardware, these
tests provided basic characteristic data and system constants essen-
tial for determining the radiative and conductive transport properties
of the system. Free convective heat transfer characteristics of the
CSS heater in low Rayleigh number regime were investigated through
scaling tests. The results served as a basis for checking the adequacy
of the model.
Using the refined model, pre-flight prediction of the Apollo 14
CSS performance was generated. Results showed good agreement with the
flight data, especially in the low fluid density range. Post-flight
data analysis provided a broad spectrum of system information for
further model correlation and refinement.
Of significance in the model verification is the correlation of
the free convection heat transfer process in the supercritical tempera-
ture region where the fluid properties exhibit the most severe varia-
tions. A simple solution to the variable fluid property problem was
obtained through the use of a reference temperature procedure.
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To provide perspective on the capabilities of the simulation
model, computer results were compared with Apollo 14 flight data over
a range of fluid densities, acceleration, and heater input power
levels.
II. Description of the Model
The model of the Apollo cryogenic oxygen storage system was
formulated on the basis of its design configuration and flight
operational characteristics. The model describes the laminar free
convection at low-gravity and takes into account the radiation and
conduction phenomena occurring in the tank. The non-equilibrium
thermodynamic behavior of the system due to localized heating of
the stored fluid in a low acceleration environment is represented by
three arbitrary cells as shown in Figure 1. The acceleration vector
due to the rotation of the spacecraft is assumed to be normal to the
heater axis. The first cell is formed by the accumulation of the
rising boundary layer flow generated by the thermal energy released
from the external surface of the heater. The growth of this (external)
cell is governed by the rate at which the boundary layer flow is
developed. The second cell is formed within the hollow structure of
the heating element. The relatively confined fluid in this cell
expands and contracts as its temperature fluctuates. The change of
the fluid density in this( internal) cell causes part of the fluid
mass to flow in or out of this region. The third cell comprises
the main (bulk) region which slowly gains in temperature responding
to heat transfer from the tank shell and the associated tank internal
structures.
Specific system hardware included in the model are the heater, fluid
quantity probe, and the attendent tank shell structures. The thermal
capacitance effects of these components are lumped.by using a discrete
number of thermal nodes. The paths by which energy is transported and
the interrelationships of the nodal masses or the fluid cells are
depicted in Figure 2. The thermal energy generated from the elec-
trical heater is transmitted predominantly by radiation and conduction
to the hardware components and by convection to the external and
internal cell fluids. The radiant energy absorbed by the shell struc-
ture is transmitted, in turn, through convection to the bulk cell
fluid. The heat and mass transport process between the three cells
are evaluated by the total enthalpies associated with the fluid flows
crossing the cell boundaries. Since the kinetic energy associated
with the free laminar boundary layer flow is rather small in the low-g
field, the convective transport of momentum from the external cell to
the bulk cell is considered to be insignificant. Heat transfer due to
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fluid mixing effects and cell temperature gradient is estimated by an
idealized conduction analogy for a stable thermal layer with an arbi-
trary cell interface.
G THERMAL REG0ONS
LAYER ell
mO
HEATER BULK
WAfluid density data points, was evaluated.BULK
CELL
TANK
Fig. 1 Analytical Model
Test data derived from  s ries of one-g scaling tests were used
to establish the basic system characteristics related to heat transfer.
In order to evaluate the constants appearing in the analysis, radia-
tive and conductive heat fluxes were measured with an actual full
scale evacuated tank in which the surface emission and reflective
characteristics, and the geometry of the tank components were dupli-
cated. Data related to the convective heat transfer process at low-g
was obtained from experiments using oxygen at reduced pressure as the
test fluid based on Rayleigh number scaling techniques. Due to the
inherent limitations associated with scaling and selection of a fluid
with suitable thermal physical properties, only a limited Rayleigh
number regime, encompassing a few equivalent acceleration levels and
fluid density data points, was evaluated.
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Fig. 2 Model Energy Flow Diagram
In the following sections, the equations essential to the descrip-
tion of the heat transfer and thermodynamic characteristics of each of
the three lumped cells will be presented and the coupling of the equa-
tions to form the system dynamic simulation model will be discussed.
III. System Equations
Heat Transfer Formulation
The description of the thermal radiation and conductive processes
between the various nodal masses assd for the mermodynamic c ar  based on
Stefan-Boltzmann and Fourier law equations. The net radiant enerocesses
interchange rates between inter law equation surfaces of the net radiheater and the
tank internal components are expressed as
m
q 1: G- :w (T 4 _ T (1)
qr,net k=l v 0 w,k (Tw k
where 7 is the node-to-node interchange factor, the values of
which, fo. the CSS, were established by experiments.
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The conductive flux at a nodal point is represented by
n k
= . (Tw - T) (2)J=l xj
where k is the effective thermal conductance and x. is the pene-
tration thickness. J
The formulation, describing the convective energy transport
process from the heater to the external, internal, and bulk cells,
is separately summarized as follows.
External Cell. The heat energy transferred to the fluid external
to the heater is assumed to be absorbed completely by the boundary
layer which forms a part of the external cell. The temperature of
the external cell fluid is assumed to be uniform; as the rising
boundary flow is added to the cell, it is assumed to mix instanta-
neously with all of the external cell fluid. Detailed analysis of
the free laminar boundary layer heat transfer has been extensively
treated in the literature (References 1, 2, 3).
Estimates of the heat transfer rates from the horizontal cylin-
drical heater surface are derived from a basic vertical flat plate
analogy which gives the result that heat transfer from a vertical
flat plate and a horizontal circular cylinder are identical when the
height of the plate is 2.5 times the cylinder diameter.
The integral forms of the momentum and energy equations for
steady state boundary layer flow on a vertical flat plate are:
d 5 2 A [du(
d f u2dy = g p I (T - Tb) dy - v (3)
d 6 -k dT
du 6 (T- T b ) dy = - _ (4)d u b - PCp 
Using the conventional approximations for the velocity and
temperature profiles for the boundary layer flow, Eqs. (3) and (4)
can be reduced into a set of simultaneous ordinary differential
equations, the solution of which leads to the determination of 6(x)
and u (x), (Reference 3).
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A dimensionless representation of the boundary layer heat trans-
fer, the local Nusselt number, is then obtained by relating the local
heat transfer coefficient to the boundary layer thickness and thermal
conductivity.
h x
xN< x = 2 _ (5)
x k = 
The average heat flux for a vertical flat plate based upon the
integrated local heat transfer coefficient can be expressed as
8 k
q = 3 ( T T) (6)
The average convective heat flux for the horizontal cylindrical
heater is estimated based on the average heat flux computed for a flat
plate, Eq. (6), with an equivalent characteristic dimensional height
(Reference 3).
The growth of the external cell reflecting the increase of its
mass, m , is determined by integrating the boundary layer flow.
t
me = m dt (7)
0
where
me = p v (x,t) 6(x,t) L (8)
The variables p, v, and 6 are respectively the instantaneous
fluid density, mean boundary layer velocity, and thickness of the
boundary layer flow when it mixes with the external cell fluids,
i.e., at the top of the equivalent plate.
The shape of the external cell is arbitrary. The transfer of
energy at the hypothetical cell boundary to the bulk fluids due to
mixing in this model is approximated by the Fourier conduction law
equations with an arbitrary scale length.
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Internal Cell. The estimates of heat transfer from the interior
surface of the heater to the cell fluid in an enclosed space is com-
plicated and empirical results must also be used. Theoretical analyses
dealing with laminar steady convective flows and heat transfer speci-
fically for a horizontal tube with circular cross-section have been
examined by Martini and Churchill (Reference 4) and Weinberg (Ref-
erence 5). Solutions of partial differential equations describing
the conservation of mass and energy for the system have yielded
reasonable predictions of temperature fields for specific cases of
interest. These results are in good agreement with experimental
measurements. Estimates of the average heat transfer coefficient for
free convection inside a horizontal cylinder can generally be obtained
using the following correlation, (Reference 6)
P2 1/4
Nu[Pr
rl / c] (9)Gr [ j
For the ranges of Prandtl and Grashof numbers considered for the
internal cell, c1 = 0.35 is assumed.
To account for the effects of the expansion and contraction of
the internal cell fluid as its temperature fluctuates during a heating
cycle, the change of the fluid mass in the internal cell is given by
m. = V. P (10)
where Vi is the internal physical volume of the heater tube and the
rate of change in the cell fluid density is
Pi = - |PTli (11)
The fluid mass expelled due to the internal cell temperature rise
(T. is positive) is assumed to be mixed with the external cell. Since
the enthalpy of the expelled fluid element greatly exceeds its kinetic
energy, the momentum transfer is neglected. For the case where the
cell temperature decreases (T. is negative), the fluid from the bulk
region is assumed to be drawn into the internal cell compensating for
the fluid density change.
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Bulk Cell. It is assumed that the temperature of the bulk cell
is uniform but varies with time. During a heater cycle, the tank
shell temperature increases due to radiative and conductive heat flux
from the heater. The convective heat transfer, due to the temperature
gradient developed between the tank shell and the bulk fluid, contri-
butes to the bulk fluid temperature rise.
The laminar free convective heat transfer from the spherical tank
shell to the bulk fluid is approximated by a dimensionless heat trans-
fer parameter correlation, similar to that used for the cylindrical
internal cell.
Nu Pr
1/4 1/4
r 1/ 12+Pr (12)
On the basis of scaling test data correlation, c2 = 0.45 is assumed.
The effective heat transfer surface area for the tank shell is
estimated on the basis of the geometric volume equivalence of a
cylindrical container.
Thermodynamic Formulation
The development of the equation describing the thermodynamic
behavior of the supercritical cryogenic storage system is based on
the statement of the First Law. Each cell of the model is assumed
to be a totally enclosed thermodynamic system with arbitrary moving
boundaries. Letting Q be the total heat input in the system, the
basic equation relating the total internal energy and thermodynamic
variables of the system is
n
dU = E h dm. + dQ - pdV (13)
j=l
where h. represents the specific enthalpies associated with the
masses, mj, added and/or removed from the system.
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Treating p and p as the independent thermodynamic state variables,
Eq. (13) may be expressed as
pV [(au )pap
n
J=1
dp+ (u a ·dp] + ud(pV)
h. dm.
0 J
+ dQ - pdV
By letting
P \au/p
and = P u
and treating the system variables as functions of time, the above
equation for an adiabatic cell can be transformed to a characteristic
equation relating the cell volume, V, to the system pressure, p, as
n
dV 1 V -
dp (pP-P) - 19J=l h mj (15)] i
Let q be the energy rate parameter representing the sum of the
heat and mass rates of addition or removal from the cell. Then,
dV 1
dp (pP -P)
v i-(u+ P )m]
b (16)
n
= E h.m.
j=l o J
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(14)
where
- (u + ) m
It is convenient to define additional parameters as
_ - (u + 4) i
n - (=P-P)
and
V
r = (
Eq. (16) for the three cells can be rewritten in a generalized
form as
(dV (17)
Based upon the assumptions made relating the heat and mass
transfer across the specific cell boundaries, the energy rate para-
meters, e , hi', and qb' for the external, internal, and bulk cells,
respectively, are expressed as follows.
First,
e = h6ii + Qeb
The first two terms on the right hand side of the equation repre-
sent the enthalpies associated with the boundary layer flow generated
by the external surface of the heater and that associated with the.
flow expelled from the internal cell during the heat up process. Qeb
is the interfacial heat transfer rate from the external to bulk
cell.
Similarly,
1. : hboi- h.im + Qhi
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The first two terms on the right hand side of the equation repre-
sent the enthalpies associated with flow replenished from the bulk
cell during cooling and the flow expelled from the internal cell
during heating of the cell fluid. Q_ is the heat transfer rate from
the heater interior surface to the internal cell.
And finally,
nb = Qeb + Qb - hbmt
where Qb is the sum of all radiative and convective heat transfer rate
from the tank shell and interior components, and rh is the mass flow
rate transferred from the bulk cell to the adjacent cells and includes
that which is withdrawn from the tank.
Coupling of the Cells
Based upon the cell volume relationships, the total tank internal
volume, V
t
, may be expressed as
Vt = Ve + Vi + Vb (18)
By differentiating Eq. (18) with respect to the tank pressure,
assuming the tank to be elastic, and letting
dV
t
= d - (19)dp
an expression which establishes the dynamic coupling effects of the
individual cells is obtained.
dV dVi dV.
e + + = e (20)dp dp dp
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Replacing the three derivative terms in Eq. (20) by the respec-
tive characteristic equation defined in Eq. (17) and solving the
resulting equation in terms of b, one obtains
3
3 (21)
j 1 i
In this equation, the index, j = 1,2,3, designates the parameters
for the external, internal, and bulk cells, respectively.
Eq. (21) can be integrated to obtain the tank pressure as a
function of time reflecting the non-equilibrium thermodynamic effects
of the transient heat and mass transfer processes occurring during a
heating and expulsion cycle of a single phase supercritical cryogenic
tank.
Pressure Decay Potential
The non-equilibrium thermodynamic state in the tank is inherently
unstable. Any external perturbation will cause the tank pressure to
decay because of the natural tendency of the system to establish
thermal equilibrium. The pressure decay potential of such a system
may be computed by an approximate heat deficiency equation based on
the difference between the average heat content of the system and
that of the sum of the stratified cells. The equation is
3
AQ = (pu) V - C (puV)j (22)
j=l
where AQ stands for heat deficiency, the bar denotes average parameter
values, and the summation is extended over the three cells into which
the thermodynamic system has been subdivided.
The instantaneous pressure decay potential can then be deter-
mined by
Pmax V
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Using AQ defined in Eq. (20) and taking into account the elastic
effects of the tank, the maximum pressure collapse potential of the.
stratified system can be expressed as:
3
(pu)V - (puV)j
Pmax j= (23)
max V - E ~pE)
The pressure dependencies of u, 6, and 4 are considered and
evaluated by solving the above equation through an iterative
procedure.
IV. Comparison of Analytical and Flight Data
Numerical solutions to the time dependent model equations were
obtained in terms of heater temperature and tank pressure for a wide
range of parametric system conditions. Major system and operational
parameters considered in the study include heater input power, local
acceleration level, and fluid expulsion flow rate. In the following
sections, significant results and observations which are critical to
the system design evaluation and flight performance predictions are
discussed. Comparisons of these results with Apollo 14 flight data
are presented.
Peak Heater Temperature
During an expulsion process, the supercritical tank pressure is
maintained within a prescribed band by controlling the heater input
power through a pressure switch. In the course of a tank pressure
cycle and at a given heater input power level, the heater temperature
reaches its maximum value either when the tank pressure reaches the
maximum pressure switch setting and the heater power is cut off, or
when the thermal equilibrium is approached and the heater is saturated.
The peak temperature and its variability due to bulk fluid density
change is of particular concern to the system designers.
Predicted values of peak heater temperatures plotted as a function
of bulk density showing its dependencies on local acceleration level
and heater input power are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, respec-
tively. The dominance of convective heat transfer in the high density
region (P> 50 lb/cu ft) is evidenced by the fact that the heater
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saturates at relatively low temperatures (approximately 
-1500°F). The
average heat transfer coefficient is of the order of 5 Btu/hr-sq ft-R.
The peak heater temperature exhibits a weak dependence on gravity. A
temperature difference of approximately 20 degrees is observed as the
local acceleration level changes by two orders of magnitude.
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Fig. 3 Peak Heater Temperature Vs. Fluid
for Selected Acceleration Levels
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In the intermediate density range (10 < P < 50 lb/cu ft), the
influence of g-level on the peak heater temperature is pronounced.
The temperature shows a wide divergence as the fluid density decreases.
For the g-level limits shown in the graph, as much as 200 degrees
temperature difference exists over most of the density range.
At densities below 10 lb/cu ft, the peak heater temperatures at
the noted g condition begin to converge showing the sharply reduced
convective heat transfer rate. The average heat transfer coefficient
in this range is approximately 0.5 Btu/hr-sq ft-R. Below a bulk
density of 5 lb/cu ft, the heater temperature saturates, as the
radiation mode of heat transfer becomes dominant, and shows insigni-
ficant g dependencies.
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The heater input power has a marked influence on the peak heater
temperature when the tank fluid density drops below 45 lb/cu ft as
shown in Figure 4. At a constant expulsion rate and g level, the
reduction of heater input power has a gradually more pronounced effect
on lowering the peak heater temperature as the fluid density decreases.
The magnitude of the peak temperature reduction reflects the lower
heater temperature response rates at lower input power level while the
convective heat transfer rates remain relatively constant. In view of
this characteristic behavior, heater power management in the lower
density range appears to be an effective means for constraining the
peak heater temperature within allowable limits. However, it should
be noted that there is a minimum heater power that must be provided
to maintain tank pressurization for a given expulsion flow rate.
Heat Transfer Near the Critical Temperature
The comparison of analytical and flight data in the critical
region, i.e., pressure greater than the critical pressure and tempera-
ture in the region of the critical temperature, affirmed that the
convective heat transfer rate differs significantly from that in other
thermodynamic regions. This is evidenced by the fact that drama-
tically lower peak heater temperatures were observed when the bulk
fluid density was greater than 48 lb/cu ft. This apparent increase
in heat transfer near the critical temperature regime resulting in
lower heater temperature is attributed to the abrupt changes in the
fluid thermal transport properties (Reference 7). Early studies
showed that conventional methods for correlating the convective heat
transfer data were unable to account for the effects exhibited by
supercritical fluids in this temperature region (References 8 and 9).
For supercritical fluids, some investigations have been performed to
evaluate the heat transfer in the forced convection regime. However,
there is a lack of experimental work related to the free laminar con-
vection region, especially at low Rayleigh numbers. A method which
has been applied with reasonable success in correlating heat transfer
data in the critical temperature regime involves the use of a well
established variable fluid property scheme. Extending this procedure
to the present analysis, a variable reference temperature method,
similar to that suggested by Eckert (Reference 10) was chosen. In
this method, fluid properties are evaluated at a reference temperature,
T where T f = T - (T - T ). The dimensionless parameter, ,
is assumed to be a unique function of pb/p , where p is the fluid
density at the critical temperature. Basearupon the pollo 14 flight
data, a criterion relating the dimensionless temperature ratio,
(Tw Tref )/(Tw - T ), to the density ratio, Pb/P was established
as shown in Figure D.
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Tank Pressure Response
The pressure rise and decay times associated with a heater cycle
(pressure cycle period) are affected by the expulsion flow rate at a
given heater input power level and fluid density. The pressure cycle
frequency as a function of bulk fluid density is shown in Figure 6 for
a range of expulsion flow rate conditions. In the high fluid density
region, (p >55 lb/cu ft), the expulsion flow rate has the greatest
influence on the cycle frequency. In this region, the cycle frequency
for a given flow rate is nearly constant. As the density is decreased,
the cycle frequency is sharply reduced because of the rapid changes of
the fluid thermal transport properties and resultant reduction in con-
vective heat transfer rates. In addition, the characteristic variation
in the thermodynamic function e also contributes to the characteristic
shift in frequency. It is of interest to note that the pressure cycle
frequency becomes less sensitive to flow rate variability at lower
fluid densities.
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Flight Data Correlation
Figures 7 and 8 compare the analytical predicted heater tempera-
ture and pressure response at two selected bulk fluid density con-
ditions with the Apollo 14 flight data. The flight and analytical
values of the peak heater temperature and the pressure rise rate are
found to be in good agreement. The model shows a slightly higher
initial heater temperature response rate. This is partially due to
the quasi-steady state approximation of the heat transfer transients
and the inaccuracies associated with the lumped parameter approach
used for the model.
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Fig. 7 Hea ter Temperature and Tank Pressure Vs. Time
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Figur e 9 compares the model predictions with the flight data
for a case collat relatively high bulk density conditionsit and high expul-
sion flow rate. The system characteristics associated with repeated
cycling ofpassive meah ns which can facilitated. The comparison of the tempera-
turids would be highlyresponse data showed close agreement for the initial
cycles. The slight deviation that appears for the remaining cycles is
due to changes in outflow and g-level occurring in flight which are
not accounted for in the simulation. It is of interest to note that
there is only a small net heater temperature gain (0.5 degrees) after
each successive heater cycle.
Figure 10 shows the time characteristic changes in the tempera-
tures of the three hypothetical cells of the model. The accumulative
increase in the magnitude of the maximum pressure decay potential
reflecting the progressively increased degree of stratification in
the system is also illustrated. Among the three cells, the most
significant gain in fluid temperature is noted in the internal cell
due to the lack of cooling during the heater-off periods. This pheno-
menon contributes appreciably to the rise of the maximum decay poten-
tial. To minimize the problems associated with the potential tank
pressure collapse, particularly at high fluid bulk density conditions,
a passive means which can facilitate cooling of the internal cell
fluids would be highly effective.
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V. Concluding Remarks
Although the Apollo 14 flight data provided a limited number of
applicable measurement points pertaining to the CSS, development of
the analytical model and correlation of available data have provided
insight and understanding of the low-g free convective heat transfer
and non-equilibrium behavior of the supercritical cryogenic storage
system. On the basis of the analysis of the flight data and para-
metric evaluation results of the model, the following concluding
remarks are presented.
1. When the mean boundary layer temperature is near the critical
temperature regime, the heater saturates at relatively low
temperatures due to significantly high convective heat transfer
associated with large fluid thermal transport property changes.
The peak heater temperature shows a noticeable dependence on the
magnitude of the heater input power and is influenced to a lesser
degree by the acceleration level.
2. When the fluid bulk density drops below 10 lb/cu ft, the convec-
tive heat transfer rate is sharply reduced. At a bulk density
below 5 lb/cu ft, the radiation mode of heat transfer becomes
dominant. The heater temperature then saturates as the radia-
tive heat transfer rate approaches an asymptotic level for a
given heater input power.
3. The tank pressure decay potential is significant at high fluid
density conditions. When the system is undisturbed, the pressure
decay potential becomes progressively higher as a result of rapid
successive heater cycles.
4. Satisfactory solutions to the variable fluid property, low-g
heat transfer problem, throughout the fluid density range can
be obtained through the use of a reference temperature procedure.
5. The semi-empirical approach to the model formulation does yield
reasonably accurate predictions of the supercritical cryogenic
system behavior and provide data well suited for design appli-
cations.
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Nomenclature..
c Specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lb-R
d Diameter of heater, outside, ft
Node-to-node interchange factor
g Acceleration, ft/hr2
Gr Grashof Number - g ATx3/v2
h Enthalpy, Btu/lb
h Heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-sq ft-Rx
j,k indices
k Thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-R
L Length of equivalent plate, ft
m Mass, lb
m Mass rate, lb/hr
m Expulsion rate, lb/hr
mt Total mass rate, includes expulsion rate, lb/hr
Nux Nusselt number - h x/k
p Pressure, lb/sq ft
Pr Prandtl number - c p/k
q Heat flux, Btu/hr-sq ft
Q Heat, Btu
Q Heat rate, Btu/hr
Interfacial heat transfer rate from external to bulk
cell, Btu/hr
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Nomenclature (Continued)
Qhi Heat transfer rate from the heater interior surface
to internal cell, Btu/hr
t Time, hr
T Temperature, R
Tref Reference temperature, R
T Wall temperature, R
w
u Internal energy, Btu/lb
u Velocity in the x direction, ft/hr
U Energy, Btu
v Velocity in the y direction, ft/hr
V Volume, cu ft
Vt Total volume, cu ft
x Distance in the x direction, ft
Greek
a Temperature ratio, (T
w
- Tref)/(TW -T b ) ,
dimensionless
P Expansion coefficient, (8p) , 1/R
r Transfer parameter, V/[c(PP-" p)], ft5/lb
6 Boundary layer thickness, ft
dV/dt, ft5/lb
Energy rate parameter, Btu/hr
e Transfer parameter, -p ( , Btu/lb
P
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Nomenclature (Continued)
Greek (Continued)
v
P
Pcr
Q
Subscripts
b
c
e
i
k
r
Kinematic viscosity, ft /hr
Density, lb/cu ft
Density at critical temperature, lb/cu ft
Stefan-Boltzman constant, Btu/hr-sq ft-R4
Transfer parameter, 1/P (ap/au)p, dimensionless
Transfer parameter, P(au/laP)p, Btu/lb
Transfer parameter, [' + (u + 0) m]/ (Pi - p),
cu ft/hr
Bulk
Conduction
External.
Internal
Inlet
Boundary layer
Radiation
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THE CRYOGENICS ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR APOLLO
MISSION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS
By Walter Scott
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas
and
Jack Williams
Lockheed Electronics Company, Houston, Texas
Abstract
The Cryogenics Analysis Program was developed as a simplified tool
for use in premission planning operations for the Apollo command-service
module. Through a dynamic development effort, the program has been ex-
tended to include real-time and postflight analysis capabilities with
nominal and contingency planning features. The technical aspects of the
program and a comparison of ground-test and mission data with data gen-
erated by using the Cryogenics Analysis Program are presented.
By using the electrical power and environmental control systems
requirements, computation of the thermodynamic state variables is pro-
vided by the program for each of the cryogenic storage tanks of the
spacecraft. These calculations are accomplished by combining computa-
tions of the equilibrium state variables with a simplified model of the
delivery system, including models for heat leak, environmental control
system restrictors, and surge tank, check valves, isolation valves, re-
lief valves, and heater/fan pressure-switch logic. Modifications that
will permit heater-element temperature computations and will allow for
check-valve failures are being incorporated.
The results of the Cryogenics Analysis Program capability to pre-
dict flight requirements also are presented. Comparisons of data from
the program with data from flight results, from a tank-qualification
program, and from various system anomalies that have been encountered
are discussed.
Future plans and additional considerations for the program also are
included. Among these plans are a three-tank management scheme for
hydrogen, venting-profile generation for Skylab, and a capability for
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handling two-gas atmospheres. The plan for two-gas atmospheres will in-
volve the addition of the capability to handle nitrogen as well as oxygen
and hydrogen.
Introduction
The Cryogenics Analysis Program (CAP) was designed to provide a
flexible mission-planning tool in which a fast execution time could be
achieved without undue loss of computational accuracy. The CAP can be
used for the analysis of the cryogenic oxygen and cryogenic hydrogen
systems in any of the configurations proposed for the Apollo command-
service module (CSM) by selecting the number of oxygen (0)2) tanks and
hydrogen (H2 ) tanks in any combination up to a maximum of three each.
For systems analyses, tank conditions are computed as a function of
time, systems parameters, and environmental control system (ECS) and
electrical power system (EPS) flow-rate requirements. In addition to
systems analyses, various parametric studies can be performed for indi-
vidual cryogen tanks operating at specified tank pressures.
The general programin philosophy is described in this report, and per-
tinent mathematical expressions are given. No program is complete until
a thorough checkout has been performed. Fortunately, test data were
available that provided good information for program verification before
the Apollo 14 mission. Postflight data provided a second check on the
program.
A dynamic program such as the CAP will undergo continual changes as
spacecraft hardware changes are made. These changes and future plans
for the program are discussed in the final section of this report.
Program Description
The current CAP is based on the Apollo 14 configuration. A sche-
matic diagram of the system model, which incorporates all system com-
-onents included in the CAP, is shown in figure 1. A simplified flow
diagram of the program logic is presented in figure 2.
Flow Sharing
The CAP uses a simplified flow-sharing model in which pressure
drops in the lines, except for the ECS restrictors, are considered to
be negligible. The effect of the ECS surge tank on the system flow rate
may be either considered or ignored.
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Environmental Control System Flow Rate
The pressure drop (in psi) across the ECS restrictors is represented
by the cubic equation
AP = 51.475(Mr)- 9.911(M)2 + 12.40(M )3 (1)
where
r = (3.833/M
c
) M
E C S , lb/hr
= flow rate for a 750-psi pressure drop, lb/hr
c
MECS = actual flow rate, lb/hr
If the surge-tank isolation valve is closed, the equations for the two
restrictors are solved simultaneously for flow rates so that (1) the
sum of the restrictor flow rates is the demanded ECS flow rate, and
(2) the restrictor pressure drops lead to the same value for pressure
at the downstream junction of the restrictors.
If the surge tank isolation valve is open, the pressure drop across
each restrictor is computed by subtracting the surge-tank pressure from
the storage-tank pressure. Equation (1) is used to compute the required
ECS flow rate for each restrictor. If the total restrictor flow is less
than the demanded ECS rate, the oxygen flow from the surge tank is used
to make up the difference. If the combined restrictor flow exceeds the
ECS usage rate, the excess flow is stored in the surge tank. Thus, the
surge tank operates as a buffer for smoothing the ECS flow demands placed
on the supply system.
Surge-Tank Model
The surge tank is treated as a pressure vessel in which the pressure,
temperature, and density are related by the ideal-gas equation. For con-
stant temperature, the pressure in the surge tank P is given by
P = 900M (2)S s
M
n
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where M is the surge tank oxygen mass and M is the mass in the
s n
surge tank when P = 900 psi.
Equal-Pressure-Rate Equations
The pressure-change rate is given by the equation
i. = Aii + Bii2. 12 1 Bi. (3)
where
Pi.
1
Mi
Qi
A.
B.
1
V, e
V
= pressure change rate for the ith tank
= mass flow rate for the ith tank
= heat input rate for the ith tank
= density-dependent parameter ¢6/V for the ith tank
= density-dependent parameter ¢/V for the ith tank
= density-dependent parameters
= volume
If program logic dictates that the total flow rate M
T
must be
provided from only one tank, the flow-rate division will be
i = T = EPS ECS
and
M, = k = 0~J k
where i, j, and k separately assume the values 1, 2, and 3. If
tanks i and j are to share the flow (that is, a two-tank operation),
the equations become
. = Ai M + Bjj - BiQi
i A. +A.
1 0
(6)
(4)
(5)
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1M = M (8)
When all three tanks participate, the equations become
.A=AkT + Aj(Bkk BiQi) + Ak(BjQI - BiQi)
(9)A i + A + A k
where Mj and M are given by perturbations of the indices or by usingJ k
the basic equation (3) to compute the pressure rate for tank i. Then,
with this pressure rate for tank i, the flow rates for tanks j and k
are computed. In any case,
Mi J+ + k = MT
for the three-tank flow-sharing situation.
Combined Flow-Sharing Logic
The EPSqflow-rate demand is computed from the electrical load im-
posed on the fuel cells. The ECS usage rates are input data. When the
surge tank is isolated from the system, the ECS flow-rate demand is the
same as the usagerate. When the surge tank is not isolated, the ECS
demand placed on the storage tanks is computed as described previously.
Then, the system pressures are tested against check-valve pressure dead
bands to determine which check valves are permitting flow. When the
number of tanks supplying flow has been determined, the total flow rate
(EPS demand plus ECS demand) is used in the equal-pressure change-rate
flow-sharing equations to compute the anticipated flow rates from each
tank. Next, the ECS flow rate required by each restrictor is computed.
If the anticipated tank flow rates can meet the ECS demand, these flow
rates become the flow rates for the individual tanks. However, the ECS
flows must be provided through the restrictors so that pressure, consid-
erations are satisfied. If the anticipated flow rates are insufficient
to supply the required restrictor flows, the restrictor-flow require-
ments are met, and the minimum possible adjustment in the anticipated
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flow from each tank is made. For example, a certain case may call for
a 1.5-lb/hr EPS flow rate and a 6.5-lb/hr ECS flow rate or a total flow
rate of 8.0 lb/hr. The flow-sharing computations are performed (with
the total flow provided from tanks 1 and 3), and anticipated flows of
3.0 lb/hr from tank 1 and 5.0 lb/hr from tank 3 are obtained. The re-
strictor calculations dictate that the ECS flow must be shared equally
by the two tanks; that is, each tank must supply 3.25 lb/hr to the ECS
system. The anticipated flow for tank 3 will meet this requirement, but
the anticipated flow for tank 1 is insufficient. Thus, the minimum ad-
justment is made by increasing the flow from tank 1 by 0.25 lb/hr and
decreasing the flow from tank 3 by the same amount. Thus, tank 1 will
supply 3.25 lb/hr to the ECS system, and the EPS system will receive none.
Tank 3 will supply 3.25 lb/hr to the ECS system and the total require-
ment of 1.5 lb/hr to the EPS system. Instead of having equal pressure
rates, the tank 3 pressure will increase relative to the tank 1 pres-
sure. If a 2.9-lb/hr flow was required by restrictor 1 and if a
3.6-lb/hr flow was required by restrictor 2, the anticipated flow rates
would be sufficient; each tank would supply the flow to the EPS and the
ECS; and the tank pressures would rise or fall together.
Relief-Valve Model
The characteristics of the oxygen and hydrogen overpressure (or
vent valves), relief valves supplied by the Propulsion and Power Divi-
sion of the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), are shown in figure 3. Each
valve has two distinct modes of operation. The particular parametric
values assigned to the various transition points are shown in table I
for both the oxygen and the hydrogen valves.
Establishing a model of this relief valve requires a combination
of equation (3), which sets forth the pressure rate in terms of flow
rate, and the relationships of pressure to flow rate shown in figure 3.
The vent-flow rate MV is expressed mathematically by
= S(P - PR) + M (11)
where P is the operating pressure, PR is the reference pressure, and
S is a slope computed according to the particular region of the charac-
teristic curve and depending on whether the pressure is increasing or
decreasing. One of the pressures defined by points B, C, D, or E
will be PR; is the flow rate corresponding to PR. This procedure
dictates that the pressure increase or decrease will always be directed
toward one of the points B, C, D, or E. To make the pressure and
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average-mass-flow computations independent of step size, an integration
of the pressure-rate equation was performed by considering the vent char-
acteristics, and the resulting equations (12) and (13) were programed.
P(t ) +: P(o) (to)(AS) - [exp(AS At) - 1] (12)
AM = MT(to)At + P(to)A 2 S'[exp(AS At) - AS At - i1 (13)
where
t = time at beginning of time step
t = time at end of time-step
At = t - t
0
P(t) = pressure at time t
P(t) = pressure at time t
P(t ) = pressure rate at time t
0 0
A = density-dependent parameter 4O/V
S = slope of relief valve characteristic
AM = total mass lost during time step
MT(to) =totai flow rate (MECs + MEP+ MV) at time o
The vent flow rate is used to compute a vent thrust using
IR T (
thrust = Mvgg 1V (14)
where
Mv = vent flow rate
R = gas constant
T = temperature at the exit nozzle
e
M = molecular weight
g = gravitational acceleration
y = specific-heat ratio
This equation was derived assuming sonic flow at the exit nozzle.
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Heat Leak
Heat-leak calculations are based on the following assumptions.
1. The heat leak into the tank is given by the product of a tank
thermal conductivity CT and the temperature difference between the ex-
ternal temperature T
a
and the internal temperature TT.
2. The CT is assumed to be constant with temperature.
3. The vapor-cooled-shield effect produces a linear reduction in
CT up to some maximum flow rate.
Standard heat-leak information is built into the program. These data
consist of heat-leak values corresponding to minimum and maximum flow
rates for a tank temperature TTR and an ambient temperature TAR. The
reference values may be adjusted for a particular mission by supplying
the experimental heat leak Qin at minimum dQ/dM tank conditions.
The necessary steps for heat-leak computation are outlined as
follows:
1. Compute the flow rate at which the observed heat leak was
measured.
2. Compute the reference heat leak corresponding to the computed
flow rate, the minimum dQ/dM tank conditions, and the environmental
temperature TA. .
3. Take the ratio of Qin to the heat leak computed in step 2.
4. Update the value of the tank thermal conductivity by using the
ratio in step 3.
The heat leak can be computed by using the updated thermal conductivity
and the mission values of tank temperature, environmental temperature,
and flow rate.
A detailed discussion of the particular equations involved is con-
sidered to be too cumbersome for this discussion. The formal program
documentation, scheduled for publication in August 1971, will provide a
complete discussion of these equations.
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Equations of State
Oxygen
The equation of state used in the CAP is based on R. B. Stewart's
dissertation of 1966 (ref. 1). The equation of state and its first-
order partials, defined in reference 1, have been coded and have been
used in the CAP. Later work by Weber (ref. 2) also was programed, and
the results were compared with Stewart's results. The two methods com-
pared very closely for the regions and parameters of interest in the
present program. However, Stewart's equation of state is more readily
adaptable to computer application at a very slight sacrifice in accuracy.
Hydrogen
At present;, no equation of state for hydrogen is. used in the CAP.
The current basis for-the computation of the hydrogen thermodynamic
properties is the National Bureau of Standards,(NBS) program described
in reference 3. The subprogram achieves high speed and a good degree
of accuracy by using linear interpolation in a grid of selected data
points that-define the surface of the returned property. The data used
in the program were recorded from laboratory tests performed at the NBS
in Boulder, Colorado. The property routines generated by using these
data were inserted into the predecessors of the CAP and have been re-
tained during the program development.
Computation of the Program Time Interval
The variable time step used for the program is governed by events
that lead to a reconfiguration of the instantaneous cryogen system or by
maximum changes that are specified for certain parameters considered by
the program. Current calculations limit the time interval to the mini-
mum value of the times required to reach,the following events.
1. Hydrogen fan cycling
2. Violation of a pressure-switch limit
3. Violation of the vent-pressure limit
4. Fuel-cell purging
5. Intersection of pressures of two or more tanks
6. Surge-tank pressure-change limit
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7. Time for the program-summary print
8. System redefinition (restart or new flow requirement)
The largest time step allowed is 0.5 hour; the smallest time step is
0.03 hour.
Updating the Cryogen States
The cryogen state for each tank is updated at the end of each time
interval by computing new masses and new pressures according to system
operating parameters. The equations of state are used to compute new
temperatures. The mass lost from a tank is computed as the product of
the tank flow rate .and the current time interval. By using the constant
tank volume, the density is updated. A new pressure for each tank is
computed by using equation (3) with computed flow rates and heat-input
rates that are the sums of the heat-leak rate and the heater/fan heat,
input rates. Once these values of density and pressure are available,
the equations of state are solved to determine the tank temperatures.
Heater-Element Temperature Computations
Heater-element temperature computations are performed by combining
parametric data provided by the MSC Structures and Mechanics Division
with heater data computed with the CAP. The parametric data consist of
node temperature compared with time for various heater-on/heater-off
time intervals. Parameters include tank quantities, local g level, and
the heat rate supplied by the heaters. The heater on/off times are sup-
plied by the CAP, and an efficient interpolation scheme is used to gen-
erate the nodal temperatures for selected nodes.
Analysis is in progress that will permit the previously described
parametric data to be used in refined heater calculations that account
for heat stored by and released by the heater elements during the ap-
propriate phases of the heater cycles.
Program Checkout
The first exercise performed with the previously described program
was that of defining an oxygen-tank-management scheme. Figure 4 shows
a simplified schematic of the Apollo 14 oxygen delivery system. The
first attempt to manage the system was to use all three tanks during
the high-flow periods. It was here that the program first proved to be
of value. Results of each computer run indicated a pressure collapse
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in oxygen tank 1 (fig. 5). First impressions were that an error existed
in the program; however, during further analysis, the program was shown
to be correct. The spacecraft heater (pressure-switch) logic specifies
that the pressure valve of oxygen tanks 1 and 2 must be below approxi-
mately 865 psia before the heaters will come on. Oxygen tank 3 operates
independently. While tanks 2 and 3 were feeding one restrictor, the
tank 2 pressure decay was only one-half as fast as that in tank 1. The,
heater logic also implies that only one tank (either tank 1 or 2) must
be at the cut-off pressure of approximately 925 psia. Thus, with the
large pressure drop in tank 1 and only one-half as much pressure drop
in tank 2, it is apparent that the tank 1 pressure can never recover in
the heater cycle. In fact, the pressure drops lower with each cycle.
The solution is to use only oxygen tanks 1 and 2 for the high-flow period
and to inhibit the heater in tank 3. This problem was later confirmed
by independent investigations.
Manufacturer's Test Study
The next task was to verify the program by attempting to simulate
the laboratory tests performed by the tank manufacturer. Set test data
and system performance for each tank were provided by the manufacturer.
Input parameters such as ambient temperature, flow rates, and tank-
management (heater-switching) times were input to the CAP. Tank pres-
sures, temperatures, and quantities were calculated in the program and
compared with the test data of the manufacturer. The quantity profiles
are shown in figure 6. Note that the correlation is excellent.
The tank management scheme shown in table II was specified in the
test procedures. However, analysis of the test data indicated that the
actual management scheme was that shown in table III. At two discrete
test points (noted in table III with a single asterisk), a quantity bal-
ance appeared to have been attempted between oxygen tanks 1 and 2. The
test procedure specified an ECS flow of 3.35 lb/hr from 40:55 to
46:36 g.e.t. This specification was determined to be a procedural error
because a pressure collapse occurred in tank 1. The CAP simulated this
effect. This anomaly, while undesirable in the test, did confirm the
CAP prediction that a pressure collapse would happen under similar
conditions.
In addition, heater control, as described by the Apollo 14 flight
plan, was specified in the test procedures. This specification was
based on a heat-leak characteristic similar to that found in the service
module (that is, a bay temperature of approximately 70° F). The test by
the manufacturer was run at an ambient temperature of 1400 F. Because
the heater switching is a function of quantity levels and mission time,
it became apparent that the increased heat leak, caused by the high am-
bient temperatures, would force earlier switching times. Again, an
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accurate calculation of the increased heat-leak function was obtained
with the CAP. The results of this detailed comparison study gave a much
higher degree of confidence in the overall program and in the capability
of the program to support the Apollo 14 mission.
Apollo 14 Premission Analysis
Once the program had simulated the manufacturer's test satisfac-
torily, production of several profiles for support of the Apollo 14
flight was required. Simulator data for crewmember training, spacecraft
consumables analysis, and crew charts for monitoring onboard systems
are among the most important support profiles. The crew chart for hydro-
gen, which was the constraining gas for this mission, is shown in fig-
ure 7. Shown on the chart, also, is the hydrogen redline, which is the
minimum return quantity based on a tank failure at the critical point
in the flight. Critical point is defined as the point at which no re-
turn to the primary landing area can be accomplished before the planned
nominal time. This point usually is determined by the limitations of
the main propulsion system. However, because the Apollo 14 spacecraft
was to begin the return to earth as soon as possible after the docking
of the lunar module (LM) and the CSM, the critical point occurred during
the second lunar surface extravehicular activity. The oxygen crew chart
is shown in figure 8. The desired management scheme is reflected by the
chart, and the tank-failure capability is retained. For the first time,
a cryogen tank for a manned space flight was off-loaded before lift-off.
This was required for the demonstration of low-density tank performance,
because the Skylab Program will require depleting the tanks.
During the Apollo 14 premission analysis, parametric studies, in-
cluding the important tank-blowdown analysis, were conducted. The blow-
down analysis was performed to verify the capability of the tank 3
enhancement mode. A failure similar to the failure that occurred during
the Apollo 13 flight (but without the LM) was assumed for this mode.
With the isolation valve closed, no heaters operating in tank 3, and a
heat leak approaching zero, proof was required that sufficient oxygen
remained to provide ECS oxygen for a return from lunar orbit. Basically,
when the heat leak is zero, the cryogen tanks function as high-pressure
gas-storage bottles. The tanks will store, without loss, an oxygen quan-
tity at 900 psia that is a function of the ambient temperature. This
capability is shown in figure 9. Later tests performed at MSC verified
a no-heater blowdown mode capability from a 20-percent quantity level.
These tests demonstrated a flow rate equal to (1) an emergency return
of a 40-ampere load on the fuel cell plus the ECS requirements and
(2) an ECS pressure decay flow.
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Flight'Supp6rt
During the Apollo 14 flight, several profile updates were scheduled
to adjust for lift-off values; later, profile updates were to be per-
formed to adjust for heat-leak and pressure-switch shifts. However,
early in the flight, it became apparent that a check valve on oxygen
tank 2 was not functioning. An analysis was required to determine the
effect the failure would have during the rest of the-mission. Figure 10
shows the predicted profile based on this failure. The total use, a
function of system demands, was not affected, but flow sharing between
the tanks was changed. This difference can be observed by comparing-the
oxygen crew chart to figure 10. The check valve'failure significantly
impaired the capability to recalculate the heat-leak function; conse-
quently, no further quantity predictions were made.
However, another problem occurred. For Apollo 14 prelaunch and
flight operations, the redline on the oxygen tank heater element was set
at 2000 F. Preliminary analysis had indicated that the peak temperature
on oxygen tank 3 (the lowest in density) would exceed the redline only
slightly. However, it became obvious that the knowledge of stratifica-
tion and low-g effects caused by passive thermal control was limited,
because the redline was violated before the spacecraft entered lunar
orbit. After a new set of thermal tapes had been provided, the heater-
on times were recalculated. By processing the'thermal tapes, computa-
tion of new heater-element temperature limits was possible. This
analysis was more realistic than the prelaunch .predictions and became
the guideline for the balance of the mission.
From the preliminary postflight mission analysis, it is apparent
that the predictions made for the Apollo 14 mission were extremely
accurate. The results of the preliminary postflight analysis are shown
in'table IV. Although flow sharing between the tanks deviated slightly
from the premission prediction, good correlation existed with the in-
flight revision. The depletion profile for the Apollo 14 oxygen tank 3
is shown in figure 11. The effect for tanks 1 and 2 is similar to that
of tank 3.
Future Plans
Inasmuch as changes are made to the spacecraft, the cryogenic gas
storage system, and the delivery system, the CAP must be considered to
be changing dynamically as well. Because the program is modular in con-
cept, modification is relatively easy. It has been pointed out previ-
ously that any desired tank configuration can be defined, but plumbing
changes must be implemented.
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In addition to the spacecraft hardware changes, the following items
are under investigation.
1. An improvement in the oxygen equation of state
2. Development of an equation of state for hydrogen
3. Addition of the thermodynamic properties of nitrogen for future
evaluation of a two-gas atmosphere
The CAP, while certainly not designed for the space shuttle, will pro-
vide the basic thermodynamic properties required for the analytical
requirements of the shuttle program.
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TABLE I.- CHARACTERISTIC VALUES FOR THE PRESSURE-RELIEF VALVE
(a) Pressure values
Oxygen HydrogenPoint
pressure, psi pressure, psi
E 965.0 268.0
D 974.0 270.5
A 983.0 273.0
B 989.8 282.8
C 1010.0 283.0
(b) Flow-rate values
Flow rate, Flow rate,Cryogen point B, lb/hr point C, lb/hr
Oxygen 3.0 26.0
Hydrogen .69 6.0
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TABLE II.- HEATER CONTROL ACCORDING TO TEST PROCEDURES
Heater control
g.e.t., hr:min
Tank 1 Tank 2 Tank 3
00:00 Automatic Automatic Off
11:10 Off Off Automatic
59:30 Automatic Automatic Off
65:10 Off Off Automatic
81:20 Automatic Automatic Off
162:10 Automatic Off Off
*168:10 Automatic Off Automatic
171:40 Off Off Automatic
**200:12 Automatic Automatic Off
216:12 Off Off Off
*Isolation valve to be closed
**This switchover is to occur
or less.
from
when
168:10 to 171:40 g.e.t.
tank 3 quantity is 6 percent
TABLE III.- HEATER CONTROL ACCORDING TO TEST DATA
*Started tank 1 and 2 quantity balance.
**Isolation valve closed at 133:00 and opened at 136:30 g.e.t.
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Heater control
ge.t., hr:min
Tank 1 Tank 2 Tank 3
00:00 Automatic Automatic Off
11:10 Off Off Automatic
59:10 Automatic Automatic Off
· 65:10 Off Off Automatic
81:20 Automatic Automatic Off
*115:30 Off Automatic . Off
**133:00 Automatic Off Automatic
136:30 Off Off Automatic
*149:30 Off Automatic Off
181:30 Automatic Automatic Off
216:12 Off Off Off
TABLE IV.- PRELIMINARY POSTMISSION ANALYSIS OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
apercent deviation, p .- A
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Cryogen Premission prediction, lb Actual remaining, lb
Oxygen a43 3 .1 (1.2) 438.1
Hydrogen a14.8 (3.0) 15.25
RELIEF VALVE
* CHECK VALVE
(& ISOLATION, VALVE
MTU RESTRICTOR
Figure 1.- Apollo 14 storage and delivery system.
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(2) HEATER MANAGEMENT AND NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
(3) CROSSOVER OF HEATERS
(4) RESTART OF CASE, UPDATE DATA SUCH AS HEAT
LEAK, ISOLATION VALVES AND DEAD BANDS
(5) HEATER ELEMENT NODAL TEMPS (02)
WRITE PLOT TAPE
COMPUTE 02 AND H2 FLOW SHARINGI
Figure 2.- Simplified flow diagram of the CAP logic.
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I
I
I COMPUTE TIME INTERVAL 'H' I
UPDATE 02 AND H2 STATE
AS A FUNCTION OF 'H',
FLOW RATE AND HEAT LEAK
Figure 2.- Concluded.
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CONSIDER OR
BYPASS OPTIONS (4) 02 OR H2 LEAKAGE IN
LINE OR FROM
(1) SUMMARY PRINT INDIVIDUAL TANK
(2) TANK STRETCH (5) FUEL CELL PURGE
(3) CONSTANT PRESSURE (6) VENTING CONDITIONS
T
SM ! CM
3.0-3.5
3.0-3.5
ECS
NOTES:
j'1- 1. -*- CHECK VALVE
2. -- FILTER
3. -0- ISOLATION VALVE
4. -^VV RESTRICTOR
Figure 3.- Simplified oxygen delivery system.
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Figure 4.- Apollo CSM vent-valve characteristics.
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Figure 5.- Oxygen tank 1 pressure collapse.
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ABSTRACT
The Integrated Systems Program is capable of simulating both
nominal and anomalous operation of the Apollo Cryogenics Storage
System (CSS). Two versions of the program exist; one for the
Apollo 14 configuration and the other for "J" Type Mission configur-
ations. The program consists of two mathematical models which are
dynamically coupled. A model of the CSS components and lines
determines the oxygen and hydrogen flowrate from each storage tank
given the tank pressures and temperatures, and the Electrical Power
Subsystem (EPS) and Environmental Control Subsystem (ECS) flow
demands. Temperatures and pressures throughout the components and
lines are also determined. A model of the CSS tankage determines
the pressure and temperatures in the tanks given the flowrate from
each tank and the thermal environment. The model accounts for tank
stretch and includes simplified oxygen tank heater and stratification
routines. Supporting subroutines are used to calculate thermophysical
properties from National Bureau of Standards (NBS) data-and to calcu-
late the CSS thermal environment during various mission phases.
Anomalous conditions such as a fan and/or heater failure, degraded
tank vacuum annulus performance, failed check values, and leaking
lines can be simulated. The program is currently operational on the
Univac 1108 computer.
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INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Systems Program is a mathematical representation
of the Apollo Cryogenic Storage System (CSS) and is capable of simulating
both nominal and anomalous operation of the system. The program is
modular in structure and consists of a storage tank model, a compon-
ents and lines model and auxiliary routines. Two versions of the
program exist; one for the Apollo 14 spacecraft configuration and
the other for the "J" Type Mission configuration. The "J" configur-
ation differs from the Apollo 14 configuration primarily by the addition
of a hydrogen storage tank and several other components.
The tankage model is capable of simulating the thermodynamic
performance of the CSS hydrogen and oxygen tanks. The model accounts
for the effects of heat leakage, heater and/or fan operation, duty
cycles, and control equipment as well as all significant thermal,
elastic, thermoelastic and thermodynamic effects which influence tank
performance. Capability to predict the effects of thermal stratifi-
cation on the oxygen tank performance and to define oxygen tank heater
temperatures are included.
The components and lines model determines the oxygen and hydrogen
flowrate from each storage tank based on the pressures and temperatures
of the individual tanks and the flow demands of the Electrical Power
Subsystem (EPS) and the Environmental Control Subsystem (ECS). A
transient analysis is performed to determine the pressures and temper-
atures at each junction and the flowrates in each leg of the system.
These values are used to determine the instantaneous steady state
pressure drop across all components in each leg.
Anomalous operation of the tanks, such as heater and/or fan fail-
ures, degraded tank vacuum annulus performance, and loss of tanks, may
be simulated. In addition, line leaks and anomalous operation of
any component may be simulated for the oxygen and/or hydrogen distri-
bution systems.
The auxiliary routines describe the thermal environment of the
CSS and provide oxygen and hydrogen thermophysical data. The vehicle
thermal model computes the outer wall temperatures of the storage tanks
as well as spacecraft bay wall and shelf temperatures for various
mission phases including translunar coast, transearth coast, attitude
holds, and lunar orbit. The thermophysical data routine contains
data for both oxygen and hydrogen obtained from the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS) over the expected system operating range.
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Input to the Integrated Systems program includes the initial state
and quantities of the cryogens in the tanks, EPS and ECS flowrate demands,
component characteristics, inertial accelerations and the mission mode.
The program, written in Fortran V, is operational on the Univac 1108
computer.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Apollo CSS supplies oxygen and hydrogen on a demand basis to
the EPS and the ECS. The cryogenic fluids are stored in their super-
critical states in tanks located in the Service Module (SM). Each
tank is equipped with individual components for filling; venting;
quantity, temperature, and pressure measurements; pressure control
and relief; and the accompanying displays and controls. For all
missions through Apollo 13, the storage system was comprised of two
hydrogen tanks and two oxygen tanks. The arrangement of these tanks
in Sector IV of the SM is shown in Figure 1. For the Apollo 14
Mission the storage system consisted of an additional oxygen tank
located in Sector I of the SM making a total of three oxygen tanks
and two hydrogen tanks. Subsequent missions will have three hydrogen
tanks as well as three oxygen tanks. The additional hydrogen tank
will also be located in Sector I of the SM. Figure 2 presents the
tankage arrangement in Sector I.
During nominal operation, the storage system is maintained at a
relatively constant pressure with fluid temperature increasing during
the mission. Pressure is maintained above the critical pressure in
the tanks by the application, either manually or automatically, of
electrical heater power. Prior to the Apollo 14 Mission, electrical
heat was supplied to the storage tanks in conjunction with destratifi-
cation fans. However, subsequent to the Apollo 13 oxygen system
failure, the system was redesigned to eliminate the fans in the oxygen
tanks, although fans are still used in the hydrogen tanks.
The nominal operating pressure of the storage tanks is 245 + 15
psia and 900 + 35 psia for the hydrogen and oxygen tanks, respectively.
The fluid flow rate is controlled on a demand basis by the ECS
and EPS regardless of the storage system's pressure or operating mode.
Under nominal operating conditions there are 29.3 pounds of hydrogen
and 330.1 pounds of oxygen loaded into each of the storage tanks.
Of these amounts, there are 28.2 pounds of usable hydrogen and 323.5
pounds of usable oxygen. Other pertinent storage system operational
parameters are presented in Table 1.
Cryogenic Storage Tanks
A major difference between the oxygen and hydrogen tanks is in
the material used in their fabrication. These materials are listed in
Table 1 and were obtained from Reference 1. In the broad sense, the
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physical configuration for both tanks is similar in nature and they
can be described as a typical unit.
Each tank consists of two concentric spherical shells with
thermal insulation in the annular space between the shells. In
the oxygen tanks, the insulation supports the pressure vessel. The
annulus of each tank is equipped with a vac-ion pump to maintain the
low pressure required for adequate vacuum insulation, although in
flight the oxygen pumps are the only pumps which may be operated.
In addition, the pressure vessel supports (hydrogen tank only), fluid
lines, and the electrical conduit are located within the evacuated
annulus. The exit fluid line is routed through the annulus before
exiting from the tank to provide vapor cooling.
Prior to Apollo 13, each tank was equipped with a two element
heater and two destratification fans. However, following the Apollo
13 oxygen system failure, the two element heater and destratification
fans in the oxygen tanks were removed and replaced with a three
element heater. In addition, the heater thermostat for protection
against high heater temperatures was removed and replaced with a
temperature sensor. The new sensor is located on the heater tube.
Another temperature sensor is located above the capacitance probe and
measures the bulk fluid temperature. Electrical lines leading into
the redesigned oxygen tank have also been sheathed to reduce the fire
hazard.
Cryogenic System Components and Lines
Figures 3 and 4 are schematics of the component and line config-
urations for the Apollo 14 oxygen and hydrogen systems, respectively,
showing the relative locations of the components which make up the
system. Figures 5 and 6 present similar schematics for the "J" Type
Mission system. In general, the system is composed of lines, valve
modules, flow filters and flow restrictors. For missions prior to
Apollo 14, the system valve modules for both the hydrogen and oxygen
systems each contained two relief valves, two pressure transducers,
two pressure switches and one check valve. For Apollo 14, a half
valve module was added for oxygen tank 3 and contains one relief
valve, one pressure switch, and a check valve. A solenoid operated
shutoff valve was also added between oxygen tanks 2 and 3.
The relief valves in these modules are a gradual opening
differential pressure poppet type which assures the lowest possible
leakage with virtually zero delta pressure between crack and full
flow. These valves are designed to be unaffected by back pressure in
the downstream plumbing and are temperature compensated over the full
range of fluid temperatures which may occur.
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The pressure transducers are absolute pressure devices which
utilize bonded strain gauges to produce millivolt signals to the
signal conditioner. The signal conditioner is integral to the
transducer with a 0 to 5 VDC output linearly proportioned to tank
pressure. The transducers can operate at environmental temperatures
as low as -800 F and are capable of supplying a continuous readout of
pressure over the specified range with a maximum error of + 2-1/2
percent of full scale.
The pressure switches are single-throw, single pole absolute
pressure devices which may be used to control the motor switches
which activate the destratification motors and/or tank heaters. These
switches have been used successfully in an environment of -4000F.
The check valve is a spring loaded poppet type and is designed
to open at a differential pressure of approximately 1 psi. The valve
seat has a large area to prevent chattering during flow in the normal
direction and to help obtain a positive seal if pressurized in the
reverse direction.
The fuel cell valve module for the hydrogen system consists of
two check valves and three solenoid operated valves in one valve
body. The check valves are a dual seat type which allow the main
passage to be full open and the auxiliary passage barely cracked at
low flows. At high flows, both the main and auxiliary passages are
completely open. The solenoid valves are poppet latch type and are
actuated by a magnetic armature suspended on a Bellville spring.
Opening and closing coils on both sides of the armature actuate the
valve. The valves open against pressure and pressure helps to seal
the valve against leakage when closed to flow in the normal flow
direction.
For the oxygen system, the fuel cell valve module contains check
valves similar to those in the hydrogen fuel cell valve module.
However, subsequent to Apollo 13, the solenoid valves have been taken
out of the module and mounted externally and upstream of the flow
transducers to the fuel cells.
The oxygen and hydrogen inline filters consist of several
chemically etched discs stacked in a cartridge. They are rated at
5 microns nominally and 12 microns absolute with a capacity to contain
.25 grams contaminant.
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Several components have been added to the CSS for missions
subsequent to the Apollo 14 ("J" type missions). A half valve
module containing a relief valve, a pressure switch, and a check
valve has been added for the third hydrogen tank. There are three
oxygen restrictors in the ECS for "J" type missions versus two for
other Apollo missions. The third restrictor line is a branch of the
oxygen tank 2 ECS supply line and reconnects downstream of the junction
of the other two restrictor lines. This restrictor line includes a
filter and eheck valve.
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ANALYTICAL FORMULATION
The Integrated Systems Program was developed as a tool to aid in
the preflight planning and the postflight analysis of the Apollo Cryo-
genic Storage System. Modular in structure, the program is comprised
of a tankage model, a components and line model and several auxiliary
subroutines. All significant effects which influence system perform-
ance, such as thermal environment and mission mode, are included.
Given the component characteristics, the initial state of the
cryogens in the tanks, the EPS and ECS flow requirements and the
mission mode, the program is capable of simulating the nominal perform-
ance of the CSS. Figure 7 presents a flow diagram of the program. Out-
put includes the temperature, pressure and flowrates at various points
in the system as well as the remaining quantities and state of the
cryogens in the tanks.
In addition to nominal performance, the program is capable of
simulating the operation of the CSS under anomalous conditions. The
effects of degraded performance of the tank vacuum annulus caused by
the presence of air or the cryogen in the jacket may be determined.
Abnormal environmental temperatures or tank fan and heater failures
may be simulated. Anomalous operation of the check valves, filters,
relief valves or flow restrictors may be investigated. Oxygen or
hydrogen line leaks may be modeled nearly anywhere in the system.
Two versions of the program were developed. One version is
capable of simulating the CSS up to and including the Apollo 14 config-
uration. The other is capable of simulating the "J" Type Mission
configuration. The primary difference in these programs is in the
components and lines model. Only the "J" Type configuration will be
discussed in this document.
The following sections discuss the analytical formulation of the
major models and supporting subroutines which comprise the Integrated
Systems Program.
Storage Tank Model
The storage tank model was developed to simulate the thermodynamic
performance of the Apollo CSS oxygen and hydrogen tanks. Given the
initial conditions and flow demands, the model simultaneously updates
the thermodynamic state in each storage tank based on control equipment
operation, tank characteristics and heat leak. A flow diagram of the
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model is presented in Figure 8.
The model may be divided into two sections. The first section
determines the maximum time increment over which all tanks may be
simulated. The second section uses this time increment to update the
state of the fluid in each tank corresponding with the conditions which
prevail at the end of the time increment.
The time increment depends on the rate of change of pressure and
the operation of the pressure switches in each tank. The time for the
tank pressure to reach a specified excursion (currently 15 psi) from
its initial state is compared to the time required to reach the press-
ure control limit. The shorter of these two time intervals is defined
as the maximum dynamic simulation time increment for a given tank.
Dynamic simulation time increments for all tanks are compared and the
smallest one is chosen as the total tank system dynamic simulation time
increment. This value is then compared with a user specified increment
and the lesser is selected as the time increment for use in updating
the state of all cryogenic tanks.
Upon the determination of the time increment, the thermodynamic
state of the fluid in each tank is updated. The average pressure for
the time interval is determined from the initial tank pressure, the
initial pressure rise (or decay) rate, and the length of the time inter-
val. The average density for the time increment is determined from the
tank volume, the initial weight of cryogen in the tank, and the flow-
rate. Using these averaged thermodynamic properties, the average press-
ure change rate is recomputed for each tank. The average pressure
change rate and flowrate are then used to update the pressure and den-
sity at the end of the time interval. Finally, fluid temperatures are
obtained using the thermophysical routines.
In addition to updating the state of each storage tank, the addi-
tional flowrates required by the fuel cells to provide power for all
electrical equipment operating during the time interval are determined
and added to the EPS flow demand. The time required for a complete
pressure cycle and heater cycle is also computed for each tank.
One of the basic functions of the model is the determination of the
rate of change of tank pressure with respect to time. The method of
determining this derivative differs for the two cryogens since the
effects of thermal stratification are considered significant in the
oxygen tanks, but not in the hydrogen tanks.
Oxygen Tank. The thermal stratification, resulting from non-uni-
form heating of the cryogen, significantly affects the operation of the
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oxygen tanks. The non-uniform heating leads to higher pressurization
rates than that which would result from uniform heating. Furthermore,
at high densities, thermally stratified oxygen can experience rapid
pressure decay upon mixing due to the thermodynamic properties of the
oxygen.
In order to determine the pressure derivative, the oxygen tank is
represented by three nodes or volumes. One node (V1) is associated
with the fluid within the tank heater column. A second node (V2)
represents the fluid immediately surrounding the heater column. The
final node (V3) represents the remaining fluid in the tank. The nodal
representation of the tank is shown in Figure 9.
The oxygen which flows from the tank is withdrawn from V3. Mass
interchange is permitted between V1 and V2, but not between V2 and V3.
A result of this constraint is that V2 continuously increases during a
mission due to fluid withdrawal from V3. The effects of tank stretch
and the compression of the fluid in the fill and vent lines (see
Appendix II) on the pressure derivative are accounted for in V3.
The cylindrical heater is described by a heat source of a specified
temperature with a specified heat flux into the two adjacent oxygen
nodes. The heater temperature data used in the model were obtained
from Apollo 14 flight data and computer simulations of heater operation.
The heat flux to the surrounding nodes is calculated from the electri-
cal energy input to the heater, the heater configuration, and the time
history of the heater temperature. Heat input is apportioned between
the nodes adjacent to the heater by a simple conduction analogy which
satisfies a total energy balance for the heater column. Heat conduct-
ion is permitted between V2 and V3, but not directly between V1 and V2.
The thermal energy exchange between V1 and V2 must pass through the
heater tube. All external heat leak is applied to V3. Heat leak radiant
energy transfer is assumed to be negligible.
Mass and energy balance relationships were developed for the fluid
in each of the tank nodes. The energy balance equations are:
dt V V 1 1 + ml 1 H (ml)h2 + H (-ml)hlI (1)
-ml (h l- 1 )1
dct q2+ m2 |H(m'2)hl + H(-m2)h2 m (2)
-P2 02 dt _ m2(h2- 2 )
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and
dp , ~3 dV3 +
dt V q 33 dt 3 3
where:
0 x < 0
H(x) =
1 x > 0
dV3 = dVtank dp _ dV? dVL
dt dp dt dt dt
The mass balance equations are:
=m
m3 = withdrawal
The Nomenclature used in these equations is defined in Appendix I.
The mass balance relations may be substituted into Equations (1),
(2) and (3) to yield a set of three non-linear equations in the three
variables d, and dV which may be solved iteratively. The result-dt' dt
ing pressure derivative is then applied as described above.
The pressure collapse potential is defined as the difference
between the instantaneous value of pressure and the value that would
result from sudden complete mixing of the fluid. Using the individual
values of enthalpy for the three volumes, a mean enthalpy is determined
for each tank. The mean density of the fluid in each tank is then
determined from the known weight of the remaining oxygen and tank
volume. The tank pressure for this mixed condition is obtained from
the thermophysical routines. Finally, the pressure collapse potential
is computed using this pressure and the pressure under stratified
conditions.
Hydrogen Tank. During the Apollo 7 Mission, flight tests were
performed which demonstrated that thermal stratification did not
significantly affect the performance of the hydrogen tanks. It was
therefore assumed that thermodynamic equilibrium existed in the hydro-
gen tanks at all times. The equation which determines the rate of
change of pressure with respect to time for the hydrogen tanks is:
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.. m| 3 ap]+ 1
1 - +V ( 3p a)
dp 
dtp rTV + (1-0) + 3a 3T (4)
1+3cap ap TVNp 2-Y P
Equation (4) is derived in Appendix II and accounts for variations in
tank volume due to fluid pressure and temperature excursions as well
as the compression of fluid in the fill and vent lines. All terms of
Equation (4) may be determined from the CSS system and fluid thermo-
dynamic properties.
Components and Lines Model
The components and lines model simulates the operation of the
Apollo CSS from the tanks to the user subsystems. Given the EPS and
ECS flow demands, and the tank conditions, the pressures, tempera-
tures and flowrates are determined at various points in the system.
A flow diagram of the model is shown in Figure 10.
The model is divided into two parts which are called, for
convenience, the matrix and nodal models. The matrix model is a
mathematical representation of the oxygen and hydrogen systems based on
the linearized electrical analogs shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
A transient, compressible flow analysis of each system is performed to
determine the flow rate in each leg and the pressure at each matrix
node. The nodal model then uses this information to perform a steady-
state, incompressible flow analysis of each leg to determine the
pressure at selected locations along that leg and to update the non-
linear characteristics of the individual components and line segment
resistances. The nodal model also performs a transient thermal analysis
of the lines and components. Detailed electrical analogs of the oxygen
and hydrogen systems are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
Matrix Model. The conservation of mass principle is used to
determine the matrix node pressures. For any node i, this may be
written (see Appendix III)
dE.
E i iI(
ZI =Ci dt - R (5)
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where
V
i
i 2RTi= i (6)
and Vi Ai dTi
IRi = 2 dt (7)
RT i
The matrix model solves this set of simultaneous equations for each
system by an implicit backward differencing technique. The flow rate
in each leg is then evaluated using the conductances in the character-
istic matrix.
The program can simulate up to two leaks in each system at any
location except downstream of relief valves. Adding a leak is equi-
valent to adding a matrix node. These are included in the character-
istic matrix as floating columns and rows. The flow at leaks is
assumed to be choked and is evaluated in the same manner as over-
board vents which are discussed below.
Nodal Model. The nodal model performs a steady state analysis
of each leg using the matrix model node pressures and temperatures as
boundary conditions. The individual components and line segments are
analyzed as follows:
Lines and Fittings. The pressure drop in a line segment
from inlet i to outlet j is calculated by (see Appendix III):
Pi ~ P = [l R (T )] iii | (8)Pi - Pj= T g c D 4 (Ti + Tj ) (9)
where UA
Since fluid velocities are small, it is assumed in the derivation of
Equation (8) that the flow is laminar and incompressible. The con-
servation of energy principle is used to determine the line tempera-
tures. It is assumed that conduction through the stand-off brackets
and along the lines is negligible. Then, for any node, k,
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(mCp)k dt ak (TA Tk  UA aTLM (10)
p k A ( )- UA ATLM
Fittings have an equivalent L/D of approximately 3. Bends are
included by an equivalent L/D which is a function of the bend
angle (Figure 15). Clogged lines are simulated by incorporating
an increased equivalent length into Equation (8).
Filters, Check Valves, Relief Valves, and Shutoff Valves.
The pressure drops across filters and all open valves are evaluated
from Equations (8) and (9). An equivalent L/D of 100 is assumed
for filters, open check valves, and open relief valves. The equi-
valent L/D for open shutoff valves is assumed to be 10. The
pressure drop across all closed valves is calculated from:
2 2 1.
Pi Pj =m (11)
-7
where the conductance G, is assumed to be 10 for check valves
-10
and 10 10 for relief valves. Check valve and relief valve
hysteresis is modeled as shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.
Clogged filters and valves are simulated by incorporating an equi-
valent L/D that is larger than the nominal value. Failed check
valves and relief valves are simulated by incorporating a cracking
and/or reseat pressure that will hold the valve open or closed as
desired.
The temperature of filters and individual valves are deter-
mined from
(p)k dt , UAAT (12)(p k dt LM,
while the temperatures of valves contained in a valve module
housing are determined from
(mc dp) Tk =(kA)k(T-Tk) - UA ATLM (13)p k dt AL k lk) LM
Restrictors. The pressure drop across the oxygen system flow
restrictors is evaluated using the data in Figure 18. It is
assumed that the process is isothermal.
Overboard Vents. For compressible flow such as overboard
venting, the flow is choked. The pressure is evaluated by:
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The nodal model also checks the solution for convergence. The
updated resistance of each component and line segment is compared to
the resistance used to calculate the flow rates. If the difference
in resistor values is within the convergence criteria, the program
proceeds to the next time step; if not, the flow rates are re-evalu-
ated based on the updated resistances. Iteration of the characteris-
tic matrix proceeds in this manner until the solution converges (nor-
mally within two iterations).
Auxiliary Routines
In order to adequately simulate the operation of the Cryogenic
Storage System, it was necessary to develop several auxiliary routines.
Two of the most important routines will be discussed in this section.
They are the vehicle thermal model and the thermophysical properties
routine.
Vehicle Thermal Model. The vehicle thermal model was developed
to compute the Cryogenic Storage System environmental temperatures and
to determine the heat leak of the oxygen and hydrogen tanks under
normal conditions or under conditions of loss of vacuum in the insula-
tion annulus. The heat leak into the storage tanks is primarily a
function of the flowrate through the vapor cooled shroud (VCS) and the
temperature in the bay. The bay temperature depends to a large extent
upon whether the vehicle is in an inertial hold mode or a passive thermal
control mode. The effect of vacuum loss in the jacket is to increase
the heat leak into the tank.
Oxygen Tank Heat Leak. The heat leak into the oxygen tanks
during nominal operating conditions is computed in the thermal
model using empirical data correlations developed by the Beech
Aircraft Company (Reference 2). These correlations relate the
heat transfer into the oxygen tank with the temperature of the
oxygen in storage, the oxygen expulsion rate and the tank outer
wall temperature. These correlations are given by the following
equations:
Q = AL(T -T m (h - h) (15)
~r VCs Vcs
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Qr = AL2 (Tvcs - T2 (16)
q = AL3 (T1 - T2) + .9 Qr (17)
The value of the constants which apply to Equations (15), (16),
and (17) are as follows:
Redesigned Tank: ALI = .9205 x 10- 5 BTU/HR R2 .5
AL2 = .7278 x 10- BTU/HRR2
'
5
AL3 = .03775 BTU/HROR
The amount and temperature of the oxygen in storage is
computed in the tankage model of the Integrated Systems Program
and is input to the thermal subroutine.
The outer wall tank temperature is computed within the ther-
mal subroutine through a series of data curve fit correlations.
The data for these correlations were obtained using the Thermal
Mathematical Model (TMM) of the Apollo Service Module. This
program is composed of over 800 lumped parameters that constitute
a thermal network specifically formated for solution with the
SINDA Multi-Option computer program. Using TMM, a set of para-
metric computer runs was performed varying the mission mode
(inertial hold, passive thermal control or lunar orbit), the
quantity of the cryogen in the tanks, and the flowrates from the
tanks. A uniform internal tank temperature was assumed in deter-
mining the temperature of each oxygen and hydrogen tank surface.
For use in the thermal subroutine, the temperatures computed
for the surface of the oxygen tanks by the TMMwere averaged for
each tank and curve fit as a function of time. The form of the
resulting curve fit equations is:
2 3
T = ao + alx + a2x + a3 (18)
where x is the time argument. The coefficients for the polynomial
curve fit equations are shown in Table 2. Using these equations,
the tank outer wall temperatures are first estimated as a function
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of mission mode, time in mode and quantity. These values are then
adjusted for the sun look angle. The temperature of the fluid
in the VCS is then computed from the temperature of the fluid in
storage and the outer wall temperature using an iteration scheme.
Once the temperature of the VCS fluid has been determined, the
heat flux is computed using Equations (15), (16), and (17).
Hydrogen Tank Heat Leak. The heat leak to the hydrogen tank
under nominal operating conditions is computed in the thermal
model using data taken from the Apollo Flight Support Handbook
(Reference 1). This data, presented in Figure 19, is a correl-
ation of estimated heat flux as a function of the fluid expulsion
rate and the quantity of fluid remaining in the tank. This data,
however, does not include the effect of temperature in the bay on
the heat flux. Since the outer wall temperature is not taken into
account, the mission mode cannot be considered in the calculation
forthe hydrogen tank heat leak. In addition, the discontinuity
occurring in the curves at a flow rate of 0.25 lbm/hr does not
appear reasonable. Although the correlations presented in Figure
19 do not appear to adequately define the heat leak into the
hydrogen tanks, it is the only data currently available. However,
if additional data becomes available, the hydrogen tank heat leak
correlations used in this portion of the program may be updated
easily.
Vacuum Annulus Failure. The nominal pressure in the tank
annulus under the design vacuum condition is approximately 2 x 10
psia (10- 7 mm Hg). Depending upon the type of failure, the
annulus pressure in the failed condition will be somewhere between
the nominal pressure and the annulus burst disc pressure. Burst
disc pressures for the oxygen and hydrogen tanks are approximately
75 and 80 psia, respectively. Within these pressure bounds, gas
in the annulus may exist in either rarefied or continuum regimes.
The criteria for determining the gas regime is based primarily on
the ratio of the molecular mean free path to the amount of space
available for molecular motion. This ratio is defined as the
Knudsen number (Kn). For values of Kn < 0.01 the gas is normally
treated as continuum flow, while for values of Kn > 1.0 the gas
is assumed to be in the rarefied regime. For the CSS tanks, an
annulus pressure on the order of 10
-
3 psia represents the trans-
ition between the two regimes.
The type of analysis used to compute the amount of heat
transferred across the annulus depends upon the flow regime. For
the rarefied regime the equation for determining the heat flux
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per unit area is given by Reference 3 as:
n+l1 ~ P
q = A (n-l) 8 I (T2 -T.) (19)
For continuum flow regimes, the heat flux per unit area is given
by Reference 4 as:
(T2 -T1 )
q (R2-R1 ) (20)
An analysis was performed for the Apollo cryogenic storage
tanks (Reference 5) assuming residual gas in the annulus consisted
of air or the appropriate cryogen. The analysis showed that for
an annulus pressure of less than approximately 10-7 psia, heat
conduction by the residual gas was essentially negligible. However,
heat conduction increased rapidly with increasing annulus pressure.
The total heat transfer to the tanks as a function of the annulus
pressure is shown in graphical form in Figures 20 and 21. These
curves have been incorporated into the thermal model such that
when the thermal subroutine encounters a failed tank flag, the
data presented in the figures is used to determine the heat flux
to the tank based upon the vacuum jacket pressure. This pressure
is an input to the program.
Components and Line Environmental Temperatures. The environ-
mental temperatures used to determine the state of the fluid in
the components and lines were obtained in a manner identical to
the tank environmental temperatures. The Thermal Mathematical
Model of the Apollo Service Module was used to obtain data at
several locations as given in Table 3. These data were incorpor-
ated into the Integrated Systems Program as a series of curve fit
correlations. The form of the resulting equation is the same as
Equation (18). The coefficients for the curve fit equations are
presented in Table 2.
The TMM did not model the Command Module (CM) cabin, the CM
Reaction Control System Tank Annulus, or the ECS umbilical. The
temperature at these locations was assumed to be 70°F.
Thermophysical Properties for Oxygen and Hydrogen. Computer sub-
routines for computing the thermophysical properties for oxygen and
hydrogen were developed and included into the Integrated Systems
Program. The majority of the data used in these subroutines was
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recommended by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). That data not
available from the NBS was taken from Reference 6 (Stewart). In general
these subroutines determine pressure (p), temperature (T), density (p),
enthalpy (h), the specific heat at constant pressure (c ), the specific
heat at constant volume (c ), viscosity (p), thermal conductivity (k),
isotherm and isochor derivatives and the functions 0 and 0, providing
sufficient information concerning the fluid state is known. The data
is included in the subroutines both in equation and table form. A
routine is also included in the subroutines for interpolating between
values from the tables.
Oxygen Properties. Data contained in the subroutines for
computing the thermophysical properties of oxygen were taken from
References 6, 7, and 8. Reference 6 presents an equation of state
for oxygen determined by R. B. Stewart. The isotherm and isochor
derivatives were derived from this equation. While Reference 7
(Weber) also presents data for the isotherm and isochor derivatives,
the results derived from Reference 6 are valid for a greater range.
Both sets of data were included in the thermophysical subroutines
to provide greater flexibility since the derivatives derived from
Reference 6 may be determined with known values of temperature
and density, while the data from Reference 7 uses either pressure
and temperature or pressure and density.
The equation of state provided by Reference 6 may be used to
compute pressure from known values of density and temperature.
This equation is valid for temperatures between 117 and 540°R and
for pressures to 5000 psia. The equation of state is as follows:
P = P R T + (nlT + n2 + n + n4/T4 + n/T6)p2
+ (n6T 2 n7T + n8 + n /T )+ n/T
+ (nllT + n1 2)p + (n13 +n 1 4 T)
+ 3(n1 5/T + n1 6 /T + n1 7 /T ) exp (n2 5p )
+ p5(n1 8/T + n1 9 /T + n2 0 /T4 ) exp (n2 5p )
+ P (n2 1 /T + n2 2 /T + n2 3 /T) exp (n2 5 2)
n24  ( c 28_ n28)p [ 26(P 028p n 28 )2+n7(TTc)2 i (21)CC
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where: p
c
= 13.333 gmol/liter, critical density
T = 154.77 0K, critical temperature
c
In this expression, p is in atmospheres, T is in °K, and p is in
gmol/liter. The constants for this equation are given in Table 4.
The subroutine in which Equation (21) is programmed converts the
units of density from lbm/cu-ft to gmol/liter and temperature
from °R to °K prior to use. The output pressure is in psia.
The isotherm derivative, -ap IT, is the partial derivative of
Equation (21) with respect to the density at constant temperature
and is given by:
24
ap = R T + niXi
i=l i(22)
Values for the variables in this equation are presented in Table
5.
The coefficients ni are the same as those for Equation (21). The
subroutine which computes the isotherm derivative converts density
from lbm/cu-ft to gmol/liter and temperature from °R to °K prior
to its use in Equation (22). The output derivative is in units
of psia-ft3/lbm.
The isochor derivative -p I is the partial derivative of
Equation (21) with respect to temperature at constant density and
is given by:
ap 24
24 (23)aT = pR + 0niXi
i=l
where the coefficients n. are the same as those listed for Equation
(21). The variables in this equation are shown in Table 6. The
conversion from one set of units to the other is performed the same
as for Equations (21) and (22). The output derivative is in units
of psia/°R.
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In addition to providing data for the isotherm derivative and
the isochor derivative, Reference 7 presents data for density,
enthalpy, specific heats (at constant pressure and volume) and the
functions 0 and ~. All are in tabular form. Further flexibility
was provided by permitting these properties to be determined from
known values of pressure and temperature or from pressure and
density. These tables are valid for temperatures from 100 to 540°R
at 5 degree increments and for pressures ranging from 367 to 1250
psia at increments of 73.5 psi. Table 7 lists the thermophysical
parameters which are available.
Data from Reference 8 is also in the form of tables and
provides viscosity and thermal conductivity as functions of
pressure and temperature. This data is valid for temperatures
ranging from 180 to 5400 R at increments of 18 degrees and for
pressures from 367 to 1250 psia at increments of 73.5 psi.
Hydrogen Properties. The thermophysical properties used
in the-hydrogen subroutine are based upon computer programs
developed by the NBS (Reference 9). These properties are valid
for pressures from 1 to 5000 psia and for temperatures ranging
from 25 to 5000 °R. In the NBS programs all thermophysical
properties are determined from known values of pressure and temp-
erature and include enthalpy, density, specific heatsfor both
constant pressure and constant volume, viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity. However, in the subroutine developed for the Integra-
ted System Program, provision was made to compute the pressure and
temperature from other known properties as described below. The
pressure, density and temperature are in units of psia, lbm/ft3 ,
and °R, respectively.
The NBS program expresses hydrogen density as a polynominal
equation in terms of pressure and temperature, p = p (p,T). The
equation has been programmed such that pressure may be determined
from this equation as a function of density and temperature using
a Newton-Raphson iteration method. An a priori value of pressure
is required to initiate the iteration and should be estimated as
closely as possible to the actual value. Temperature is computed
in a manner similar to that of pressure from this same expression.
The available parameters are listed in Table 7.
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TABLE 1
CRYOGENIC SYSTEM OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
Hydrogen
TANK MATERIAL 5 41-2.5 Sn ELI tl
TANK WEIGHT (PER TANK)
Empty (Approx) 80.00 lb.
Usable Fluid 28.15 lb.
Stored Fluid (100% 29.31 lb.
indication)
Residual 4%
Maximum Fill Quantity 30.03 lb.
TANK VOLUME (PER TANK) 6.80 ft3
TANK PRESSURIZATION
Heaters elements per tank 2
Flight Resistance 78.4 ohms per
element
Nominal Voltage 28 V DC
Power 10 watts per
element*
Total Heater
Heat Input Per tank 68.2 BTU/Hr
Ground Resistance 78.4 ohms per
element
Voltage 28 V DC
Power 10 watts per
element*
Total Heater
Heat Input Per Tank 68.2 BTU/Hr
Oxygen
Inconel 718
90.82 lb.
323.45 lb.
330.1 lb.
2%
337.9 lb.
4.75 ft3
3
18.45 ohms per
element
28 V DC
42.5 watts per
element*
434.8 BTU/Hr
18.45 ohms per
element
28 V DC
42.5 watts per
element*
434.8 BTU/Hr
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Hydrogen
Pressure Switch
Open Pressure Max.
Close Pressure Min.
Deadband Min.
Destratification Motors
(2 Motors Per Tank)
Voltage
Power - Average
Total Average
Motor
Heat Input Per Tank
260 psia
225 psia
10 psia
Oxygen
935 psia
865 psia
30 psia
115/200 V
400 cps
3.5 watts per
motor*
23.8 BTU/Hr
None
None
None
SYSTEM PRESSURES
Normal Operating
Spec Min. Dead Band
of Pressure Switches
245 + 15 psia
10 psi
900 + 35 psia
30 psi
Relief Valve Note:
Crack Min.
Full Flow Max.
Reseat Min.
Outer Tank Shell
Burst Disc
Relief Valves are referenced to environmental
pressure, therefore pressure at sea level
(psig) will be the same value in vacuum (psia)
273 psig
285 psig
268 psig
938 psig
1010 psig
865 psig
+10
Nominal Burst Pressure 90 -20 psid 75 + 7.5 Psid
SYSTEM TEMPERATURES
Stored Fluid
-425 to 80°F
-300 to 80°F
*Conversion Factor: 1 watt = 3.41 BTU/Hr
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TABLE 3
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE LOCATIONS
SINK INDEX LOCATION
150 TUNNEL
151 Bay 4
152 Bay 4
153 Forward Bulkhead
154 Bay 4
155 Bay 4
156 Bay 4
157 Bay 4
158 Forward Bulkhead
159 Forward Bulkhead
160 Umbilical
161 CM RCS Tank Annulus
162 CM Cabin
163 Bay 1
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TABLE 4
CONSTANTS FOR STEWART'S EQUATION OF STATE
R = 0.0820535
n1 = 3.38759078
n2 =-1.31606223
n3 = 1.92049067
n4 = 1.92049067
n5 =-2.90260005
n6 =-5.70101162
n7 = 7.96822375
n8 = 6.07022502
n9 =-2.71019658
n10=-3.59419602
nll= 1.02209557
n12= 1.90454505
n13
=
1.21708394
n14
=
2.44255945
x 10
x 103
x 107
x 1010
x 10o- 8
x 10
-
x 10- 3
n15= 1.73655508
n16= 3.01752841
n 17=-3.49528517
n 1 = 8.86724004
n 19=-2.67817667
n20= 1.05670904
n21= 5.63771075
n2 2 =-1.12012813
n23= 1.46829491
n24= 9.98868924
n25=-0.00560
n 26=-0.157
n27=-0.350
n28= 0.90
x 10
x 10
-
x 10
- 4
-5x 10
x 10-3
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x 102
x 105
x 107
-1
x 10
x 102
x 105
x 10
-
x 102
x 10
- 4
TABLE 5 - VARIABLES FOR COMPUTING ISOTHERM DERIVATIVES
X1
X2
x3
x4
x5
X6
x7
X8
Xg9
X10
xli
X12
X2 4
= 2pT
= 2p
= 2p/T2
= 2p/T4
= .2p/T6
= 3p2T
2
= 3p2T
= 3p2
= 3p2/T
= 3p2/T2
= 4p3T
= 4p3
= ff2f3 +
X13= 5p4
X14 = 5p4/T
X15 = f6/T2
X16 = f6/T3
17= f6 /T4
X18= f7/T
2
X19 = f7/T3
X20= f7/T4
X2 1 = f8/T 2
X22 = fs/T 3
23 = f8/T 4
(n28+1)
P f10f3 +
fl = exp (n2 5 p 2)
f = p 28 -p
f3 = exp [n26f 2 + n27(T-T ) 2
f4 = 2n2 7(T-Tc)f3
f5 = 2flP n25
(n28+1)
P f2fll
f6 = 3flP + f5P 3
f7 = 5flP + f5
f8 = 7flp + f5 p
f9 = (n28+1) p 2 8
f10 = 8( 28 - 1)
fll = 2f2n26f3fl1
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TABLE 6
VARIABLES FOR COMPUTING ISOCHOR DERIVATIVE
2
= p
= 0
= -2p 2/T3
= -4p2/T5
= -6p2/T7
= 2Tp 3
3
= p
= 0
3 2
= 
-p /T
-2 3/T3
4
p
0
X13 0
X14 = -p5/T2
X15 = -2pfl/T3
X16 = -3p 3 f/T4
X17 = -4pf /T5
X18 = -2p5fl/T3
X19 = -3p5
X2 0 = -4p5 fl/T5
X21 =-2p 7fl/T3
X2 2 = -3p7 fl/T4
X23 = -4p7 fl/T5
X = p(n 2 8+1)ff
X24 = 0 f2f4
fl = exp (n2 8 2)
= 28
f2 =0 -p c
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X1
X2
X3
X4
X
5
X6
X7
X8
x9
X10
X11
X1 2
whetre:
TABLE 7
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES SUBROUTINES
PROPERTY UNITS INPUT REFERENCE
VARIABLES
OXYGEN
Density
Enthalpy
Enthalpy
Function 0
Function 0
Isochor
Isochor
Isochor
Isotherm
Isotherm
Isotherm
Pressure
Specific Heat,
Cp
Specific Heat,
Cp
Specific Heat,
C
v
lbm/ft3
btu/lbm
btu/lbm
btu/lbm
psia-ft3/btu
psia/°R
psia/°R
psia/°R
psia-ft3/btu
psia-ft3/btu
psia-ft3/btu
Psia
btu/lbm-°R
btu/lbm-°R
btu/lbm-°R
366
P&T
P&T
P&p
P&T
P&T
T&p
P&T
P&p
T&p
P&T
P&p
T&p
P&T
P&p
P&T
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
6
7
7
6
7
7
7
TABLE 7 (CONT.'D)
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES SUBROUTINES
PROPERTY UNITS INPUT REFERENCE
VARIABLES
OXYGEN 
Specific Heat, btu/lbm-°R P&p 7
C
Thermal Conduc- btu(ft/hr)/ P&T 8
tivity ft2
ft2/OR
Temperature °R P&p 7
Viscosity lbf-hr/ft2 P&T 8
HYDROGEN
¶ . Y
Density
Enthalpy
Function O
Function f
Isochor
Isotherm
Pressure
Specific Heat,
C
p
Specific Heat,
C
v
Thermal Conduc-
tivity
Temperature
Viscosity
ibm/ft 3
btu/lbm
btu/lbm
psia-ft3/btu
psia/°R
psia-ft3/btu
Psia
btu/lbm-°R
btu/lbm-°R
btu(ft/hr)/
ft2/OR
OR
lbf-hr/ft2
P&T
P&T
P&T
P&T
P&T
P&T
T&p
P&T
P&T
P&T
P&p
P&T
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
367
I
FUEL CELLS
02 TANK 1
02 TANK 2
H2 TANK 1
.H2 TANK 2
FIGURE 1. SM SECTOR IV CSS TANKAGE ARRANGEMENT
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02 TANK 3
H2 TANK 3
FIGURE 2. SM SECTOR I CSS TANKAGE ARRANGEMENT
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FIGURE 7
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS PROGRAM
FLOW DIAGRAM
I Initialization I
Determine Flow Demands
TRAJ
Determine Spacecraft
Attitude
NODES
Calculate Environment Temper-
ature for Component and Lines
'I
EQTANK
Calculate Change In The Ther-
modynamic State of Storage Tk.
Update The State Of The CSS
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EPSETC
PLMBNG
Calculate Flowrate, Pressures
and Temperatures In Compon-
ents and Lines
imulation Time Is
Complete
I STOP |
FIGURE 8
STORAGE TANK MODEL
FLOW DIAGRAM
Enter
Compute Pressure And Heater
Cycling Times
CSSTTM
Compute Tank Heat Leak
Estimate Total Heat Addition Rate
Thermophysical Routines
Compute Thermodynamic Properties
Of Tanks
Estimate Rate Of Change Of Pressure
Compute Integration Time Ste
Compute Total Heat Addition
Thermophysical Routines
Compute Average Properties And
Pressure Derivation For Time Step
Update Tank Conditions
Calculate Pressure Collapse
Potential
Exit
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FIGURE 9
OXYGEN TANK NODAL MODEL
mwithdrawal
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FIGURE 10
J TYPE COMPONENT AND LINES
MODEL FLOW DIAGRAM
ASSMBL
COMPUTE EFFECTIVE LINE LENGTHS
CAPRES
COMPUTE CAPITANCE AND
RESIDUAL CURRENTS
I MATRX/MATRXH
OMPUTE APPROX. SYSTEM PRESSURES
[| NODAL
COMPUTE PRESSURES, TEMPERATURES,
RESISTANCES AND FLOWS FOR SYSTEM
COND
COMPUTE CONDUCTANCES
'S.,\EC
FOR NO UPDATE
RESISTOR RESISTORS
ONVERG ENC
YES
UPDATE TIME PARAMETERS
RETURN 
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CHECK VALVE RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Closed
Open
FIGURE 17
RELIEF VALVE RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Closed
|I X1 | Open
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FIGURE 21- Variation of CSS Tank Heat Leak for Loss
of Annulus Vacuum - Hvdrogen or Oxvgen Leakage
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APPENDIX I
NOMENCLATURE
A Area, in2
A Accommodation coefficient, equal to 1.0.
C Capacitance analog, C = ibm - in /lbf2
c Specific heat of fluid at constant pressure, btu/
P - (ibm-OR).
c Specific heat of fluid at constant volume, btu/
v (lbm'- OR).
d Wall thickness, in.
D Line diameter, in.
E Electrical potential analog, E = p2, lbf2/in4
En Energy of system
f Friction factor, dimensionless.
G Conductance analog lbf 2-hr/(lbm-in )
9g Gravity constant lbm-in/(lbf-hr2)
h Enthalpy of stored fluid, btu/lbm
h' Enthalpy at initial state, btu/lbm
h Enthalpy of fluid in vapor cooled shroud, btu/lbm.
vcs
I Current analog, I = m, lbm/hr.
IR Residual current analog, IR 2 d bm/hr.
RR RT 2 = dt i
k Thermal conductivity, btu/(hr-ft-°R).
K Constant, K =(~ -)- ( i).n 2(n-l),lbmOR /2 /(lbf-hr).
K Knudsen number, A/1, dimensionless.
n
1 Characteristic length, ft.
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L Length, in.
M Gas molecular weight, lbm/(lb-mole)
m Mass, ibm.
m Mass flowrate, ibm/hr.
n Ratio of specific heats, cp/Cv, dimensionless.
N Polytropic exponent for gas lines attached to tank,
dimensionless.
P VD
NRE Reynolds number, , dimensionless.
P,p Pressure, psia
q Total heat input rate, btu/hr.
2
q :Heat leak flux, btu/(hr-ft2 )
Qr Radiation heat leak, btu/hr.
r Mean pressure vessel radius, in.
R Universal gas constant.
R1 Inner tank wall radius, ft.
R2 Outer tank wall radius, ft.
s Fluid velocity, in/hr.
t Time, hr.
T Temperature, OR.
T1 Temperature of tank outer wall, R.
T2 Temperature of tank inner wall, °R.
Tvcs Average temperature of fluid in vapor cooled shroud, °R.
u Internal energy of fluid, btu/lbm.
390
Overall heat transfer coefficient, btu/(hr-in2-°R).
3Specific volume, ft3/lbm.
Tank Volume, ft3
Volume of lines attached to tank, ft3
Young's modulus for tank material, psi.
Tank material thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°R.
Tank thickness, in.
Difference, dimensionless
Emissivity, dimensionless
aH
Thermodynamic function, -P d , btu/lbm.
P
Mean free path, ft.
Viscosity, lbm/ (in-hr).
Fluid density, lbm/ft3
Sttphan-Boltzman constant, = .1xl 1 1 , btu/(hr-in2 -
°R ).
Poisson's ratio for tank material, dimensionless.
1 aE1 3
Thermodynamic function, p au psia-ft /btu.
Line bend angle, degrees.
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U
v
V
VL
Y
B
a
A
e
X
p
Cp
Subscripts
C
i
j
k
1
LM
r
R
S
Cracking
Inlet
Outlet
Arbitrary Line or node
Arbitrary line or node
Logarithmic mean
Reseat
Residual
Sink
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APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF dp/dt FOR VARIABLE VOLUME TANKS
DUE TO PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CHANGES
Introduction.
An expression for the rate of change of pressure for the cryo-
genic storage tanks has been developed for a constant volume
(Reference A-1) and for a variable volume caused by tank stretch due to
pressure changes (Reference A-2). The latter expression is:
Vm V q - (AII-1)
dt 304pr1 + 2 dY (l-u)
where:
o = (ah) (AII-2)
4, 1 (32p.) (AII-3)P au p
If Young's Modulus, Y, is taken as infinity (no tank stretch), Equation
(AII-1) reduces to the expression for dp/dt as presented in Reference
A-1.
The expression for dp/dt considering variable Volume resulting
from tank stretch due to both pressure and temperature changes is
developed in this Appendix. For completeness, a portion of the
derivation from Reference A-2 is also presented.
Derivation.
The First Law of Thermodynamics may be written:
dEn dV
dt q + m h' - p dt
If it is assumed that the system is at uniform pressure, p,
and that kinetic and potential energy may be neglected, then
En = mu = pVu
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and
dV
d(oVu) = q +mh' - pdt
dt
du d (mv)
ud(pV) + pV-t = q + m h' - dt
dt
Now
u = h - pv.
udm +pVd(h-v) =q +m h' -
dt dt q + m 
pmdv pvdm
dt dt
um + pV dh - pV d(pv) = q + m h'- pm dv - p v m
dt dt dt
m (u + pv) + pV dh - pVp dv - pVv dp
dt dt dt
m h + pV dh -m v
dt/ dt
= q + m h'
- V dp = q + m h' - p v
dt dt
V dp =p V dh - q + m (h - h')
dt dt
dp_ = p dh - q + m
-dt dt V V (h - h').
Since ht h', the last term is negligible.
Thus, dp = pdh - q
dt dt V
Assume that
h = h(p,p).
then
dh = ;ah p
ap p
dp + hh |
[pp
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Then
dv
- pm dt
(AII-4)
dp
dht ap 
dt Bp p
dp + ah I dp
dt ap Ip dt .
Now,
V =m
p
dp = d(V)
dt dtdt
1 dm m' dV
V dt V2 dt
= p dm _p dV
m dt V dt.
dh _ h I dp
dt ap P dt
Substituting forO from Equation (AII-2)
dh = ahI dp -
dt ap pdt
Since h = u + pv = u
ap .
ahpap p
Om+ 0 dV
m V dt
+ p
P ,
I+ aa(P)
ap p
au + 1
7p p pp
So,
dh =a_ ul + 1]
dt ap p p
dtp
dt
0 ' 0 dV
--- m V dt .
m V dt.
Substituting for Ofrom Equation (AII-3)
dh r 1 +It  dt~ [-PO 1] dp O ' dVpJ dt m V dt .
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and
So,
then
(AII-5)
I
+ _
a~~~p-
rP dm - p dV 1
p I m dt V dt J.
jI
It is at this point that the assumption is made that tank stretch is a
function of both pressure, p, and temperature, T.
dV av
dt ap
T dp + aV dTdt aT p dt .
It is necessary to determine dT/dt
dT -aTI dP + aT 'dp
dt ap pdt ap p dt
Now, m = PV
dm dp V + dV
dt dt dt
So, dp = m _ p dV
dt V V dt
Substituting Equations (AII-8) into Equation (AII-7),
Equation (AII-7) into Equation (AII-6) results in:
and substituting
dV av I + avl aTI + aTI
dt p T dt aTlp plp dt a p
For convenience, the following substitutions have been made:
3VA av
ap IT
C = p 
DP~ I P
Then,
dV AP + B
dt dt
B = T I
aT = pD= aTp
Cdp + D m
+D (V V
dv)]
Tt'
dV = (A + BC) dp + BD m - BDp dV
dt dt V V dt
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(AII-6)
(AII-7)
(AII-8)
(m _ dV ]
(fV vi -t)
(1 + P )
v
dV
dVdV = (A + BC)dt
(A + BC) dp + BDmdt V
dp + BDm
dt V
dt 1 + BDP
V
Substituting Equation (AII-9) into Equation (AII-5).
dh 
=
1 + 1 dp
dt P PJ .dt
dh = 1
dt Po
- -m +- 
m VL
+ 1 + (A + BC)] dp
p V+BDP dt
(A + BC) dp +dt
BDp1+
Om + OBDm
m V(V+BDp)
But from Equation (AII-4)
dh _ 1 dp + q
dt p dt pV
Therefore,
+ e(A+BC) ]
V+BDp I
dp
dt
Om OBDm
m V(V+BDp)
1 +ILP
(A+BC) ] dp
V+BDp J dt
Om OBDm
m I V(V+BDp)
resulting in:
m + q _ OBDm
dp = PV PV V(V+BDP)
dt
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(AII-9)
BD VV ]
dt+
q =[P1
pVL Pf +1'
and,
+ q
PV
1 + a (A+BC)
-T V+BD p
_E + -j O4BDmp
V V V(V+BDp)
1 + eo(A+BC)
V+BDp
Substituting for A, B
em - + i±
V V
dt
dt
, C and D
TTm I |-p I 1
V(V+p I p
=
I pap pv+p~I p aT Ip
Reference A-2 presents the derivation for change in volume with respect
to pressure at constant temperature as:
p T = 3rV (-U) TP ~2dY (AII-11)
The change in volume with respect to temperature may be obtained as
follows:
aV = av I ar 
av a 4
ar ar (3 r3 ) 4 7r2 = 3Vr
For small changes in temperature, then
av I 3V Ar = 3aV
aTip r AT (AII-12)
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or,
dt
I I , (AII-10)
av I + av IV aT P )1+ O~ap IT T ap
Substituting these expressions into Equation (AII-10) results in:
Amp fq o~m 3aap aT|_T I
V V I
dp V (l+p3cOp p) (AII-13)
dt
dt l+ p(dy (1- U) +3) p )
1 + 3ap aT |P
It is necessary to account for one additional effect which results in
a variation in the change in volume with respect to pressure. This
effect is the compression of the fluid in the fill and vent lines of
the tank. These lines extend from the pressure vessel to the warm
environment. The fluid at the cold ends is relatively incompressible
as compared to the near ideal gas conditions at the other ends. When
pressure increases, the fluid in the lines is compressed by the
expanding stored fluid which move up the lines. To account for this
effect, it was assumed that the lines will be filled with an ideal gas
at ambient temperature and that no mixing between the tanked cryogen
and the perfect gas would take place. Then:
n
pVL = constant.
Thus, R n-l dVLThuVL + npVL L = 0
Ld~t dt
or dVL -V
dt np dt (AII-14)
The mass flow, m, is the total flow from the tank:
m = m + m 2 (AII-15)
where: m = flow to EPS and ECS subsystems, ibm/hr.
dV
m2 =P L = flow from fill and vent lines, lbm/hr
dt
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Note: Flow out of the tank is negative in sign.
Substituting Equation (AII-14) into Equation (AII-15) yields:
VL dp
m = m -p-
o np dt
When this equation is substituted
the resulting expression is:
m -q -V 0. V 
into equation (AII-13)and rearranged,
V m 3ap a p
(1 + p 3ca pT3P pp
1 + -1 PVL -
V np
np
V
VL 3cap2 )p p + F
np (1 + 3ap )
, ,p(3Y (l-u) + 3aI IT )
1 + 3ap T IP
Thus, Equation (AII-16) describes the rate of change of pressure for
a variable tank volume considering both pressure and temperature
changes. Note that if the coefficient of thermal expansion, a, is
equal to zero and if the plumbing fluid compression volume, VL, is
zero, Equation (AII-1) is obtained. Table A-1 presents the
constants used for both the oxygen and hydrogen tanks. The partial
derivatives are obtained by differentiating the equation of state.
Since the Integrated Systems Program uses an equation of state that
is a function of temperature and density, it is desirable to obtain
UT/Ip in the following form:
aT Ip pT I I= -1
This relation was taken from Reference A-4, page 32, Equation (3-11).
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dp =
dt
where:
(AII-16)
1ap IT UT 
=- IT ap 
Thus, this partial derivative may also be obtained from the equation
of state.
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-/
Then
TABLE A-1
CRYOGENIC TANK PROPERTIES
OXYGEN
Material ....................................... Inconel 718
Volume, V, ft3 ............... ...................4.75
Inside Radius, r, in .............................1 2.513
Young's Modulus, Y, psi ..........................30 x 106
Poisson's Ratio, u, dimensionless ................ 0.29
Wall Thickness, d, in ............................0.059
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, a, /°R .........5.93 x 106
HYDROGEN
Material....................................
Volume, V, ft3 ..............................
Inside Radius, r, in........................
Young's Modulus, Y, psi.....................
Poisson's Ratio, U, dimensionless...........
Wall Thickness, d, in.......................
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, a, /°R ....
.....Titanium-5AL-2.5SN ELI
.... 6.80
..... 14.103
..... 17x 106
..... 0.30
..... 0.044
..... 1.23 x 10
-
6
Note: Values for a were derived from Reference A-3, Table 7.3.4,
page 7-59.
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APPENDIX III
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS USED IN THE
COMPONENT AND LINE MODEL
MATRIX MODEL
The matrix model determines the pressures for each of the oxygen and
hydrogen system nodes shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
The conservation of mass principle may be written:
(AIII-1)X m Vdp 
For a perfect gas,
p = pRT. (AIII-2)
Combining Equations (AIII-1) and (AIII-2) and performing the
differentiation results in:
(AIII-3)m =-V (Tdd _ Pdt)
RT2 dt dt
To set up an electrical analogy, let
E I p2
for an equivalent driving function, and
I m
for the current.
(AIII-4)
(AIII-5)
In terms of the transforms variables, Equation (AIII-3) becomes:
XI = V
2 RT/i
dE V/E dT
dt RT2 dt
dEI=Cdt - IR
V
C = V R
2RT /
404
or
where
(AIII-6)
(AIII-7)
(AIII-8)
is an equivalent capacitance, and
V/E dT
IR =R RT2 dt
is an equivalent residual current.
(AIII-9)
NODAL MODEL
The nodal model determines the pressures of the oxygen and hvdroaen
along each leg of the oxygen and hydrogen, Figures 13 and 14,
respectively.
The instantaneous pressure drop for incompressible flow through a
line with inlet i and outlet j is given by the Darsy-Weisbach equation,
4fL
Pi j Di = ( )ij
(AIII-10)ps
2
gc
For incompressible flow in a circular tube,
* œ~D2ps
m = pAs = 44 (AIII-11)
Combining Equations (AIII-10) and (AIII-11) and simplifying results in:
4fL 8m2
Pi P ( D- ij = - 2D4P (AIII-12)
Let the mean density between i and j be based on the average pressure
and temperature. Then,
1
ij =R
Pi+Pj
T.+T .
(AIII-13)
Substituting Equation (AIII-13) into Equation (AIII-12) and
yields:
simplifying
pi2 -j2 8R(T.+T.)
2 P2[i 9g2D4
gc2D
(AIII-14)
D ij]
For laminar, incompressible flow in a circular tube,
16
NRE (AIII-15)
4pD
m
Combining Equations (AIII-14) and (AIII-15) and simplifying results in:
405
I
2 - 2 [ 128LpR (T +T] (AIII-16)
PIn terms of the electrical analog variables, Equation (AIII-16) becomes:
In terms of the electrical analog variables, Equation (AIII-16) becomes:
I
E -E =i j G (AIII-17)
G = [2LRD (Ti+Tj
[g~~nD~~ i -1 (AIII-18)
An instantaneous heat balance through a line with inlet i and out-
let j is:
UA ATLM = m cp (Tj-Ti)14 P J1
(AIII-19)
(AIII-20)
(Tk-T i ) - (Tk-T )
ATLM T -T 
ln T -T
Combining Equations (AIII-19) and (AIII-20) and simplifying yields:
_UA _
Tj = [1 - e mc] Tk + e P Ti.
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where
where
(AIII-21)
ZERO-GRAVITY TRANSIENT THERMAL
MIXING SIMULATION
by
Jack F. Lands, Jr.
Aircraft Mechanisms Section
and
Robert C. Ried, Jr.
Head, Aerothermodynamics Section
Structures and Mechanics Division
NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas
4Q 
I. ABSTRACT
The experimental program described in this paper is an outgrowth of
independent investigations into alternate redesign concepts for the
Apollo SM cryogenic oxygen storage system. The experiments were
continued, after the redesign was established, to provide physical
insight into transient thermal mixing in zero-gravity and to aid in
the characterization of the system performance in flight.
Zero-gravity heat transfer and fluid mixing were simulated experi-
mentally through an analogy between unsteady heat conduction and
species diffusion. The forced convection and transient fluid mixing
associated with initiation, reversal or termination of spacecraft
passive thermal control (PTC) motions have been studied through
geometric and Reynolds number similarity and by the use of a dye
diffusing into water. Motion pictures of the simulation have been
made and radial measurements of the time for the fluid to come to
equilibrium with the tank motion were taken. The results indicate
that there should be a negligible potential for pressure collapse
in the oxygen tanks for a significant period of time after a change
in PTC. These times vary with the mass of oxygen in the tank,
however, they are on the order of from 3 to 10 hours. Unfortunately,
experimental simulation of the heat transfer at the heater-fluid
interface was not adequate for quantitative assessment of overall
energy transport, however, in principle the potential for this
simulation does exist.
To further support numerical analyses of the cryogenic oxygen storage
system, the experimental investigation was extended to include a
cubical tank geometry, representative of existing numerical models.
In general, the transient flow patterns in the cubical tank are far
more complex than those of the spherical tank and the extent of fluid
mixing is significantly greater but less repeatable.
II. INTRODUCTION
The experimental program reported herein is an outgrowth of inde-
pendent investigations into alternate redesign concepts for the
Apollo SM cryogenic oxygen storage system. These experiments were
continued, after the redesign was established, to aid in the char-
acterization of the system performance in flight.
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The basic objective of these experiments has been to provide informa-
tion on energy transport and fluid mixing in a zero-gravity environ-
ment. Since it is impossible to produce a zero-gravity environment
on the earth for an extensive period of time, an analogy was drawn
between thermal diffusion and constant density species diffusion.
This enabled an experimental simulation of the transient flow and
mixing associated with initiation, termination or reversal of space-
craft passive thermal control (PTC) roll motion. Following is a
discussion of the analogy, experimental apparatus, tests conducted,
and test results.
III. THEORETICAL BASIS
Consideration of energy addition and distribution processes in the
Apollo cryogenic oxygen system involves a matrix of phenomena and
motions as shown in figure 1. In the case of zero motion, and in
the absence of gravity, energy transfer is accomplished through
conduction and secondary flows created by thermal expansion.
Although conduction is readily calculated secondary flow processes
require a numerical flow description. When the spacecraft is
undergoing PTC the oxygen tanks experience a radial acceleration
which in turn allows for a dominant free convection heat transfer
and associated fluid mixing. Although free convection heat transfer
can be calculated readily through semi-empirical film heat transfer
coefficients, the associated fluid mixing requires either numerical
or experimental simulation.
After initiation or reversal of PTC, the extensive transient motion
involves all of the phenomenon shown in figure 1. The transient
motion associated with termination of PTC involves all but free
convection heat transfer. The specification of all simultaneous
phenomenon requires numerical computation or flight experimentation.
The forced convection and mixing associated with the transient motion
can be obtained by a Reynolds number simulation of PTC coupled with
a concentration diffusion simulation of thermal conduction.
The first.order behavior of both unsteady thermal conduction and
the diffusion of a dye into water can both be described by the
diffusion equation:
a8 _= 2v2e 0 < e < 1
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Where for thermal conduction,
T-Te = Too
T -T
source
a2 : DT -kC - mean thermal diffusivity
T = bulk fluid temperature
Tsource = effective source temperature
And for the diffusion of dye into water,
e = dye concentration
source dye concentration
2 = diffusion constant, dye/water, D1 2
To compare absolute times for the two physical processes the:
Characteristic time for D Characteristics time for
thermal diffusion dye diffusion
DT
The dye diffusion constant in these experiments was measured to be
on the order of 10- 1 of the calculated thermal diffusivity of the
oxygen at significant conditions.
The flight oxygen tank Reynolds number based on tank radius and PTC
rotation rate (2 = 3 revolutions per hour) is shown in figure 2 as
a function of the oxygen mass remaining in the tank. The circled
points indicate the test simulation conditions with water at
approximately 30 revolutions per hour (.5 RPM). The model flow
times relative to the flight oxygen tank flow times can be scaled
inversely with kinematic viscosity. Therefore, the model or test
flow occurs ten times faster than in the flight case. In these
tests the dye diffusion proceeded at a rate of 10'2 relative to
the flight thermal conduction. Although this does not provide a
good simulation, it does provide a conservative model for the
extent of mixing in the tank. Due to this diffusion time difficulty
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and due to the difficulty associated with simulating the precise
energy transport at the heater surface, the main results of these
tests are characteristic motion times and the physical insight
gained concerning zero-gravity phenomenon.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Two experimental investigations were conducted. The first was a
simulation of the Apollo SM cryogenic oxygen storage system in-
cluding the use of a simulated spherical tank. To support numerical
analysis efforts the experimental investigation was extended to a
second program which included a cubical tank having the same volume
as the previous and actual tank.
Simulated Tank - As shown in figure 3, the first experimental ap-
paratus consisted of the following: a counter-balanced, reversible
rotating beam of sufficient length to represent the location of the
inner 02 tank of the SM, a plexiglas mock-up of the 02 tank, a metal/
wood mock-up of the heater and quantity probe assembly, a dye in-
jection system, motion picture cameras, and a radial dye injection
system. The radial dye injector was not used while motion pictures
were being obtained. A cloth tent was fabricated to diffuse the
available indoor lighting thereby reducing unwanted reflections
which would degrade the motion pictures.
To obtain a condition representative of a "hot" heater, a high
concentration of dye around the heater mock-up was desired. Through
trial and error the following combination was found to give accept-
able results. A 3/16-inch copper tube was spirally wrapped around
the heater mock-up with a pitch of approximately 7/8 inches. At
90 degree intervals the tubing was perforated by a .010-inch drill
at two locations, one directed upward and one downward. The
tubing was not terminated at the lower end of the heater mock-up,
but rather was routed vertically to the tank exterior. Such a
configuration allowed dye to be injected at either the upper or
lower end of the heater assembly.
The area representing the heater surface was wrapped with cheese
cloth which was subsequently wrapped with a fiber napkin, similar
to a paper dinner napkin. The upper and lower regions were taped
and the lap joint was sealed with a silicon rubber compound. A
series of cord bindings were then added at each tubing spiral for
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the purpose of attempting to create small dye sources. A beaker
of concentrated methonal blue was elevated above the tank to pro-
vide the dye source to the simulated heater tubing.
After initial tests were conducted, a tube was extended along a
tank radius in a horizontal plane as shown in figure 4. Small
holes were drilled in the tube at one inch intervals to provide
twelve radial locations at which flows could be observed. The
tube was extended up the exterior of the capacity probe to the
tank exterior and the dye reservoir. Holes in the radial tube were
located to oppose the relative fluid (simulated 02) motion. There-
fore, when no stagnation and reverse flow of dye occurred, a station
could safely be assumed at equilibrium conditions. Because of the
small quantities of dye injected during the radial equilibrium
experiments, no photographic equipment was used in these experiments.
Cubic Tank - The experimental apparatus was identical to that used
in the spherical tank tests with the following exceptions: the
test tank was a plexiglas cube (volume of approximately 4.75 ft3 ),
the simulated heater and quantity probe assembly was necessarily
shorter, consisting of a wooden dowel of the proper diameter sim-
ulating the heater and a metal tube with a diameter equal to that
of the center portion of the quantity probe. The simulated heater
extended to within one-half inch of the top and bottom surfaces of
the tank. For tests that would correspond to previous radial tube
tests, two configurations were examined: in one, the tube was
extended from the quantity probe to a corner with the heater
positioned such that the flow just prior to the heater was measured.
The second configuration consisted of a tube extending from the
quantity probe to a wall so that the tube was perpendicular to the
wall. Again, the heater was oriented so that the tube measured flow
that would logically have contacted the heater surface.
For the motion pictures studies, the apparatus was identical with
that used in the spherical tank tests except that the top view was
changed to provide a view through the top surface of the tank,
although not at a normal orientation. When motion pictures were
obtained, the complete dye injection system used with the spherical
tank was utilized.
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V. SIMULATION CONDITIONS AND TEST PROCEDURES
Three S/M roll conditions were evaluated: the starting transient,
the stopping transient, and the combination of these, the roll
reversal.
Where the simulated heater-dye injector system was used the pro-
cedure was as follows. The heater probe assembly was inserted
in the spherical tank of water and was undisturbed for two hours.
Dye (at near the tank water temperature) was slowly fed into the
upper and lower regions of the heater assembly. As the dye pene-
trated the cheesecloth/napkin wrapper, a reasonably uniform
cylinder of dye could be formed. If the dye injection was success-
ful at this time, motion picture cameras were activated and rotation
of the tank begun. Filming was continued for approximately 45 min-
utes. At the end of this time, while fluid motion still existed,
inadequate contrast between stream lines had greatly reduced the
value of photography.
For the radial tube experiments during the starting transient
essentially the same procedure was used until the initiation of
rotation. At 7-1/2 minute intervals, dye was injected along the
tube in a direction opposing the tank fluid flow. Visual obser-
vations were made of each location and recorded. When the dye no
longer stagnated and returned beyond the tube, flow was considered
to have ceased.
Stopping transients were similarly investigated. 'The wrapped heater
assembly was inserted and the tank rotation begun.. After rotating
for two hours, an attempt was made to uniformly inject dye through
the heater tubes to form a cylinder of dye around the heater assembly.
If this condition was satisfactory, cameras were started and rotation
terminated.
The radial tube tests were similar. After rotation was ceased, dye
was injected at 7-1/2 minute intervals through the radial tube and
observations were made.
Roll reversal tests were like the stopping transient tests except
that the rotation was reversed rather than stopped.
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VI. TEST RESULTS
Test results are presented in the form of motion pictures as tabulated
in Tables I and II and plotted flow relaxation time data for starting,
stopping, and roll reversal transient conditions. Note that motion
pictures were obtained at approximately four frames per second, and,
therefore, if viewed at 16 frames per second events are occurring
40 times faster than in the flight 02 tank.
Simulated Tank - To illustrate the flow and mixing simulation obtained
in the experiments figure 5 shows five time sequences of a starting
transient flow. Motion was initiated immediately following the first
view of essentially stagnant injected dye. Considerable mixing occurs
with the initial motion as shown in the second view at one minute of
model time. The mixing decays as shown until in the last view at
nine minutes model time the dye distribution rate is aoverned
primarily by diffusion.
With the radial tube injection device the radial distribution of
flow relaxation times were measured as shown in figures 6 and 7.
The repeatability of the relaxation times for the spherical tank are
as illustrated in figure 6 for two independent tests of the starting
transient. The character of the flow relaxation is significantly
different for the starting, stopping, and roll reversal as shown in
figure 7. The radial relaxation patterns are consistent with the
observed mixing in that the starting and roll reversal provided
significantly better mixing than the stopping transient. As shown
in figure 7, the flow came to rest around the heater sooner for the
stopping transient and thereby produces less mixing of the dye or
simulated hot fluid.
Except for the stopping transient, some flow was noted for almost
any test duration. This flow was not significant near the heater
assembly, but was noted primarily near the tank wall. A flow reversal
and oscillation was noted in the wall boundary layer in several
starting transient tests. This occurred at approximately 20 SC hours
and was most prolonged in the case of roll reversal.
All test observations indicate some small radial flow toward the
capacity probe.
All tests also indicated, as would be expected, that longer flow
durations are obtainable at a tank radius of five to six inches.
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The observed test times for relaxation of the relative motion about
the heater element have been transposed to real flight times as
shown in figure 8. Again the stopping transient is a character-
istically different flow from the starting or reversal and as such
relaxes in less than half the time as shown in figure 8.
Cubic Tank - In the cubical tank tests the fluid was essentially
stagnant in the tank corners with the primary flow resembling that
which would be expected in a cylindrical tank. The tank geometry,
however, does significantly effect the flow patterns as can be
determined by comparing the spherical and cubical tank data for
identical test conditions. In general, the cubical tank data were
not as repeatable or as uniform as that obtainable with the
spherical tank. Although there is a similarity of a portion of the
data for the two tanks, the flow patterns were observed to be sub-
stantially different. For example, with the cubical tank flow at
several "radial" stations ceased at essentially the same time rather
than uniformly decaying as was generally observed in the spherical
tank. With the spherical tank, the primary flow under investigation
was dominant and secondary flows, while present, did not significantly
alter the flow patterns. With the cubical tank, primary and secondary
flows can equally influence the overall flow patterns and mixing.
In the cubical tank, flows perpendicular to a "radius" were observed
at times to be in three alternate directions, a condition which could
later change to one or two directional flow. In tests, where second-
ary flows were less dominant, the cubical tank flow patterns more
nearly resembled those observed in the spherical tank.
Figure 9 presents data from two starting transient tests of the
same configuration. In one test, the flow uniformly relaxes, while
in the other the flow abruptly ceased between 3 and 6 inches radius.
Figure 10 presents data for the same configuration obtained in a
simulated roll reversal. As with the spherical tank, relaxation
times for roll termination with the cubical tank were extensive and
were generally not recorded to their completion. The flow, while
present, was observed to be very slow and at a location not under
investigation. Figure 11 illustrates typical roll termination
data obtained with the cubical tank. No abrupt ceasing of flow
was observed during any of the roll termination tests. Figure 12
presents a summary of data obtained with the "radial" tube injector
orientated perpendicular to a tank wall. The relaxation t'imes are
for a station at the outer heater surface. The cubical tank data
does not define a distinct difference between the test conditions
as was obtained with the spherical tank.
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Figure 13 illustrates data obtained from three transient tests with
the "radial" dye injector tube extending from the probe to a tank
corner. Although not shown in this figure, fluid flow was also
observed to abruptly cease at several radial stations at the same
time with this configuration. The stopping and reversal transients
provide the longest period of fluid motion past the heater surface.
Figure 14 is a summary of all data obtained for the probe-to-corner
tube configuration. A comparison between figures 12 and 14 indicates
that the heater orientation in the cubical tank does not significant-
ly affect the relaxation times. However, neither figure indicates
significantly different relaxation times for the stopping transient
as obtained with the spherical tank.
Motion picture data provides a more complete illustration of the
flow patterns and presents one case (571-079) where secondary
flows significantly influence the flow field. Under this condition,
mixing is enhanced and exceeds that obtained with the spherical tank.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The forced convection and transient mixing associated with changes
in spacecraft PTC provide a significant mode of energy distribution
within the cryogenic oxygen tanks. The transient effects last for
a period of up to six to nine hours from termination of PTC and up
to fourteen to twenty-three hours from initiation or reversal of
PTC. The associated mixing during these times should provide for
negligible potential for pressure collapse. The transient motion
from initiation or reversal of PTC should also provide a significant
enhancement of the free convection and otherwise steady flow and
mixing processes.
The forced convection and transient mixing in a cubical tank does
not provide a good simulation of conditions to be expected with a
spherical tank. In general, the overall flow in the cubical tank
is far more complex, less repeatable, and can provide significantly
greater mixing than in the spherical tank. Portions of the flow
field in the cubical tank, particularly near the heater can at
various times provide characteristics similar to the simulated tank
flow.
The significant differences in the flow and mixing between the two
tanks indicates that fluid mixing could be enhanced considerably
through irregular geometry or protuberances.
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MSC MOTION PICTURE FILE NUMBERS FOR 02 MIXING STUDIES*
TABLE 1 - SIMULATED TANK
STARTING TRANSIENT
Dye injected before initiation of rotation
Dye injected after rotating 1 hour (lab time)
STOPPING TRANSIENT
Dye injected before termination of rotation
REVERSAL TRANSIENT
Dye injected after rotating 2 lab hours
and before reversing rotational direction
S-70-310
S-70-337
S-70-333
S-70-338
S-70-343
TABLE II - CUBICAL TANK
STARTING TRANSIENT
Dye injected before initiation of rotation
Dye injected after rotating 1 hour (lab time)
STOPPING TRANSIENT
Dye injected before termination of rotation
REVERSAL TRANSIENT
Dye injected after rotating 2 lab hours
and before reversing rotational direction
S-71-075
S-71-106
S-71-079
S-71-116
* Each film reel contains two camera views, one above, one below.
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"A REVIEW OF CRYOGENIC TESTING PERFORMED BY
THE THERMOCHEMICAL TEST BRANCH, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
IN SUPPORT OF APOLLO 13 AND 14"
By Clarence E. Propp and John M. McGee
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
ABSTRACT
The Apollo 13 anomaly provided considerable impetus for a variety of
types of cryogenic and ignition tests. This presentation will treat
the logic of the various test program designs, the test techniques,
and their final impact upon the investigation findings. In addition,
the presentation will cover several test programs initiated to deter-
mine the thermal performance and general performance characteristics
of the redesigned Apollo 14 cryogenic storage system.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is a brief summary of the Apollo 13 and Apollo 14 oxygen
cryogenic storage system (CSS) tests performed at the Thermochemical
Test Area, Manned Spacecraft Center. This area includes five unique
facilities which provided the many specialized test environments and
fixtures necessary to accomplish the subject test programs. There were
25,000 manhours invested in 30 test programs of which 50% were com-
pleted between April 14 and May 22, 1970 in direct support of the
Apollo 13 anomaly and the requirements for redesign of the Apollo 14
CSS were made; however, this paper will treat only the test planning
logic and the highlights of the more informative tests. The Apollo
13 and Apollo 14 test programs were concerned with ignition and com-
bustion phenomena and the Apollo 14 tests were additionally concerned
with determining the operational characteristics of the redesigned CSS.
APOLLO 13 TESTS
The Apollo 13 Anomaly Investigation was a very intense series of test
programs and group discussions. The testing was controlled from a
single point for the purpose of avoiding redundant and unproductive
testing. The control of testing was effective and the pattern which
433
evolved was as described below:
Baseline Tests
These tests were performed for the purpose of basic orientation of
the Apollo 13 Review Board, the Observers, and many of the Panel
members on the combustion characteristics of the various CSS materials
and the operational characteristics of the CSS components and instru-
mentation.
The materials combustion tests were conducted in high pressure oxygen
gas, supercritical oxygen, and subcritical oxygen. There were several
informative movies taken during these tests which helped considerably
to approximate combustion rates and ignition energy values for teflon
wire insulation in 900 psi supercritical oxygen, as well as to estab-
lish a graphic understanding of this combustion process.
There were also several test programs conducted for the purpose of
characterizing the CSS components and instrumentation in order to
more beneficially interpret the data recorded pertinent to the Apollo
13 accident. The TTA test assignments were designed to evaluate the
Apollo CSS fluid flow dynamics and its associated valves, pressure
transducers, and flowmeter response times. The results of these test
programs confirmed that the analysis methods being used on the Apollo
13 data were correct.
At this point, it was evident that combustion of the teflon insu-
lation was a realisitc consideration and the energy released could
easily be sufficient to provide the pressure rise rates recorded on
the Apollo 13 data. Therefore, it was determined that while ignition
and combustion studies continued, an effort to determine the ignition
source would be initiated. This included the examination of all
aspects of the CSS handling prior to flight.
Simulations of CSS Preflight Servicing
The TTA tests were simulations of the Apollo 13 #2 oxygen tank special
detanking procedures which were used by KSC to cope with a detanking
problem. This was caused by a displaced inner tank coupling which
disallowed simple pressure application for liquid detanking and caused
them to detank principally by evaporation. It was suspected that the
prolonged and abnormal operation of the tank heaters during detanking
was directly related to the ultimate failure. As shown in figure 1,
this testing revealed that the heater thermostat switch contacts
welded in the closed position. Consequently, heaters were continuously
adding energy to the system during the simulated detanking operation
which allowed temperatures on the heater probe assembly to rise as
high as 10000 F (see figure 2), which is grossly in excess of the
+800 F thermal switch set point. The insulation of the destratifi-
cation fan motor wires located in this area was severely degraded as
shown in figures 3 and 4. This information was very significant for
incident reconstruction. As a result of this finding, it was reason-
able to postulate that ignition took place somewhere within the heater
probe assembly near the degraded fan motor wires after which com-
bustion continued until CSS failure.
Component Level Ignition Studies
This category of tests was designed to deliberately ignite the teflon
insulation in a simulated CSS to determine the potential CSS failure
modes and to gain a better understanding of system combustion propa-
gation and pressure rise rates. These tests indicated that the flight
structural failure occurred within the electrical conduit section be-
tween the pressure vessel and the outer shell of the accessory dome.
Figure 5 shows the results of these tests. Considerations were now
being given to performing a full simulation test using all the flight
type hardware possible. However, there were still many reservations
concerning the types and quantities of energy releases that could
take place after ignition of an "all up" configuration. Therefore,
additional tests were performed to determine if there would be gross
amounts of energy released from the combustion of metals within the
CSS. For these tests, TTA responsibility was primarily the CSS
heater/fan motor probe assembly. Every reasonable effort to ignite
the fan motors was attempted but no metal combustion was evidenced.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of some of these tests.
Full Simulation 02 CSS Ignition Test
Subsequently, the "all up" test configuration was established and the
test objectives defined. The primary objective was to determine the
pressure and temperature time history of the combustion of the teflon
wire insulation and the extent of propagation to other materials when
the wire insulation was forcibly ignited near the lower fan motor.
The test article was a flight configured CSS tanked with approximately
900 psi, -190° F supercritical oxygen. The results of this test were
generally as expected. The conduit ruptured 1/4 inch from the
pressure vessel (see figure 8) within 58 seconds after ignition. The
combustion time history, shown in figure 9, was in agreement with the
results obtained from previous component level tests, and.was a re-
markable facsimile of the Apollo 13 accident time history which
occurred within a 75 second period. The difference between one "G"
and zero "G" burning rates for the teflon as well as the uncertainty
of the exact ignition location easily allows for the 17 seconds
difference. The relief valve functioned normally at 1006 psia and the
maximum pressure recorded was 1170 psia. As shown in figure 10, post-
test inspection of the CSS interior showed that essentially all teflon
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burned except the lower capacitance probe insulator.
APOLLO 14
Material Ignition and Combustion Tests
During the Apollo 13 investigation, and throughout the resulting
Apollo 14 redesign period, the materials test programs continued to
provide useful data. The ignition and combustion tests were performed
at several MSC locations,* with the TTA responsibility being primarily
that of spark ignition studies. Several methods of controlling and
measuring spark energy releases were developed, and spark testing was
performed over a range of voltages, energies, and specimen types.
The test apparatus shown is shown in figure 11, a typical spark
ignition device schematic is shown in figure 12, and the results of
igniting an aluminum specimen are shown in figure 13. The test re-
sults may be generalized as follows:
1. Short term sparking is probable with wire breaks and inter-
mittent shorts and is very difficult to protect against. Normal
fusing techniques are too slow to provide adequate protection.
2. Lowering the voltage available at the gap makes it more
difficult to transfer spark energy at rates sufficient to cause com-
bustion.
3. Practical values for the spark ignition threshold of mate-
rials are very difficult to obtain because they are very dependent on
geometries from the viewpoints of ease of sparking, and heat retention
properties. That is, sharp points and/or low mass extrusions are more
easily ignited than blunt large mass objects.
4. Some ignition threshold values considered useful which were
developed by sparking from needle point geometries in an ambient
temperature high pressure 02 environment are 0.25 joules for teflon,
approximately 3 joules for poor conducting metals, and somewhat higher
energies for good conducting metals.
5. Each design configuration must be independently evaluated to
determine its vulnerability to spark ignition.
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*Flammability Testing Conducted in Support of Apollo 13, by
L. J. Leger, Materials Technology Branch, MSC, and R. W. Bricker,
Structural Test Branch, MSC.
The Apollo 14 redesigned CSS excluded the destratification fan motors
thereby eliminating a potential high energy spark source. In addition,
all teflon wire insulation was deleted which eliminated most of the
easily ignitable combustible material. The new design incorporated
extensive use of stainless steel sheathed, silicone dioxide insulated
conductors which provided considerably less vulnerability to damage
and combustion than the Apollo 13 installation. All of the elements
incorporated in the redesign which would be exposed to oxygen were
spark ignition tested under many failure mode simulations. The re-
sults were that the Apollo 14 redesign spark tests produced no ig-
nitions when a circuit with resistances and fuse protection like that
in the spacecraft was included.
Alternate Destratification Methods
Following the elimination of the destratification fans, two courses of
investigation were followed: one, providing a substitute for the loss
of the fans, and two, investigating the problems associated with
having no destratification devices.
One of the more promising substitutes considered was an external re-
circulation loop concept. A test was performed to determine the
feasibility of using a modified version of the Apollo Environmental
Control System (ECS) coolant pump to circulate the fluid to destratify
the oxygen in the CSS. Figure 14 shows the disassembled pump. The
pump electrical parts were excluded from contact with the fluid by use
of a magnetically coupled fluid impeller. In the test setup, the pump
was installed such that the oxygen would flow from the vent to the
fill line of an Apollo cryogenic storage vessel. For this test an un-
modified coolant pump was used, and nitrogen was substituted for
oxygen. Various gaseous and supercritical fluid conditions were
tested to simulate the full mass quantity spectrum. A normal usage
outflow of 1.5 pounds per hour was provided during the test. The
feasibility was clearly demonstrated in a low density or 5 pounds per
cubic foot test, in which purposely induced stratification was elimin-
ated by operation of the external loop.
To aid in determining the effects of having no destratification devices
in the cryogenic storage vessel, tests were performed in which KSC pre-
launch tanking procedures were duplicated both with and without heater
operation, without the use of destratification fans, and with the
vessel in a normal vertical configuration. Following each test, the
vessel was agitated to simulate launch vibration; this resulted in a
maximum of 10 pounds per square inch decrease from 900 pounds per
square inch absolute pressure. These pressure decreases were accom-
panied by 3° F decreases in indicated temperature and a 2% decrease
in indicated quantity.
Additionally, an investigation of stratification at low fill densities
was conducted by depleting the cryogenic storage vessel to 35%, estab-
lishing normal usage flow and maintaining pressure for 24 hours. The
vessel was then agitated to simulate engine firing accelerations and
vibrations and no appreciable pressure decay was observed.
The final test in this series was to determine the operational time
available when depleting at the maximum expected flowrate to 150 pounds
per square inch absolute without the use of heaters and starting at a
low fill density (20% full).
The results indicate a time to minimum pressure of 49 hours with the
vessel located in a 600 F environment. Even though two phase fluid
existed somewhere between 554 and 501 pounds per square inch absolute
pressure, it did not cause any operational problems.
Flight Support Tests
To meet a specific Apollo 14 in-flight test objective, it became
necessary to determine the best method for filling the newly con-
figured cryogenic storage vessel to approximately 60%. In the first
method tested, the vessel was filled with liquid oxygen, dumped to
61% using gaseous oxygen pressure, fully pressurized with ambient
temperature gaseous oxygen (quantity increased to 74%), and depleted
at one pound per hour for 40.5 hours. During the depletion phase,
the pressure decreased below the minimum operational limit and re-
quired 5.5 hours to recover although the heaters were on. Figure 15
is a plot of the pressure versus time for this period. The vessel was
subsequently agitated but no pressure decay was experienced.
In the second method attempted, the vessel was filled with liquid
oxygen, pressurized with heaters, depleted at 1.55 pounds per hour
for 63 hours, and further depleted for 44 hours with equilibrium flow
to maintain normal pressure. No abnormal pressure decay resulted from
depletion flows or from agitation of the vessel.
A third method was implemented whereby the vessel was filled with
liquid oxygen, dumped to 51%, pressurized to normal pressure with
gaseous oxygen, and maintained at normal pressure by inflow of gaseous
oxygen for 10 hours. Agitation produced a pressure decrease of 249
pounds per square inch and subsequent repressurizations with heaters
followed by agitations continued to show pressure decreases.
Of the three methods, the second method was chosen since it fit with-
in launch pad operational constraints and produced no instability in
the vessel.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The test programs conducted at the TTA, MSC, in support of the Apollo
13 investigation provided very fast, accurate insight into the cause
of the flight anomaly, as well as important guidelines for the Apollo
14 CSS redesign. These test programs also provided the operational
information necessary to gain a high confidence level in the rede-
signed Apollo 14 CSS.
Some specific conclusions from these tests, which are of interest to
cryogenic systems designers, are as follows:
1. Electrical circuits included in oxygen storage vessels may
be hazardous unless special engineering precautions are taken to
limit the availability of electrical energy and/or to provide geom-
etries demonstrated to be safe.
2. Potentially detrimental fluid stratification effects may be
minimized by using external loop circulation techniques and/or by
special filling and operational methods such as those developed for
Apollo 14.
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FLAMIABILITY TESTING CONDUCTED IN
SUPPORT OF APOLLO 13
by
L. J. Leger, Materials Technology Branch, MSC
and
R. W. Bricker, Structural Test Branch, MSC
ABSTRACT
In support of the Apollo 13 investigation of the oxygen tank failure,
flame propagation rates were determined for Teflon insulation in
cryogenic and ambient temperature oxygen for upward, downward, and zero
"g" burns. The propagation rates depended heavily on configuration and
varied from 4.8 to 10.9 cm/sec for upward one "g" burns to
0.48 cm/sec for zero "g" burns.
In addition to the flame propagation rates, tests were conducted to
determine if Teflon burning in cryogenic oxygen could ignite metals
(promoted ignition) with which it came in contact. Tests conducted
on various metal alloys used in the oxygen tank indicated that most of
the alloys could be ignited by burning Teflon in certain
configurations.
After the propagation rates and promoted metal ignitions had been
evaluated, a test was conducted on a quantity gauge and wire harness
used in the oxygen tank to determine if flame propagation to the tank
wall was possible. Propagation of the wire bundle after ignition
resulted in a catastrophic failure of the test vessel in the area of
the quantity gauge.
INTRODUCTION
Failures of ground oxygen storage and handling systems have been
noted frequently in the past. During the trans-lunar phase of the
Apollo 13 mission a similar failure occurred in one of the service
module compartments; the item that failed was a cryogenic oxygen
storage tank which provides oxygen to the crew and fuel cells. The
tank consisted of a double-wall, vacuum-jacketed vessel containing
a heater, quantity gauge, and two circulating fans, all of
which were electrically operated. The tank also contained conductors
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using polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) as insulation and electrical
feedthroughs which were all in direct contact with high pressure
oxygen. This condition presented a potential problem in that a fire
could originate in the electrical system, propagate along the wire
insulation, and eventually cause a catastrophic failure of the system.
A major investigation was conducted to explain the tank failure
mechanism. It became obvious in the early stages of this investigation
that the failure was indeed the result of rapid oxidation inside the
tank and that an explanation of the failure would require a study of
the flammability properties of tank materials. The probability of
ignition of these materials inside the tank and their propagation
rates were the object of the study reported herein.
Upward and downward flame propagation rates of the tank electrical
insulation were evaluated in both cryogenic and ambient temperature
oxygen in one "g" condition at MSC. Zero "g" propagation rates were
determined in a zero "g" facility located at Lewis Research Center.
As part of the ignition studies, the promoted ignition (ref. 1) of
metals by burning Teflon was investigated. Tests of this type were
conducted in both one "g" and zero "g" conditions on a selected number
of metal alloys. Spark ignition of the same materials are discussed in
another paper of this symposium (ref. 2).
The results of the flame propagation studies and ignition studies were
tehn used in testing a flame propagation model for the failed oxygen
tank. To evaluate the flame propagation model, a partial configuration
of the oxygen tank quantity gauge and fan motor and heater wire bundles
was conducted. Results of the partial configuration test, along with
the results of the flame propagation and promoted ignition studies, are
presented in this paper.
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST CONDITIONS AND IGNITION TECHNIQUE
The tests discussed in this paper were conducted in an oxygen environ-
ment at a pressure of 645 +20 newtons/cm2 (940 +30 psia) and at a
temperature of -118 ° +150C; these conditions were approximately those in
the Apollo 13 oxygen tank at the time of failure. In addition, propa-
gation rates were determined at ambient temperature and at a pressure
of 645 +20 newtons/cm2, the conditions of the portion of the electrical
conduit external to the oxygen tank.
In each test the sample was ignited by wrapping the material with a few
turns of 26 gauge nichrome wire, initially applying 5 amps at 28 volts
dc for 3 to 5 seconds to provide a localized warmup, and then raising
the ignitor power to 10 amps at 28 volts dc until ignition took place
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(usually a few seconds later).
PROPAGATION RATE TESTS
A study was conducted to measure the upward and downward propagation
rates of Teflon insulation (0.03 cm thick) on electrical wires similar
to those in the Apollo service module oxygen tank. Inasmuch as the
tank was in a zero "g" gravity field at the time of failure, an
investigation of propagation rates in this environment was also
conducted. Since most of the wires were of different colors, an
objective of the study was to determine if the various color pigments
used in the Teflon affected propagation rates.
Test Apparatus
One "g" - The chamber (fig. 1) used for the one "g" studies was
equipped with a burst disc (2425 newtons/cm2 burst pressure) oxygen
purge, fill and vent lines, thermocouples, ignitor power feedthroughs,
and a pressure transducer. The propagation rates of the Teflon
insulation were determined by measuring the time necessary for the
flame to propagate between two thermocouples 3.7 cm apart. The use of
three thermocouples in the propagation path provided additional rate
determinations. Details of the test sample, ignitor position, and
thermocouple locations are shown in figure 2.
Zero "g" - The zero "g" tests were conducted in the zero "g"
facility at Lewis Research Center. Five seconds of zero "g" time were
attained during each test. Propagation rates were determined from
movies taken during each test by correlating frame speed with travel
of the flame along the wire bundle. Figure 3 shows the test specimen
and ignitor configuration for the zero "g" tests.
Results
One "g" - The one "g" flame propagation rates for single wires and
wire bundles at cryogenic and ambient temperatures are presented in
tables I and II. As mentioned previously, insulation with different
colors were chosen for the tests; however, there were no significant
differences in the propagation rates. The results represent average
determinations for different color insulations. Where appropriate,
standard deviations of the propagation rates are presented.
Zero "g" - The zero "g" flame propagation rates in cryogenic
oxygen for wire bundles are presented in table III. Because of the
complexity and cost of the testing, only a limited number of data
points were obtained. The data as presented are the rates determined
for each zero "g" test.
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PROMOTED IGNITION
The objective of this study was to determine if burning Teflon could
ignite metal alloys in the configuration (thickness, geometric
relationship to fuel, edge condition, etc.) used in the oxygen tank.
Test Apparatus
Various materials and configurations tested in one "g" are shown in
figure 4. Only one zero "g" test was conducted; this occurred on
configuration 3 of figure 4. The test environment and ignition
technique were the same as for the propagation rate studies except that
in the promoted ignition tests a small cube of Teflon (1 or 2 gms) was
ignited as the fuel to promote ignition of the metals. Test results
were evaluated by monitoring temperature and pressure rise during the
test and through post test inspection of the metal samples.
Results
Edge contact of 2024 aluminum with the fuel, as shown in configuration 1
of figure 4, did not result in ignition, whereas contact of the Teflon
with the flat side of the aluminum (configuration 2) resulted in
ignition in three tests. Moving the aluminum away from the Teflon a
distance of 1.27 cm, and then of 0.64 cm (configuration 3), resulted in
no ignitions for the limited number of tests conducted. Placing
silicon steel specimens in contact with the Teflon fuel (configuration
4) resulted in ignition in all three tests conducted. In five tests of
5052 aluminum (configuration 5) conducted in one "g" and in a single
zero "g" test, ignition did not occur. In configuration 6 the test
specimen consisted of a 2.54 cm length of Inconel X750 electrical
conduit containing 18 Teflon insulated wires. In each of three tests
the Inconel tube and most of the wiring and insulation were consumed.
PARTIAL CONFIGURATION TEST
The objective of this test was to determine if flames would propagate
in a configuration similar to that of the Apollo 13 tank and to
determine if the flames would ignite metal components of this
configuration.
Test Apparatus
The chamber used for this test was a stainless steel tee equipped with
flanges. A camera viewport, electrical and hard line feedthrough, and
conduit to the quantity probe interface were installed through the
flanges. The chamber, which is shown schematically in figure 5, has a
volume of approximately 10 liters. A pressure relief valve was
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provided which was designed to open at 722 newtons/cm2. In addition,
the test chamber contained a rupture disc to prevent failure of the
test chamber in case of pressure relief valve malfunction.
Temperatures were monitored with 5 internal thermocouples, and pressure
was measured by use of a pressure transducer. Color motion pictures
were taken through the one available viewport at a speed of 24 frames
per second. A second camera provided external color motion pictures of
the conduit chamber interface, also at 24 frames per second. Three
thermocouples were located in the region of the quantity gauge, as
shown in figure 5. Two thermocouples measured internal chamber wall
temperatures. Three thermocouples were installed on the external
surface of the conduit as shown in figure 5 to measure propagation
through the conduit.
The two fan motor wire bundles were routed downward to the quantity
gauge and penetrated through openings in the quantity gauge to the
conduit. All of the wiring (power and instrumentation wires
representative of the Apollo tank) was routed through the conduit to a
connector which provided the high pressure to ambient pressure
interface. The insulation was ignited using the same technique as for
the propagation rate studies.
Results
The propagation observed in the motion pictures of the inside of the
chamber proceeded vertically downward on the fan motor wire bundle from
the ignition site and ignited other wires intersecting its path and
eventually reached the upper portion of the quantity gauge. The fire
then propagated through the quantity gauge downward to the conduit
chamber interface and ignited the metals in this region and burned a
large hole in the chamber. The inside diameter of the penetration to
the chamber was initially 1.27 cm but was opened up by the oxygen
melting, burning, and cutting effect to a final diameter of 4.75 cm.
This event occurred in approximately 0.5 second and permitted rapid
venting of the high pressure oxygen. Time from ignition through the
catastrophic tank burn through was approximately 31 seconds.
Figure 6 shows the pressure history during the test. The initial
pressure rise occurred 24 seconds after ignition, and burn through
occurred 6.5 seconds later, at which time the pressure decayed to one
atmosphere in approximately 0.5 second. Temperature histories of both
internal and external portions of the test apparatus are shown in
figures 7 and 8.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Propagation Rates
The method employed to determine flame propagation rates in this study'
is simple to use experimentally but has severe limitations when applied
to certain sample configurations. Spurious flames, produced by the
burning sample, can in some cases encounter the measuring thermocouple
before the main flame front and result in erroneously large rates.
These spurious flames are more frequently encountered in upward rate
configurations than for other configurations (downward, horizontal) and
could be the cause of the large deviations measured for the upward rates
in this study. Standard deviations for the downward rates are in the
range of 10 to 20% which is within the expected error range for normal
variations in the burning process.
During the investigation, it was postulated that color pigments used in
the insulation could affect the propagation rates through an interaction
between the various pigments (metal oxides) and the polymer at high
temperature. However, no differences in the propagation rates for
several types of pigmented insulation were noted. The interaction of
the polymer with the pigment apparently is not as important as the
direct interaction of the polymer with the oxygen to produce COF2, CF4,
and CO2, as reported by Duus (ref. 3) for tetrafluoroethylene. Previous
unpublished work performed at the MSC indicated that these components
are the major products of combustion of Teflon.
The effect of test environment temperature on flame propagation is
noticeable in the downward rate determinations. Downward propagation
rates at -1180 C are only one-half of those at 300 C. Results of 26 and
20 gauge wire upward propagation rates also show a larger rate at 300C;
however, the rates are only approximately one-third larger than those
at cryogenic conditions.
Two previous studies, Kimzey (ref. 4) and Andracchio and Aydelott (ref. 5)
have reported flame propagation studies of polymeric materials in zero
"g". Kimzey found that Teflon was self-extinguishing in a zero "a".
3.4 newtons/cm2 (5 psia) ambient temperature oxygen environment. These
results are in contrast to the propagation rate determination of the
present study of 0.48 +0.25 cm/sec at 632 newtons/cm2. The difference
in these results undoubtly resulted from the different oxygen pressures
used. Propagation rates for neoprene, polyurethene, Dacron, and silicone
fuels were reported by Kimzey to be approximately 0.2 cm/sec at 3.4
newtons/cm2 and 0.38 cm/sec at 10.3 newtons/cm2 (15 psia). Andracchio
and Aydelott, reported zero "g" flame propagation rates for thin plates
of cellulose acetate of 2.2 to 4.4 cm/sec at 3.4 newtons/cm2, depending
upon the sample thickness used.
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Despite the limitations of the propagation rate determinations, there
is no apparent reason to believe that the zero "g" rates of Teflon are
not representative of rates which could be encountered in oxygen systems
of orbiting spacecraft. Any change in the zero "g" environment which
could be produced by propulsion maneuvers would produce convection
currents and therefore affect the propagation rates. The Teflon
propagation rate data apparently constitute a lower bound to the
propagation rate of this material in spacecraft oxygen systems.
Promoted Ignition
As mentioned previously, promoted ignition studies were conducted in a
manner very similar to the study of Nihart and Smith (ref. 1). The
promoting fuel used in their study was neoprene, whereas, in this study
Teflon was used exclusively. As in this study, Nihart and Smith were
also able to ignite Inconel X750, steels, and aluminum alloys. Effects
of sample configuration, as investigated in the present study (and as
might be expected), show that thin sections of the alloys are more
easily ignited than larger samples.
Partial Configuration Test
Results from the partial configuration test of the quantity gauge and
associated wire bundles show that the flame propagation and promoted
ignition results are applicable to the configured oxygen tank system.
The configuration test film determined the rate of propagation to be
approximately 0.67 cm/sec, which is in good agreement with the
propagation rate test result of 0.97 cm/sec for this condition.
Ignitions of Inconel X750 and stainless steel occurred in the test;
again, this effect could be predicted from the promoted ignition results.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Flame propagation rates for Teflon electrical wire insulation typical
of that used in the Apollo 13 cryogenic oxygen tank showed that upward
propagation rates are larger than downward rates by approximately a
factor of ten. Propagation rates in zero "g" at cryogenic temperature
for wire bundles are approximately half of the corresponding one "g"
downward rates. A change of temperature from approximately -1180 C to
30°C increased the rates by approximately 100% for downward burns and by
approximately 30% for upward burns. No effect of insulation color
pigment on the flame propagation rates could be detected. The zero "g"
Teflon propagation rates apparently constitute a lower bound flame
propagation rate for this material applicable to orbiting spacecraft
oxygen systems.
Promoted ignition of four metal alloys by burning Teflon showed that
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ignition and extensive burning occurred for thin sections of silicon
steel. Ignition of Inconel X750 and two aluminum alloys occurred for
certain configurations, and, once ignited, the test items burned to
completion in almost all cases. No ignition of an aluminum alloy
occurred in the only zero "g" promoted ignition test conducted. The
limited zero "g" data do not permit any conclusions to be drawn for
promoted ignition in that environment.
On a partial configuration of the oxygen tank quantity gauge and
associated wire bundles, flames propagated along two wire bundles
through the upper portion of the quantity gauge and ignited a portion
of the conduit-chamber interface. This ignition resulted in a venting
of high pressure oxygen over a period of 0.5 sec, during which severe
burning of the conduit-chamber interface occurred.
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TABLE I. DOWNWARD PROPAGATION RATES
Pressure, Temperature Rate, Number of
Wire gauge Newtons/cm2 °C cm/sec tests
26
(bundle of four)
26
(individual wires)
22
(individual wires)
22
(coaxial)
20
(individual wires)
26
(individual wires)
22
(individual wires)
20
(coaxial)
20
(individual wires)
670
666
690
650
653
678
654
654
662
-118
-118
-118
-118
-118
30
30
30
30
0.97+0.15
0.58+0.05
0.58±0.05
0.81+0.25
0.79±+0.10
1.55_+0.58
1.07±0.13
1.27±0.41
1.37+0.23
4
8
8
5
8
6
9
20
4
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TABLE II. UPWARD PROPAGATION RATES
465
Pressure, Temperature, Rate, Number of
Wire gauge Newtons/cm2 °C cm/sec tests
26 647 -118 5.75 2
(individual wires)
22 659 -118 10.4±+5.34 8
(individual wires)
20 650 -118 7.9t2.14 4
(coaxial)
20 650 -118 4.8+2.29 11
(individual wires)
26 664 30 8.9±2.54 4
(individual wires)
20 660 30 10.9+±3.81
(coaxial)
22 662 30 8.6±3.56 10
(individual wires)
TABLE III. ZERO "g" PRDPAGATION RATES
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Pressure, Temperature, Rate, Number of
Test item Newtons/cn2 °C cm/sec tests
Wire bundles:
4 wires 632 -118 0.48+0.25 6
clear and white
shrink tubing
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TESTING AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS
USED IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS
by R. P. Segrest
General Electric Company
Apollo and Ground Systems
Houston Programs
Houston, Texas
Introduction
Materials used in the crew bay, in systems interfacing with the
crew bay, and in the propellant systems for the Apollo spacecraft are
controlled by the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office document, "Apollo
Spacecraft Nonmetallic Materials Requirements."(l) The Apollo space-
craft materials requirements for cryogenic oxygen systems are the
same as those employed for gaseous oxygen systems (GOX). Tests have
been conducted which show flammability testing conditions to be more
severe with an atmosphere of ambient temperature GOX than an atmos-
phere of supercritical oxygen at the same test pressure or liquid
(LOX) at ambient pressures.
Modifications were made in Addendum 2 of "Apollo Spacecraft
Nonmetallic Materials Requirements" in revising Category D, materials
used in greater than 20 psia oxygen, and in adding Category J, mate-
rials used in other hazardous fluids, such as propellants. The major
revisions to Category D were in extending the existing nonmetallic
materials requirements to metals which are normally exposed to the
oxygen atmosphere and to all materials, metals and nonmetals, used
in the oxygen systems which could be exposed to oxygen as a result of
a single barrier failure.
Materials usage for each spacecraft are tracked by the COMAT
(Characteristics of Materials) system. This computerized system
relates the material to a specific component and lists the quantity
used and the test results indicator for the material and/or component.
The COMAT system functions to maintain configuration management for
all controlled materials in the spacecraft.
Brief discussions of the materials and configurations testing
techniques and requirements for the Apollo spacecraft high pressure
oxygen systems are presented in the remainder of this paper.
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Materials Testing Requirements For High Pressure Oxygen
Metallic Materials
Metallic materials used in high pressure oxygen are required to
successfully complete the pneumatic impact test. Metallic materials
which are used in dynamic applications such as valve seats are also
required to successfully undergo mechanical impact testing.
Nonmetallic Materials
Nonmetallic materials used in high pressure oxygen are required
to successfully complete the flash and fire point test, odor test,
total organics and.carbon monoxide tests, and pneumatic impact test.
Nonmetallic materials which are used in dynamic applications also
must successfully undergo the mechanical impact testing.
Materials Behind Potential Single Barrier Failures
As previously stated, these above testing requirements apply to
materials which are normally exposed to oxygen, as well as those
which would be exposed as a result of a single barrier failure. All
components are evaluated for the probability of a single barrier
failure which would allow oxygen into an enclosed compartment which
is not normally a wetted area. The evaluation takes into account
such considerations as leakage history, barrier thickness and design,
acceptance testing, other spacecraft testing, and burst data. All
materials in components which do not have a solid barrier; i.e.,
those having welded, brazed or mechanical joints, have been tested.
Materials Screening Tests
Only a brief discussion of the materials testing techniques will
be presented here. All of the testing described is performed by the
Manned Spacecraft Center's White Sands Test Facility and complete
descriptions can be found in "Apollo Spacecraft Nonmetallic Materials
Requirements."
High Pressure Flash and Fire Point Testing
High pressure flash and fire point testing is performed on all
nonmetallic materials in their maximum systems usage pressure. The
materials must have a minimum flash point of 400OF and a minimum fire
point of 4500 F.
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Testing is accomplished by placing a half gram sample in the
sample cup of the test cell, shown in Figure 1, and adjusting to the
proper oxygen pressure. The sample cup is then heated at a rate of
25°F per minute while arcing above the sample for every 4 + 1 second,
50 + 20 millijoule spark. The above process is continual to 1000°F
or until a flash and/or fire point of the material is obtained. A
flash or a fire is detected by a photocell detector and fed into the
storage oscilloscope. The high pressure flash and fire point appara-
tus has a present capability of 50 to 3000 psia. A similar system is
employed for flash and fire point testing in pressures less than 50
psia.
Gaseous Oxygen Mechanical Impact Testing
GOX mechanical impact testing is performed on all materials at
1.5 times their maximum system usage pressure. The materials must
show no evidence of reaction at that pressure to be acceptable for
use in a dynamic application.
The mechanical impact testing apparatus utilizes a modified
Army Ballistics Missile Agency impact tester as shown in Figure 2.
The basic modifications include using a 7-1/2 pound plummet in lieu
of the 20 pound plummet and replacing the anvil with a high-pressure
test chamber as shown in Figure 3. All testing for the Apollo Space-
craft Program is done with a 50 foot-pounds per square inch impact
which is on the order of six times greater than the highest impact
load component used in the Apollo spacecraft.
A clean sample is placed in the sample cup and the system is
purged and pressurized with oxygen to the specified test pressure.
The pneumatic amplifier chamber is then pressurizedwith gaseous
nitrogen to equalize the pressure on the striker pin. The plummet
is then released and the impact energy is transmitted to the specimen
through the striker pin. The specimen is then removed and inspected
for evidence of a reaction. The mechanical impact system presently
has a 7500 psia capability.
Gaseous Oxygen Pneumatic Impact Testing
GOX pneumatic impact testing is performed on all materials at
1.33 times their maximum system usage pressure. Materials must show
no evidence of reaction to be acceptable for use in a high pressure
oxygen system.
Testing is accomplished in the apparatus diagramed in Figures 4
and 5. A clean sample is placed in the sample cup and the cup is
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loosely installed into the system. The system is then purged with
low pressure oxygen and the sample cup tightened. The system is
monitored and pressure, temperature, and valve cycle times are re-
corded. Testing is accomplished with an automatic sequencer which
provides identical pressure cycles. The sequencer first opens the
high speed valve (2 milliseconds to full open) for 50 milliseconds.
The valve then closes and holds the pressure for 5 seconds before
venting down to atmospheric pressure. The pressure-vent sequence is
repeated 4 more times per sample before removing and inspecting the
sample for evidence of reaction. A high magnitude reaction will also
be noted by the temperature readings.
High Pressure Autoignition Testing
High pressure autoignition testing was implemented to supplement
the high pressure flash and fire point testing for materials used in
higher than 3000 psia systems. Materials are tested at their maximum
system usage pressure and must exhibit a minimum autoignition point
of 4500F.
Testing is accomplished in an apparatus similar to the flash and
fire point apparatus without the arcing equipment and with a thermo-
couple in lieu of a photocell for detecting a reaction. The sample
and chamber preparation for this test is the same as for the flash
and fire point testing. The sample is heated at the rate of 250 F per
minute until the sample reaches 1000°F or autoignites. The auto-
ignition system is capable of testing to 7500 psia.
Odor Testing
Materials are screened for undesirable odors by an odor panel of
five to ten members. A sample equal to five grams per liter of test
chamber is placed in the chamber. The chamber is then evacuated to
1 Torr or less and back filled with oxygen to approximately 5 psia.
The sample and chamber are then heated inside an oven to 1550 F for
72 hours. Next, the chamber is pressurized to one atmosphere with
oxygen and sampled. Samples are then diluted with oxygen on a ratio
of 29 parts of oxygen to 1 part of sample and 9 parts of oxygen to 1
part of sample. These two dilutions and an undiluted sample are then
rated by the panel members on a scale of 0 to 4. A material which
has an average rating on the undiluted sample of 2.5 or lower is
considered acceptable.
Total Organics and Carbon Monoxide
A sample is prepared and heated for 72 hours as described for
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the odor testing. Gas samples are taken after the chamber reaches
room temperature. The test specimen is then weighed and the gas
samples analyzed for total organics and carbon monoxide. Total
organics are expressed as pentane equivalents and shall not exceed
100 micrograms per gram of sample and carbon monoxide shall not ex-
ceed 25 micrograms per gram of sample for the material to be
acceptable.
Test Results
Test results for the mechanical impact test show testing at the
service module oxygen tank pressure of 1000 psia GOX to be more severe
than testing at the same impact levels in ambient LOX. Tests are
currently underway to compare the same materials at the same impact
levels in a 1000 psia supercritical oxygen atmosphere.
Approximately 650 materials comprising over 6000 tests have been
conducted for certification of the materials used in the current
Apollo spacecraft high pressure oxygen systems. Of these tests, more
than 90 percent were GOX pneumatic and mechanical impact or high
pressure flash and fire point. Testing has indicated that no adverse
flammability problem exists with the materials currently used in the
Apollo spacecraft oxygen systems. All test data generated by these
screening tests in support of the Apollo program are distributed to
the Apollo spacecraft contractors in "Materials Test Data for Appli-
cations in High Pressure Oxygen and Other Hazardous Fluids," "Mate-
rial Test Data by Generic Identification," and "Materials Test Data
by Manufacturer's Designation." (2) (3) (4)
Configuration Flammability Testing Requirements
Configuration testing is required for all components that have
materials associated with an ignition source or that are within one
inch of an ignition source. Ignition sources may be either electrical
or dynamic impact. Configuration testing may also be required for
components which have materials that fail any of the required screen-
ing tests.
Configuration Flammability Tests
Configuration testing for the Apollo spacecraft oxygen systems
is conducted on both the subassembly and assembly levels. Each
configuration test is designed to meet the specific worst case
operating conditions of the component. Specific examples of the
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configuration tests conducted for the service module cryogenics oxygen
system are given below.
Subassembly Tests
A good example of a subassembly test is the testing which was
conducted on the wiring that is used in the redesigned service module
oxygen tank. Current overload and arcing tests were conducted in
1035 psia GOX on both faulted wires, which allow an oxygen path to the
conductor, and unfaulted wires and with and without circuit protection.
Early overload testing through the spacecraft circuit protection
and under the right conditions of a faulted wire to allow an oxygen
path showed a need to enhance the design of the circuit protection
with the addition of a 5 ampere fuse for the third heater element of
the cryogenic oxygen tanks' heater probes. Faults in the sheath
ranged in size from .004 inch to 1/16 of an inch in diameter with
ignitions occurring in both extremes. The testing also showed that
overloading an unfaulted wire to fusion resulted in the conductor
losing continuity in many places while the sheath remained intact
with no ignition occurring. Testing through the enhanced circuit
protection showed that the cable could not be overloaded or ignited
even when faulted. From these tests, it was concluded that ignition
would require a multipoint failure mode consisting of a shorted wire,
a breakdown of the circuit protection, and a fault to allow an oxygen
path to the conductor.
Overload tests were also conducted on the wire in 1035 psia
supercritical oxygen. Results from this test showed even a faulted
wire without circuit protection would not ignite.
Assembly Tests
A series of tests was conducted on the Service Module oxygen
tank heater probe. In one of the tests, a heater element was shorted
approximately eight inches from the junction between the copper cold
lead and the nichrome heater element. The shorted element had a
fault to allow an oxygen path to the nichrome wire. The shorted
element was protected by a 5.0 ampere fuse and a 5.0 ampere circuit
breaker in series. The heater probe was preheated to various tempera-
tures up to 4000F and a current of 14 amperes at 32 VDC was applied
to the shorted element. In all of the tests, the fuse opened in a
time ranging from 0.8 second to 2.2 seconds. The test was then re-
peated twice at 4000 F using only the 5 ampere circuit breaker for
circuit protection and each time the circuit breaker opened in 1.2
seconds at 14 amperes 32 VDC. Next, the test was repeated without a
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fuse or a circuit breaker. A current of 14 amperes at 32 VDC was
maintained on the shorted wire and maximum steady temperature of
577°F was obtained without fusing or igniting the wire.
In the final test on the heater probe, a new short was made
approximately three inches from the cold junction on the same heater
element which was previously shorted. No circuit protection was
provided. By applying 5.5 amperes to each of the heater elements, the
probe was heated to 3100F. Amperage was then dropped to 2 amperes on
the shorted wire and then increased to 16 amperes within one second.
Current was increased to 17 amperes after 30 seconds. The heater
element fused open at 17 amperes without causing ignition.
Other assembly tests were conducted on various Apollo spacecraft
oxygen supply systems as required to verify their acceptability prior
to Apollo 14.
Findings
Materials and configuration test data have indicated that the
best metals available for high pressure oxygen systems are nickel
and high nickel base alloys. Stainless steels while being harder to
ignite than the softer metals such as aluminum still propagate when
ignited. Data to date show that all nonmetallic materials, when
supplied with enough energy, will ignite and propagate. All non-
metallic materials which were known to be directly exposed to the
high pressure oxygen systems of the Apollo spacecraft have been re-
moved or relocated so as not to be in direct contact with an electri-
cal ignition source. As mentioned previously, test results to date
show that an atmosphere of ambient temperature GOX is a more severe
testing atmosphere than ambient pressure LOX or supercritical oxygen
at the same test pressure as the GOX test pressure.
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Apollo 14 Flight Support and System Performance
Robert R. Rice
NASA MSC
Houston, Texas
Abstract
The Apollo 13 incident and subsequent oxygen tank redesign for
Apollo 14 placed unique requirements on the flight support activity.
A major part of this activity was the integration of the various ana-
lytical efforts into a single team function. Additionally, the first
flight of the redesigned system without an orbital test required an
extensive analytical base.
The support team philosophy, objectives, and organization are pre-
sented. Various analytical tools that were used during the flight are
discussed. Investigations made during the post-flight period are con-
sidered and their impact upon subsequent flights shown.
Introduction
There are three major phases of work involved in any flight: pre-
flight, real-time, and post-flight. Because of the cryogenic oxygen
system redesign required, those three phases all had their own unique
situations and problems which tended to impact each other in more than
a normal manner. For this reason, all three phases will be discussed
herein--with the preflight discussions being limited to a functional
relationship. The paragraphs following introduce the phases.
During the Apollo 14 redesign effort, large contingents of analy-
tical resources were applied to the problem of designing, fabricating,
and testing a-new cryogenic oxygen system. To provide for adequate
communications between the various analytical groups involved, a team
approach was thus used. Informal meetings were held during this
period so that the team members could present the results of their
work and receive feedback to apply to their analyses. As in all
flight related programs, the major problem encountered during this
effort was the integration of the analyses into the hardware and oper-
ational areas. The solutions to this problem are discussed herein and
the various end items are presented.
In general, the end result of the analysis effort was a flight
support team trained and equipped to respond to the real-time needs
of the flight. For example, during the flight, there were several
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real-time problems that were faced and solved by the team members.
Obviously, the training and tools that were used during this time
had to be developed prior to the flight. These problems and the
methods of solution used will also be discussed.
Once the flight was over, the last phase of work was started--
post-flight analysis. For Apollo 14, this was a major task since it
basically became a new system evaluation. Therefore, the various
items analyzed during this portion of the work are presented to illus-
trate the requirements for basic system understanding.
The conclusions reached from the three phases of work are pre-
sented as concluding remarks to this paper.
Support Team
Pre-Flight
During this effort, there were some twelve identifiable organiza-
tional elements involved on the analysis team. The overall coordi-
nation of the team was the responsibility of the Power Generation
Branch of the Propulsion and Power Division. The major problem faced
by the team was that of communications; as mentioned earlier, perio-
dic team meetings were held to facilitate the necessary cross-ferti-
lization between the various efforts.
Since the fan-motors were deleted from the oxygen tanks, the
thermal performance of the heater depends to a large extent on the
net gravity level. Even though the artificial gravity levels are
normally extremely low, natural convection is the predominant mode of
heat transfer from the heater to the fluid. Obviously the conditions
that dominate these convective processes could not be duplicated in
a terrestrial environment; therefore, the adequacy of the design had
to be certified by analysis. This then became the major activity
of the team: that of insuring that the proposed system would be
adequate for the Apollo 14 mission.
There were two main items of interest with respect to the thermal
performance of the heater:
1. Maximum temperature reached by the structure (i.e., pressure
vessel and heater) during the mission.
2. Maximum expected pressure drop created by stratification
effects during the mission.
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These items were formally closed prior to the mission with a certi-
fication document which contained a condensation of the Analysis
Team's findings.
Flight Support
The end result of the analytical effort was to equip the flight
support team with the knowledge and resources to make real-time
inputs. Figure 1 presents the overall organization that the team
functioned under, and as can be seen these activities were concen-
trated in a support building complex adjacent to the Mission Control
Center.
The purpose of the cryogenic support team was to provide a con-
tinuous monitoring, analysis, and reporting activity of the cryogenic
system. The prime objective of this team was the early detection,
evaluation, and reporting of problems or potential problems. A
secondary objective was the continuous monitoring, analysis, and
reporting of routine system performance.
The general philosophy that was used during the organization of
this team was that only those problems that were amenable to rapid
solutions could be worked. This restriction had to be observed since
a large scale investigation by this team would have destroyed the
monitoring capability and left the system vulnerable to additional
failures. When problems arose that required large scale efforts,
separate teams were called to supply the manpower. In general, the
location and organization of these teams were functions of the nature
of the particular problem that had to be solved.
The detailed organization of the support team is shown in Figure
2. As can be seen in this figure, the flow of information was basic-
ally through the Subsystem Manager's position in the Mission Evalua-
tion Room (MER). As was mentioned earlier, the prime function of the
team located in the Backup Support Room (BSR) was that of system
monitoring. The procedure used to insure that this was done was to
manually plot some thirteen parameters from the real-time displays.
This then became the prime data source for the real-time analytical
support effort. The required frequency of plotting depended largely
upon the system performance. During early parts of the mission,
heater cycles occurred at rates of three to four per hour and thus
virtually continuous plots were required. Later, when the cycles
lengthened, the data points were plotted in about ten minute inter-
vals. This plotting served two purposes:
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1. Provided a continuous record of flight performance.
2. Forced an individual to examine the system trends on a rather
continuous basis.
As backups to the real-time data, the following items were available
to the team:
1. TWX summaries of the flight data on irregular intervals.
2. Polaroid pictures of the displays on ten minute intervals.
3. Tab outputs and plots available on about a twelve-hour turn
around basis.
The performance of this support system was such that many real-
time inputs were made to the operations team. This type of support
team activity was found to be a good solution to the problems of fast
response and continuous system surveillance.
In-Flight Analysis
Check Valve Leakage
The first problem noted during the flight was that of a check
valve leaking into tank number two. As can be seen in Figure 3, when
tank number three's pressure rose, tank number two's pressure would
track it. This meant that fluid from tank three was being forced back
into tank two. This problem did not affect the overall mission since
no fluid was being lost; however, it did affect the cryogenic manage-
ment and the eventual conduct of the Detailed Test Objective (DTO).
The problem was that as the fluid was forced into tank two, heat
energy was also transmitted--thus changing the effective thermal per-
formance of the tank. This would in time affect the individual tank
quantity schedule that had been planned prior to flight.
In order to solve this problem, the team members of the Mission
Performance and Analysis Division (MPAD) were called upon. The
program that they had written prior to flight was modified to include
this additional heat and mass transfer into tank two, and the mission
quantity schedules were recomputed. As can be seen in Figure 4, the
resulting predictions came very close to the actual flight quantities.
It was concluded from this analysis that the leaking check valve
would cause no problems during the remainder of the flight and that
the DTO could be conducted without modifying the cryo schedule.
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Heater Temperatures
The second problem found early in the flight was that the heater
temperatures recorded were consistently higher than expected. In order
to solve this problem, team members from the Boeing Company, TRW
Incorporated, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, North American Rockwell,
Structures and Mechanics Division (SMC), and MPAD were called upon.
The temperature limit of the components inside the pressure
vessel was set prior to flight to be 500°F based upon the autoignition
temperature of teflon of 7000 F. This margin is consistent with
margins on flammable materials used in the Command Module. The
pressure vessel itself is limited to 2000F based upon fracture mechan-
ics considerations. Preflight analysis indicated that with a maximum
heater temperature of 5000F the pressure vessel wall never exceeds
this limit. It was known prior to flight that there would be large
temperature gradients along the heater and it was felt that the tem-
perature sensor would reflect the temperature of one of the cooler
areas of the heater. Using this rationale a limit of 200°F was placed
upon the heater sensor indication.
Due to drawing and design changes, the temperature sensor was
mislocated in the model by 1.0 to 2.0 inches. This position error
occurred at a location where the temperature gradients were as large
as 100°F to 300°F per inch. After this was discovered, it was noted
that the sensor should and did reflect close to the maximum tempera-
ture on the heater. This is shown in Figure 5.
Next, it was found that at various times the heater temperature
could lead the sensor indication by as much as 50°F. This was deter-
mined by performing a transient analysis of the sensor and heater
system.
Using these analyses, it was determined that a safe heater tem-
perature limit could be established as follows:
1. Heater upper limit 500°F
2. AT between sensor and maximum point -50°F
3. Sensor Lag -50°F
4. Contingency for instrumentation -50°F
and analytical errors
5. Final Redline Limit 3500°F
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Using this rationale, a corrected maximum temperature limit of
350 F was established for the remaining portion of the mission.
Detailed Test Objective Simulation
In view of the new heater temperature work that was done, it was
decided to perform the high flow rate test using two heater elements
in tank number three (the low density tank). Since all the prior
analysis had been performed using three heater elements, the team mem-
bers of The Boeing Company were called upon to recompute the high flow
test predictions. This work was completed prior to the time that the
test was to be run, and formed a complete basis for the test monitor-
ing.
The predictions for tank number three along with the test data
are shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, the data fell close to the
trends predicted. In general, these predictions were such that the
support team was able to distinguish between two heater element and
three heater element operation.
Real Time Calculations
During the flight, there were many calculations made in an effort
to ensure satisfactory system operation. The majority of these cal-
culations involved various methods of establishing the system's
thermal performance. Heat leaks were calculated using flow rate aver-
ages with the heater off, pressure change rate with the heaters off,
and pressure change rate with the heaters on. In general, very little
success was obtained using any of these methods to calculate the heat
leak. Some of the problems involved with these calculations are as
follows:
1. Flow Rate Determination - Since the system does not have
individual flow meters for each tank, the flow sharing characteristics
must be implied using pressure data, thermal data, and intuition.
These methods all leak to large errors when using the resultant flows
to calculate heat leaks.
2. Pressure Change Rate - The major problem with this calcula-
tion is that the pressure data has a 4 psi bit granularity. This
means that a given value of pressure may be as much as 4 psi in error.
If the total span of a given cycle is 30 psi, it can be seen that this
pressure error represents a very large deviation.
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3. System Equilibrium - Since these systems are vapor cooled
the thermal performance is a strong function of the flow rate demanded
and therefore the flow-sharing characteristics. If a tank has been
supplying a large part of the load (i.e., high flow), its vapor
cooled shield will be colder than normal. The calculated heat leak
into the pressure vessel will then be abnormally low while at the same
time another tank will appear abnormally high.
4. Quantity Balance - Finally, with the three tank system, the
quantities may be separated by 30% to 40% and each tank will have a
different performance based upon its particular fluid state. These
heat leaks might at any one time range from 45 Btu/Hr to 20 Btu/Hr.
Post-Flight Analysis
The prime objective of a post-flight analysis is to establish
the limits of system performance and to apply these limits to the
future Apollo flights. A secondary objective is to reexamine the
flight data in detail to insure that no unexplained events go unde-
tected. This type of analysis is done on each flight; however, on
Apollo 14, a more detailed analysis than normal was required.
One major decision that had to be made using post-flight analysis
was whether or not to install an external recirculation pump on
Apollo 15. The various issues involved in this analysis were strati-
fication, quantity gauging accuracy, pressure decay due to stratifi-
cation, heater temperature limits, crew activity, and extra vehicular
activity capability. The data indicated that the quantity gauging
accuracy and pressure decays were about the same as those observed
on prior flights. As shown in Figure 7, all the observed heater
temperatures were within the expected bounds while achieving the
demands of Apollo 14. Also, it can be seen that by observing the
limits established by this figure, the crew work load could be mini-
mized. Prior ground testing indicated that the system could be opera-
ted in the blow-down mode below 20% quantity. Using this data, it was
decided that the pumps would not be installed on Apollo 15.
The next major task that was undertaken was to compile a set of
data on magnetic computer tapes so that the data could be accessed,
used, and plotted. Some thirty-four parameters were stored on these
tapes. These included five tank quantities, five tank pressures,
five fluid temperatures, three heater temperatures, two bus voltages,
three fuel cell currents, six fuel cell flow rates, one environmental
control system flow rate, one surge tank pressure, one cabin regulated
supply pressure, one cabin pressure, and one oxygen tank manifold
pressure. These data were plotted in one second intervals on the Cal-
Comp plotter and then distributed to the various team members.
Finally, there were several short studies performed to make sure
that the system had performed properly. These studies and their pur-
poses are as follows:
1. Calculated vs Measured Quantities - Using -the observed fluid
temperatures and pressures in combination with thermodynamic data,
densities were calculated. These densities were then used to cal-
culate quantities which are shown compared to the indicated quantities
in Figure 8. It should be noted that as the critical region is
approached (30% to 50%), this method becomes more inaccurate; however,
at the extremes, the method is consistent. This method of quantity
determination is shown to be an acceptable backup if it is needed.
Also, as part of this effort, these values were compared with Apollo's
11, 12, and 13 to establish the performance of the redesigned sensor.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the new sensors are not as accurate as
those that were on the old tanks. This was anticipated since the new
location of the sensor removes it from initmate contact with the
fluid.
2. Tank Energy Balance - This study was performed to establish
the overall system energy balance at various times during the mission.
This was done to establish whether or not stratification would affect
the thermal efficiency of the system. Figure 10 presents the data
calculated at various points in the mission. It should be noted that
nearly all the data falls within a ten percent band. This is felt to
be a remarkable accuracy, considering all of the variables that affect
the problem. Also, it is seen that the scatter is random in nature--
indicating little or no loss in overall thermal efficiency.
3. Pressure Response Study - This work was performed so that the
control characteristics could be established. This information will
be used on future flights to aid in system monitoring. During this
effort, there were two types of curves developed: heater on time and
total cycle time. The results of the tabulation for heater on time
are shown in Figure 11. As can be seen in this illustration, exact
trends are difficult to observe. Again, this is indicative of a
system with many operational variables. The total cycle times are
shown in Figure 12; again, exact trends are hard to establish. But,
the ranges of times that can be expected for future flights can be
observed and also the variation of trend with quantity can be roughed
out.
For Apollo 14, there are other analysis efforts that have been
done or are in progress. These efforts are very detailed in nature
and were in part reported in the other papers. Specifically, these
include studies of the "g" levels during various portions of the
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flight, the heat transfer characteristics of the heater under a
variety of conditions, and detailed stratification studies. These
studies are not part of normal post-flight evaluation but are typical
of those studies that are performed to evaluate specific events of
interest.
Conclusions
The system performed basically as was predicted prior to flight
and the analytical modes were verified in real-time. In the one
case of error--heater temperature--the problem was found to be pri-
marily erroneous heater temperature location input to the model.
It can be concluded that a support team can be organized to
respond to real-time flight problems if the members are (1) opera-
tionally checked-out and (2) analytical tools are prepared in advance.
A corollary to this is that such a large and rather complex team is
necessary and can be organized and successfully managed to solve
problems of the magnitude of the Apollo 14 cryo system redesign--all
in a relatively short time period. Also, it was noted that the
parallel nature of many of the studies provided a cross-check of the
analytical methods used.
From a technical standpoint, the conclusions are specific and are
as follows:
1. The leaking check valve on tank two had little effect on
system performance.
2. Large thermal gradients exist on the heater--with the speci-
fic temperature profiles being a strong function of gravity level.
3. The location of heater temperature sensors is a critical item
on flight systems.
4. The system successfully passed the high-flow test (DTO).
5. The tank quantities can be reasonably calculated from temper-
ature and pressure readings and can be used as a backup to direct
quantity readout.
6. Stratification does not affect the thermal efficiency (energy
balance) of the system.
7. Tank heat leaks cannot be calculated using present in-flight
data.
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8. External pumps are not required on Apollo 15.
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